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Foreword 

JUS book WAS WRITTEN at Stanford, California, 

i at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 

Sciences, located oil a hflJ overlooking broad expanses in all 

directions. At certain moments here I have visualized die hills 

and slopes shrouded with green oaks as seen from the castle 

hill of Gediminas in Vilnius, my native city in the heart of the 

Baltic lands, from which I am separated by almost twenty years. 

The Californian sand dunes, at Carmel, remind me of the pure 

white sands of Palanga, where ! used to collect handfuls of 

amber; and the sunsets in the Pacific, of the peacefully sinking 

sun as it disappeared into the Baltic Sea, beyond where, to the 

west, my forefathers thought was the cosmic tree, the axis of the 

world, holding up the arch of the sky. 

I am deeply grateful therefore to the Center for such inspiring 

working conditions, the delightful atmosphere, and for all the 

assistance made available to me. I would also like to express 

appreciation to my many Lithuanian, Lettish, Polish and 

Russian colleagues for invaluable information they supplied 

and the illustrations and books they procured, particularly 

to Drs J. Antonicwicz. V. C inters, ju. V. Kukharenko, 

R. Rim antic nc, and A. Spekke. For technical help, editing 

and typing, I am deeply indebted to Miss M. GaUaher and 

to my daughter Oanute. 
M.G 
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Introduction 

In the LA Ni>S occupied by the ancient Baits the geography 

wa$ of many kinds. A long stretch of the Bailie Sea with 

wind-blown dunes and white sand beaches, embellished with 

tiny bits of glittering amber, lay to the wcse. Along the sea shore 

and along the larger rivers discharging into die sea the "V htula, 

Nemunas (Niemcn, Mcmel), Daugava (Duna, Dvina), and 

their tributaries—were lowlands and the most fertile lands 

covered with alluvial deposits. Through the ages, the sea coast 

and these larger rivers were the means by which the Balts were 

able to communicate with central and western Europe. Farther 

cast* eastern East Prussia (present Masuria in northern Poland)! 

eastern Lithuania and eastern Latvia were surrounded by the 

moraine belt left over from the last ice age, with many lakes, 

rocks and a sandy soil; and beyond it to the cast were the up** 

lands, called Byelorussia, the Smolensk-Moscow and central 

Russian ridges, intersected by die valleys of the upper Dnieper 

and its tributaries and by the river system of the upper Volga 

basin* To the south, in present southern Byelorussia, these 

uplands were—as they still arc—girdled by the swampy area of 

the Pripet River basin. There are no high mountains in this 

whole area; the highest points reach only 200 or 3go metres 

above sea4cveL 
The lands along the Baltic Sea belong to die central Eurt* 

pean climatic zone. Then, to the east, begins the transitional 

zone between oceanic and continental climate, and all the 

eastern parts combine the continental climate with rather co ^ 

winters and warm summers. The period encompassed in this 

book falls within the limits of the Sub' Boreal and Sub* Adamic 

climatic zones* The Sub'Boreal climate, e* jooo-f. 500 B,c., 

was somewhat warmer and less humid than the Sub'Adamic, 
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Tlx Balts 

which persists 10 die present day. TJic vegetation was as varied 

as the climate in the transitional zone between central and north' 

ern Europe, There is a great variety of forests, deciduous and 

coniferous. At present, pine and spruce predominate, but 

earlier, in the Sub-Boreal period and before many regions were 

cleared and turned into arable land, forests consisted mainly of 

leaf-bearing trees—oaks, linden, maple, elm, poplar, horn/ 

beam, aspen, birch, ash, hazel, willow. Forest fauna was rich 

and not quite nordic. Hares, squirrels, badgers, martens, 

beavers, lynx, boars, wolves, bears, aurochs, bison, wild hones, 

and elks lived on into the Sub-Atlantic. Only the wild horse 

disappeared during tire Late Iron Age, Aurochs persisted in 

early historic times, and bison were to be found in the large 

expanses of virgin forests of present-day northern Poland and 

southern Lithuania up to the eighteenth century. Forests were 

full of large grouse and partridges, and in the warm season wild 

ducks and geese flocked to the swampy regions. All these 

animals and birds in addition to fish, mushrooms, nuts, honey, 

and berries formed a great pan of the food supply of the farmer 

living on the high banks of rivers and around lakes near the 

forests. 

The scenery in these lands is most beautiful in late spring and 

early summer, when the ears form on tire fresh green shoots of 

the rye, flax blossoms in a soft blue, and the morning lark trills 

above field and meadow. At this season too is heard the song 

of the nightingale, the call of the cuckoo, and the music of 

many other birds and insects. Storks with their nests atop 

farmers’ houses are also inseparable from the landscape. In 

some remote villages, in the middle of the network of lakes and 

at the edges oflargc forests, far from the trade routes and towns, 

lived people who up to quite recently were not much con¬ 

cerned about the outer world. So completely absorbed were 

they by die life-bringing natural forces, the rotation of the year’s 

seasons, and by their work in the fields, that their way of life. 
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Introduction 

their language, beliefs, and customs remained little changed 

down the ages. Seen from a distance, their low houses with 

thatched roofs look like mushrooms harmonizing with the 

landscape; but one has only to visit the homesteads them* 

selves to sec how much love and care was invested in the 

decoration of doors, window shutters* comet projections, 

porches, gables, colonnades in front of storehouses, dower 

chests, spindle wheels, washings beetles, and other furnishings. 

Houses were surrounded by a variety of flowers and large trees, 

usually linden, maple, dm or oak. For about 190 days of the 

year cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs, collected from the whole 

village, were kept in pastures and guarded by an old shepherd, 

who made music on a buck's horn, and shepherd children, 

who played flutes and quaint wooden pipes; horses were pas¬ 

tured overnight. In the fields* around fires, as well as by the 

mother’s spindle wheel and loom during long winter evenings, 

folk-songs and tales flourished and were transmitted from 

generation to generation. Collective field labours were loll owed 

by songs, sung iti rotation by several voices, and with refrains 

which harmonised with the rhythm of harvesting* and ft ax and 

hemp plucking and drying. From lullabies and wedding songs 

to songs of lamentation during wakes, man & life was insepar^ 

able from dma3 *the song' (in the folkloristic archives of 

Lithuania and Latvia there are about 500*000 collected songs* 

leading us to wonder howr many more may have disappeared in 

past ages and with the lost Baltic territories)* 1 he Balts sang 

ceaselessly 1 as though singing were as necessary and as easy as 

breathing. And their songs for all occasions reflect these 

people's feeling of kinship with mother earth and her many 

creatures, and appreciation of her manifold gifts. 
One could supplement enormously the evidence of prehis¬ 

toric monuments by using the folklore and ethnographic 

material preserved in the most archaic villages, w^herc passing 

ages have not ch anged the mode of life from that of prehistoric 
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times. However, the scope of the present book requires us to 

focus our attention on actual archaeological finds* 1 shall, 

nevertheless, in speaking of origin* distribution, and religion, 

make some use of die linguistic and folkloristic data. The Baltic 

area is exceptional among the lands inhabited by people ot 

[ndc^ European origin in that the language and folklore have 

survived in a remarkably pure state* and ancient cultural traits 

have not been adulterated or destroyed by the many expansions 

and migrations of prehistoric and early historic periods, as was 

the case in most areas of central* western, and southern Europe* 

The main objects of our attention wilt be hiLUforts and ceiuty 

terieSt the basic monuments of Baltic prehistory* The many bilk 

forts jutting out on river banks and lake shores have given the 

Baltic regions the richly deserved name, 'the land of hilkforts** 

They arc cither sites of communal villages dating from the 

Chalcolithic, Bronze and Early Iron Ages* or casdediilb* the 

acropolises of the later Iron Age- However, archaeological finds 

that have accumulated in the course of the last hundred years 

come not so much from hilkforts, as from barrow and flat' 

grave cemeteries. While the systematically excavated hiJl'top 

villages or hilhfom do not total more than a hundred, the 

cemeteries number many more than a thousand. 

First signs of interest in archaeological finds in the Baltic 

lands date back to die seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

The period of romanticism and growing nationalism at the 

beginning of the nineteenth century greatly increased the search 

for national antiquities; historians, poets* and writers kept their 

own private collections* Organized archaeological research 

owes its inception to a number of historic and antiquarian 

societies and committees founded in the thirties and forties of 

the nineteenth century: ^Gesellschaft fur Geschichtc und Alters 

turnskundtf founded in 18^4 in Riga* ^Gdchrte cstnischc 

Gescllschafd in 18*8 in Tartu (Dorpat), and "Alterturnv 

gesclbchaft Prussia in 1844 in Konigsbcrg. Eustach 
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Tyszkicwiez, who for many years collected archaeological 

materials and made a series of excavations in Lithuania and 

Byelorussia* published in 1842 a book entitled A Ghmptf cj 
the SoftretF cf Lkhamati Arch&t&hgy- He was well acquainted 

with the Scandinavian archaeological literature and classified 

his materials according to Scandinavian standards. In J3j5, as 

a result of his initiative, an ‘archaeological Commission and a 

museum were established in Vilnius. 
In the nineteenth as well as in the twentieth century until the 

beginning of World War II, archaeological work in East 

Prussia was in the hands ot the ‘Prussia Museum in KonigS' 

berg. It carried out numerous excavations in Samland and 

elsewhere in East Prussia, and housed the accumulated nub 

quirics of the ancient Prussians. In the Museums periodical, 

SitzungstftTichte, current between 1875 and 1940. almost all 

excavation reports were published. The beginnings ot system-1'' 

tie archaeological work, of classifications and excavations at 

die end of the nineteenth century are inseparable from the names 

of the notable archaeologists, O. Tischlcr and A. Bezzciv 

berget, The greater part ol Lithuania and Latvia being a 

province of Imperial Russia, the archaeological work carried 

out there by Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, and Poles was 

in large pan dependent on general trends in archaeological 

research in Russia. The ‘Imperial Archaeological Com'1 
mission of Pererburg’, founded in 1859, was a central organs 

izatiou supervising archaeological activities in the whole of 

Russia including the Baltic provinces. The ‘Archaeological 

Society’, founded in 1864 in Moscow, organized Russian 

Archaeological Congresses in various pans of die country. In 
r®93, the congress took place in Vilnius, and in 1896 in Riga, 

focusing attention on antiquities of the Baltic area. After the 

congress in Riga, a museum was founded there; later, its collet' 

Eons, in independent Latvia, were given over to the State 

Historic Museum of Riga. Although the attention of Russian 

17 



archaeologists was in the main focused on southern Russia, 

particularly on Scythian antiquities, die rich Baltic Iron Age 

cemeteries and hill-forts were a great attraction. Since the sevens 

ties of the last century, the Baltic Iron Age has aroused inters 

national interest. In 1876, O. Momclius wad a paper on the 

Iron Age in the Baltic provinces, Russia and Poland, at the 

Congress of Anthropology and Archaeology in Budapest; and 

in 1877, C. Grerwingk, professor of geology in the University 

ot Tartu, presented a lecture on the same subject in the fourth 

Russian Archaeological Congress in Kazan. Other studies by 

Grewingk, on the pagan graves in Lithuania, Latvia and 

Byelorussia (1870), and on the archaeology of the Baltic area 

and Russia (1874), have had a lasting influence on later 
archaeological research. 

Though much important archaeological work was carried 

out in the Baltic countries and Russia before the first World 

War, the sources on which this monograph is based come 

mainly from excavations made between World Wars 1 and II, 

During this period, while in Russia the revolution resulted in 

the liquidation of almost an entire generation of able archaeolo- 

gists, in East Prussia, Lithuania and Latvia large-scale excavate 

ions were begun. Finds from hundreds of cemeteries filled the 

museums, particularly die State Historical Museum in Riga 

and the Cultural Museum of Vytautas the Great (present 

Historical Museum) in Kaunas, as well as the‘Prussia Museum’, 

die Danzig and many other provincial museums. This period, 

loo, saw the publication of numerous basic books for the archae¬ 

ology of the East Baltic area. Bydo-Russia and western Greater 

Russia were lor several decades completely neglected until 

archaeological work was resumed after World War II, and now 

mil-forts are being explored there with remarkable speed. In the 

Baltic countries, after the interruption caused by incorporation 

into the Soviet Union and the loss of key figures in archae¬ 
ological research, the work is again going forward with a new 
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generation of prehistorians. In East Prussia, the situation has 

changed drastically? the old 'Prussia Museum’ no longer exists, 

its treasures having perished during the war, and only its ar- 

chives having been transferred to the University of Gottingen 

in Germany. North-eastern East Prussia, now die Kaliningrad 

area, is attracting some attention from Soviet archaeologists, 

white southern and western East Prussia, or Masuria, is being 

increasingly excavated by Polish prehistorians. Notable results 

have been achieved during rcccni decades in the ancient Baltic 

Sudovian lands in present northern Poland where numerous 

excavations have been carried our by the Warsaw' and Bialystok 

archaeological museums, headed by J, Amoniewicz. 

This booh is a first attempt to survey the entire prehistoric 

period from the beginning of the second millennium b.c.— 

when a branch of the Indo-European-speaking peoples settled 

and gradually developed its individual cultural features in the 

area from Pomerania in northern Poland in the west to central 

Russia in the cast—to the thirteenth century A.D., the begin- 

ning of history, marked by two major events: the conquest of 

the ancient Prussians by the Teutonic Order, and the birth 
of die Lithuanian state. 

The Baltic culture was not an isolated island in prehistoric 

and early historic Europe. In genesis and development it is 

inseparable from the odicr Indo-European groups. Thus, 

through the amber trade it was linked widi the cultures of 

central and southern Europe from the time of the Bronze Age; 

its western branch was closely related with the central European 

Unetice-Tumulus-Urnficld and ihe Germanic or 'Northern 

Area’ cultures, Ir was nor untouched or uninfluenced by the 

Hal 1st ait culture, by the westward advance of the Scythians 

in the eighth and the sixth-fifth centuries B.c., by the east¬ 

ward flow of the Celts in the third cemury b.c., and by the 

movements of Goths from across the Baltic Sea 10 Pomerania 

in the first century b.c. and a few centuries later to south 
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Russia. Its eastern branch was in contact with die Firmer 

Ugrians in present eastern and northern Russia, with Cim¬ 

merians and Scythians north of the Black Sea* and with Slavs, 

the southern neighbours of the Bairs, living north of the Gar^ 

pathians* throughout the Bronze and Early Iron Ages, Be-* 

tween the second and fifth centuries a,d.p due to intensive 

amber trade with the provinces of the Roman Empire, material 

standards of the Baltic culture rose tremendously* The East 

Baltic area became a strong cultural centre* and its influences 

extended to all of north-eastern Europe. This was the Baltic 

culture1! "golden age1, terminated by the eastern Slav expansion 

to the Baltic lands in present western Russia—starting at the 

end ol the fourth or during the fifth century a.d. and con¬ 

tinuing to die twelfth century and later—and by the ensuing 

wars of die coastal Baltic tribes with the Scandinavian Vikings 

in the seventh century^ Before the dawn of history the numerous 

Baltic tribes, ruled by powerful chieftains and landlords, Evcd 

through a second "golden age\ assuming a central position in 

commercial activities between western Europe, Scandinavia* 
Kievan Rus1 and Byzantium, 

Lack of general information about their prehistory has in 

coundess instances resulted in the Baltic lands being con^ 

sideted as Germanic and Slavic. Archaeological and Linguistic 

sources tell a different story, however, and they arc quite 

sufficient now to fit a missing Enk in the mosaics of European 
ancient history. 
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Chapter I 

Linguistic and Historic Background 

The designation *Balt’ can have two different means 

mgs, depending upon whether wrc use it in a geographical 

or political sense, or in a linguistic or ethnological sense. The 

first embraces the Baltic states—Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia 

—on the eastern coasts of the Baltic Sea. Before World War II, 

these three states were independent and their population num¬ 

bered about six million. In 1940, they were incorporated in the 

Soviet Union. In this book, however, I shall not be speaking 

of the modern Baltic states but of people who belong to one 

linguistic group of the Indo-European family, that is, of the 

Lithuanians, Latvians, and Old Prussians, along with their 

kin tribes, many of which disappeared during die course of 

prehistory and history. The Estonians will be excluded since 

they arc Finno-Ugrians, speaking an entirely different language 

from the Indo-European and being of different origin. 

The name ‘Balts', deriving from the Baltic Sea, Mart Bals 
ticum, is a neologism, used since 1845 as a general name for the 

people speaking ‘Baltic’ languages—Old Prussian, Lithuanian, 

Lettish. Curonian, Semigallian, and Sclian. Of these, only 

Lithuanian and Lettish arc living languages. Old Prussian 

disappeared around 1700 due to German colonization of East 

Prussia. Curonian, Semigallian, and Selian disappeared be¬ 

tween 1400 and 1600. These were cither Lcttonizcd or 

Lithuanizcd, Other eastern Baltic languages or dialects became 

extinct in the proiohistork or early historic period and arc 
not preserved in written sources. 

At the beginning of this century, another name for these 
languages—‘Aistian—was coming into use. This was taken 
from the Roman historian Tacitus, who, in his work Germania, 
a.d. 98, mentioned Atstii, gates Aestwmm, a people living on 
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the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea. He described them as cob 

lectors of amber and more energetic cultivators of crops and 

fjff. i fruits than the Germanic people, whom they resembled in 

appearance and customs. Perhaps it would have been more 

reasonable to apply the name 1 Aistians* to the Bakic-speaking 

peoples in general, even though it is not known whether 

Tacitus used this name to describe all Baltic peoples, or Old 

Prussians (the western Balts) alone, or only the amber collec- 

tors living on the Baltic Sea coast around Frisches HafT, which 

in Lithuanian is still called ‘Aismaies* and was called ‘Eyst- 

racer’ by the Anglo-Saxon traveller Wulscan in the ninth 

century A.D, There is also a River ‘Aista* in western Lithu¬ 

ania. Tn early historic records die Atstii or Aisti appear many 

times. The Gothic writer Jordancs of the sixth century a.d. 
locates the Atstii, ‘a totally peaceful people’, to the cast of the 

mouth of the Vistula, on the longest stretch of the Baltic sea 

coast, Einhard'in his Vita Carcii Magni of (. 830-40 finds 

them on the eastern shores of the Baltic Sea, as neigh bouts of 

the Slavs. The name ‘Aisu’ seems to have had a broader 
application than to a single tribe. 

The most ancient name for the Balts, or more probably for 

eastern Balts, was Herodotus’ Neuri, Since the prevalent 

opinion is that the Newi were Slavs, I shall come back to 

Neuri in discussing the eastern Balts in Herodotus' time. 

Since die second century a.d., names for separate Prussian 
tribes appear: Ptolemy (c. a.d. 100-78) knew 'Soudinoi’ and 

Galindai, Sudovians and Gal Indians, which shows that 

Prussian tribes had their own individual names from a very 

early period. Many centuries later, Sudovians and Galindians 

continued to be designated by these same names in the list of 

Prussian tribes. In 133G, Dus burg, the annalist of the Teutonic 

Order, mentioned ten Prussian tribes, including the Sudo- 

vians ('Sudowitc') and the Galindians (‘Galinditc’). The 

others were: Pomcsani’, ‘PogcsanJ’, ‘Varmienscs’, ‘Nanangi’, 
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Sam bite', 'Nadrowke', ’Bart hi', and ‘Sealowke’. These names 
were in Latin form, In present Lithuanian die names of the 
Prussian provinces are: Pamedc, Pagude, Varme, Noianga, Fig, i 

Semba, Nadruva, Bana, Skatva, Suduva, and Galiuda. There 
were two more provinces south of Pagude and Galinda, 
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namely Lubava and Sasna, known from other historic records. 
Sudovians, the Largest Prussian tribe* were also called Jat- 
vingians (Jotvingai; Jatwjagi of die Slavic sources). 

A general name for the Prussians, that is, rhe western Balts, 
comes to light in the ninth century' A.D.; this is Bruzi, first 
recorded by a Bavarian geographer some time after S45. It is 
believed that before the ninth century 'Prussian* was probably 
die name of one of the western Prussian tribes and was only 
gradually transferred to other tribes, like the tribal name 1 Alkv 
magne’ for Germany, Around 96J an Arab trader from Spain, 
Ibrahlm/ibn-Jakub, who came to the Baltic Sea, spoke of 
Prussians (BrtJr or Bunts') as having their separate language and 
being very courageous in wars against the Vikings (‘Rus’ ’). 
The Curonians* a tribe on the Baltic Sea iti the territory of 
present Lithuania and Latvia, arc referred to as Cori or Cboti 

in the Scandinavian sagas, which mention the wars between 
the \ ikings and Curonia (Kurland) starting in the seventh 
century a.d, The land of the Semigallians in what is now 
cental Latvia and northern Lithuania is likewise known from 
die Scandinavian records in connection with the Danish 
Viking onslaught against ‘Scmigalia in 870. Names for other 
tribes appear considerably later. Those of the Lithuanians and 
Li-ttigallians (Letts), living in what is nowr eastern Lithuania* 
eastern Latvia and Byclo-fRussia, come into the written records 
only in the eleventh century. 

( The Baltic tribes enter into the pages of history one by one 
between the first centuries of the Christian era and the eleventh 
century. The earliest historical records arc so scarce that the 
entire first millennium for the Balts is still in a proiohistoric 
stage. Without the archaeological monuments, the way oflifc 
and die limits of distribudon of diesc people could not be 
reconstructed. The tribal name appearing in the early his- 
torical records help the identification of archacologkally known 
cultures, but only in a few cases do these records illuminate the 
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occupation, social structure, customs, appearance, religion, and 
character of the people. 

From Tacitus in the first century, we learn that the Aisci were 
the only people collecting amber and that they cultivated crops 
with a patience rarely found among the lazy Germans. In 
religion and appearance they resembled the Sucbi (the Ger^ 
manic people) but had a different language, more like that of 
the Bretons (Celtic people). They worshipped the mother geek- 
dess and wore boar masks which protected them, and ensured 
the safety of the worshipper even among his enemies.1 About 
880-90, King Alfred's voyager Wulfstan, who came by sailing 
boat from Haithabu in Schleswig through the Baltic Sea to die 
lower Vistula area, the River Elbing and Frisches Haff 
described the land of the Aisti (which he called 'Eastland*, 
'Estum') as very large and containing many towns, each with 
its own king. They fought many contests among themselves, 
fhc king and the richest men drank marc’s milk, the poor and 
the slaves mead. There was no ale brewed among them for 
there was enough mead.* Wulfstan then gives a long descrip-- 
tion of burial rites and the preservation of the dead by freezing, 
to which 1 shall return in the section on religion. 

The first Christian missionaries who entered the lands of the 
ancient Prussians usually referred to them as 'stubborn pagans’. 
Scmbt or Prussians arc a most humane people (bmitttihumanis* 

simi),' wrote Archbishop Adam of Bremen around 1075, 
They go out 10 help those who are in peril at sea or who are 

attacked by pirates. Gold and silver they hold in very slight 
esteem. . , . Many praiseworthy things could be said about 
these peoples with respect to their morals, if only they had the 
faith of Christ whose missionaries they cruelly persecute, At 
their hands Adalbert, the illustrious bishop of the Bohemians, 
was crowned with martyrdom. Although they share everything 
else with our people, they prohibit only, to this very day 
indeed, access to their groves and springs which, they aver, arc 
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polluted by die entry of Christians. They take die meat of their 
draught animals for food and use their mitk and blood as drink 
so freely that they are said to become intoxicated. These men 
are bine of colour [blue/eycd; Or through tattooing;], rudely 
of face, and long'haired. Living, moreover, in inaccessible 
swamps, they will not endure a master among them.’® The 
bronze door of the cathedral in Cniezno in northern Poland 
dating from the twelfth century depicts scenes of how the first 
missionary. Bishop Adalbert, comes to Prussia, disputes with 
the Prussian nobility and is decapitated. The Prussians are 
shown with spears, swards, and shields. They are beardless but 
with moustaches, have trimmed hair, and are wearing kilts, 

Ptice i blouses, and bracelets. 
The ancient Balts apparently did not have their own writing. 

As yet no inscriptions have been found on stone or birch bark 
in native languages. The earliest writings in Old Prussian and 
Lithuanian date from the fourteenth and sixteen til centuries. 
All that was recorded earlier about the Baltic tribes was in 
Greek, Latin, Germanic or Slavic, 

Today, the Old Prussian language is known only to lin^ 
guists who study it from dictionaries published in the fourteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. The Baltic Prussians were conquered 
in the thirteenth century' by the Teutonic Knights, German/' 
speaking followers of Jesus, and in the course of 400 years the 
Prussian language disappeared. The crimes and atrocities com' 
mitted by the conquerors disguised as heralds of the Christian 
faith are now forgotten. In 1701, ’Prussia' became an indc-/ 
pendent German monarchy. Since then the name ‘Prussian’ 
has passed over to the Germanic people. 

The lands occupied hy Baltic-speaking people in modern 
times are about ortC'sixth of what they were in prehistoric 
times before the Slavic and Germanic expansions, 

Prussian river and place names, although strongly Get' 
manicized, cover the whole area between the Vistula and 
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Ncmimas Rivers,1 Some names presumed to be Baltic are 
found even west of the Vistula, in eastern Pomerania.1 From 
die archaeological viewpoint there is absolutely no doubt that 
before the appearance of die Goths in the lower Vistula area 
and in eastern Pomerania in the first century n.c, these lands 
belonged to die direct ancestors of the Prussians, hi the Bronze 
Age, before expansion of the central European Lusatian 
(Lausitz) culture around 1200 B.c., the western Balts seem to 
have covered die whole of Pomerania to the lower Oder, and 
what is now eastern Poland to the Bug and upper Pripet basins 
in die south, since we find here the same culture that was wide¬ 
spread in die ancient Prussian lands. The southern extent of 
the Prussians along die River Bug, a tributary of the Vistula, is 
indicated by the Prussian river names.* The archaeological 
finds show that present Podhsie in eastern Poland and Polcsie 
in western Byelo-Russia belonged to the Baltic Sudovians until 
the beginning of history. Only after the long wars with the 
Russians and Poles during the eleventh-twelfth centuries a.d. 
did the southern limits of die Sudovian tribe fall back to the 
River Narew line, and in the thirteenth century they even 
retreated as far north as the Ostrowka (OstcrodcJ-Olsztyn 
(AUmstdn) line,7 

Baltic river and place names cover the enure area from the 
Baltic Sea to western Greater Russia. There are many Baltic 
words borrowed by die Finno-Ugrians and even by the Volga 
Finns who lived in eastern Russia, and historic records from 
the eleventh-twelfth centuries mention a warlike Baltic tribe, 
the Calindians, above the River Protva near Mozhajsk and 
Gzhatsk, south-west of Moscow. All this points to Baltic 
peoples having lived in Russia before the expansion of eastern 
Slavs. 

The Baltic elements in the archaeology, ethnography, and 
language of Byelo-Russia have intrigued scholars since the end 
oi the nineteenth century. The Calindians around Moscow 
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have provided a great puzzle; both the name and the historic 
records indicate they were neither Slavs nor Frnno-Ugrians, 
Who were they? 

Jn the Laurcntian and Hypatian texts of the earliest native 
Russian chronicle ‘Povcst V remen nykh Let*, the Calindians 
appear in 105B and 1147 in the Slavic form Goljad\s Ling u is- 
tically this comes from the Old Russian Galjadi, the older form 
of which was * Galtdi. These forms correspond to the Proto- 
Baltic * Galinda. The etymology of this word is explained by 
the Lithuanian word galas, ‘end’. In Old Prussian, Galindo 

was also the name of a tribal district in the southern part of 
Baltic Prussia. The Prussian Calindians, as we have noted, 
were mentioned by Ptolemy in his geography. The Calindians 
of what is now Russia were very probably so named because 
iltcy wrcrc the Baltic tribe farthest to the cast. In the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries they had been surrounded on all sides 
by the Russians, The Russian dukes fought for centuries 
before they finally succeeded in defeating them. At which 
stage the historic records of the warlike Calindians end. 
Their resistance apparently was crushed, and they could not 
survive, being pressed by increasing numbers of Slavic 
peoples. For Baltic history these few recorded fragments arc 
of utmost value; they show that eastern Balts fought against 
Slavic colonization in present-day Russia for 600 years 
and, for linguistic and archaeological studies, they arc the 
basis for reconstructing the area of distribution of the early 
Balts, 

^ Present maps ot Byelo-Russia and Russia betray scarcely any 
Baltic character in river or place names, so SlavonizeJ are these 
areas now, \ et linguists have succeeded in unravelling the true 
stor). The Lithuanian linguist Buga, in his studies of 1913 
and 1924, identified rat river names in Byclo-Russia as being 
of Baltic origin,* He showed that almost all the names in the 
upper Dnieper and upper Nemunas basin are undoubtedly of 
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Baltic character. Sonic hive corresponding forms in river 
names ol Lithuania, Latvia, and East Prussia, and dieir 
etymology can be explained through the meaning of the Baltic 
words. In some instances in Byelorussia the same river name 
is repeated several times; for instance, Vadim (one is the right 
tributary of the River Dnieper, the other is in die district of 
Mogilev), which comes from die Baltic Vniuua and is a fre¬ 
quent river name in Lithuania; another is Luchesa, which in 
Baldc is Laukesa from the Lithuanian liUkas^ ’field’. This river 
name is known in Lithuania (as Laukefa), in Latvia (as 
Lauctsa), and occurs three rimes in Byclo'Russia: north and 
south-east of Smolensk and south of Vitebsk (the tributary of 
the tipper Daugava-Dvina), 

To this day rivet names are the best guides to establishing 
ancient geographical distributions of peoples, Buga was con¬ 
vinced of tiie earlier Baltic character of present-day Byclo- 
Russia, and he even developed the theory that die original lands 
of the Lithuanians muse have been north of the River Pripcc 
and in the upper Dnieper basin. In tsja, a German Slavicist, 
Vasmer, published a number of names, considered by him as 
Baltic, of rivers in the districts of Smolensk, Tver (Kalinin), 
Moscow, and Chernigov, thus extending die Baltic limits 
much farther to the east,1" In 1902, the Russian linguists 
Toporov and Tmbachev published a study entitled jLifij'tffirit 
attalysit t>f she bydranims in tfa tipper Dnieper Basin (see biblio- 
Sraphy, 5). They found that more than a thousand of the river 
names in the upper Dnieper Basin arc of Baltic origin, as their 
etymology and morphology show. This book has produced 
positive evidence of a prolonged ancient Baltic occupation of 
present-day Byelo-Russia and the western parts of Greater 
Russia. 

As the Baltic toponymy of the upper Dnieper and upper 
Volga basins is a far more convincing proof of the Baltic spread 
over present-day Russian territories than the archaeological 
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sources* T wish to mention some of the Baltic river names* 
taking examples from the districts of Smolensk, Tver* Kaluga* 
Moscow* and Chernigov* 

Isirn, tributary of the Vorja in the area of Gzhatsk and west/ 
cm tributary of the Moskva (Moscow) river, has exact parallels 
in Lithuania and East Prussia: the tributary of the Preglius 
(Pregcl)—Jttra or lnm+ also Jtruth; Ysra in the district of 
Paneveiys—from *lnsmt the root meaning "to flow1: 
Sfiovi in Lithuanian means current* The rivers Btrzha in die 
area of Bcloj and Vjasf ma and Btrezba in the district of'T ver are 
connected with the Baltic word for 'birch1: Lithuanian ifr-Jar; 
and Qbsha, tributary of the Media in the district of Smolensk 
is connected with the word for "aspen^trec*: Old Prussian dire 
Lithuanian apttii* The r$lzh*i River in the area of Vjaj^ma 
takes its name from * i fitfd* which has connections with the 
Lithuanian word tilzti, to soak, to stand under the water*; die 
name of the city of Titzt (Tilsit) on the Nemunas River has 
the same derivation. Ugrar western tributary of the Oka, is conv 
parable to the Lithuanian UngurupL Sozbt tributary of the 
Dnieper* comes from the etymology of which is shown 
by the Old Prussian word su£C, for ‘rain*. Zbizdrn—tributary 
ot the Oka, and the town of the same name—comes from the 
Baltic word for "gravel* grit, coarse sand*: the Lithuanian 

UpJ* easter n tributary of the Oka, belongs 
to the series oi names in connection with Viver*, the Lithuanian 
UPL Nmt tributary of the Oka, south of Moscow, appears 
numerous times In Lithuania and East Prussia: the Lithuanian 
rivers Ncrisr Nery$t t\rarotist Afororj, Narupif the lakes Natutif and 
Naroatts and the Old Prussian Now, Nfityt, N*mtt Nmwr 

(the present Nmw)t all derived from "deep* in which one 
can submerge, nertit "to dive, plunge*, 

Hjnh«t to the cast is the river Tstta (Cm), tributary t>rdic 
Oka, south of Kasimov and east of Tambov. This name recurs 
in Byeb.Russu: a tributary’ of Usha around Vilejka and a 
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tributary of Hajrn in the district of Borysov, and comes from 
*Twiw, Baltic *tuma\ Old Prussian tusmt means‘quiet’. In die 
south, river names of Baltic origin reach the district of Cher/ 
nigov, which is north of Kiev. In this area we find the follow/ 
ing Tiver names: Vtrtptta, tributary of the River Desna—in 
Lithuanian verpetas is ‘whirlpool*; and Titus, tributary of the 
Snov\ which flow's into the Desna, and which has a corrc/ 
$ ponding form in Lithuanian: Tytuva. Dana, the large east/ 
ern tributary of the Dnieper, is possibly connected with the 
Lithuanian word deskl, 'the right side*. 

It is very probable that the name Volga goes back to a Baltic 
name for this river, derived from Jriga, ‘long river’. The 
Lithuanian jilgas, ilgai means ‘long*, hence Jilga is a ‘long 
river’; certainly this name is very appropriate because the Volga 
is quite long.11 In Lithuania and Latvia there arc many rivers 
having the name ttgoji, ‘the long one’, or Ilgupt, ‘the long river’. 

For thousands of years the Finno-Ugrian tribes were neigh/ 
hours of the Balts and enclosed them on die north and cast. 
During the earliest period of the relationship between the Baltic 
and Finno-Ugrian-speaking peoples there must have been 
closer contact chan during the later periods. This is reflected in 
loan-words from the Baltic in the Finno-Ugrian languages. 
There arc hundreds of them, known since Vilhelm Thomsen 
in 1890 published his excellent study on relationships between 
the Finnic and the Baltic languages.11 The borrowed words 
relate to stockbreeding and agriculture, plants and animals, to 
many novelties brought by a higher culture, to religion, to 
names for family members, parts of the body, colours, time 
measuring, and so on. Their meaning and their form prove the 
loan-words to be very old, and linguists reckon that they had 
been borrowed in the second and first millennia fi.c, Many of 
these words show that drey were borrowed from the proto- 
Baltic and not from the modern Latvian or Lithuanian. Baltic 
loan-words arc found not only in the West Finnic (Estonian, 
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Livian, and Finnish) languages, but also in the Volga-Finnic 
languages; Mordvinian, Mari, Mansi, Chercmissian, Ud- 
inurtian, and Komi-Zyrian. In 1957 a Russian linguist, Scrc- 
brciinikov, published a study entitled Tracts of on txlmct 

European language related to the Baltic in the centre of the European 

part of the U.S.SJL.11 He gives a list of words in the Finno- 
Ugrian languages, which is an extension of Thomsen's list of 
Baltic Loan-words in the Finno-Ugrian languages, 

Inipottant evidence as to how far Baltic influence extended 
into present-day Russia is provided by the fact that many of 
the Baltic loan-words in the Volga-Finnic languages arc not 
known to the western Finns. They must have been borrowed 
directly from the eastern Balts who occupied the upper Volga 
basin and during the Early and Middle Bronze Age steadily 
penetrated farther and farther to the east. Indeed, about the 
nuddk of the second millennium fl.C, the Fat jauovo culture, 
as we shall sec below, reached lower Kama, lower Vjatka, and 
even the Belaja rivers in present Tataria and Bashkiria, 

During the Iron Age and in early historic times the imme¬ 
diate neighbours^of the eastern Balts were the Mari and Mord¬ 
vins, the Merja and Mordva1 of the historic records. The 
Mart inhabited die districts of Jaroslavf and Vladimir, and the 
western part of the district of Kostroma, The Mordvins Jived 
cast of the lower Oka. Their distribution area is shown by a 
considerable number of river names of Finno-Ugrian origin.11 
In the lauds of the Mordvins and Mari, river names of Baltic 
origin arc quite rare. Between the towns Rjazan’ and Vladimir 
there were large forests and swamps, which for ages played the 
role of a natural border between the tribes. 

The greatest number of Baltic loan-words in the Finnic 
language relate to novelties in the economy; names for domes- 
tic animals and the ways they were kept and used, for cereal, 

spinning, etc. The borrowed words of course 
exhibit a much larger variety of novelties brought by the Baltic 
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indo/Europeans to the north than do the archaeological 

remains, since they pertain not only to the material objects, 

but also to abstract terms, verbs, and adjectives, and to such 

objects as are not preserved on ancient sites. Among die hot/ 

rowings which have to do with agriculture are words for 

cereal, seeds, millet, flax, hemp, chaff, hay, garden or enclosure, 

harrow, and others. Among the names for domestic animals 

borrowed from the Balts arc those for ram, lamb, hc/goat, 

young pig, and goose. The Baltic word for steed, stallion, horse 

(Lithuanian zirgas, Prussian sirgif, Lettish z't tgs) in Fin no/ 

Ugriati means ox (Finnish harka, Estonian borg, Lyvjan Srga, 

Vepsian btirg). The Finnish wrord for yoke, jubta, comes from 

the Lithuanian junktfrs, jurtgH, ho yoke’. Also borrowed were 

the word for hurdle, an open stall for sheep (Lithuanian 

^irJtir; Mordvinian karda, hrh), and a word for shepherd. 

A group of borrowings for spinning, whorl, wool, ripple, 

Keddles, cord show's that a flax and wool industry was intro/ 

duced by the Balts. Alcoholic beverages were transmitted by 

the Balts, as borrowed words for ale and mead show. Also, in 

connection with honey and mead, such words as those for wax, 

wasp, and hornet wxrc taken over from the Balts, 

Borrowed from the Baltic arc names for axe, cap, shoe, 

beaker, ladle, handle, hook, basket, sieve, knife, spade, broom, 

bridge, boat, sails, oar, wheel, sledge, wall, post, pole, rod, 

shaft, stcanvbath. Even musical instruments such as ihe 

kanklfr (Lithuanian), the zither, were transmitted. The whole 

list of names for colours is found to be of Baltic origin—yellow', 

green, black, dark, bluish grey—and names for adjectives— 

wide, narrow', empty, quiet, old, secret, brave (gallant). The 

word for love or desire must have been borrowed in an early 

period since it is found in western Finnic and Volga/Finnic 

languages (Lithuanian mtilf, llovc*, midas, ‘dear’; Finnish 

midi, Erza/Mordvin mef, Udmurtian myl). Very intimate rela/ 

tions between the Balts and the Finuo/Ugmns are shown by 
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borrowed tumes for the parts of the body: neck, back, hollow 
of the knee, navel, and beard. Of Baltic origin arc not only the 
name for neighbour, but also names for members of the family, 
sister, daughter, daughter*:n-1aw, son-in-law, and cousin, 
which suggest frequent intermarriages between the Balts and 
the Finno-Ugrians. Contacts in the religious sphere are wit¬ 
nessed by the borrowing of names for sky (ttth'as from the Baltic 
^dewas) and the god of the air, the Thunder (Lithuanian 
Pctkmas, Latvian Pcrltmri Finnish perkele, Estonian perjef). 

The great numbers ol loan-words and the whole series of 
terms in connection with food-producing economy and tech¬ 
nology indicate that the Balts were the carriers of civilization 
towards the north-cast of Europe inhabited by the Finno- 
Ugrian hunters and fishers. The Finno-Ugrians living in the 
neighbourhood of the Balts became to a certain degree Indo- 
Europcanized. In the course of millennia, particularly during 
the Early Iron Age and the first centuries a,d., the Finno- 
Ugrian culture in the upper Volga basin and north of the 
River Daugava-Dvina was adapted to food-production and 
even die habitat pattern—arranging villages on hills and the 
building of rectangular houses—was taken over from the Balts. 
Archaeological finds demonstrate how for centuries bronze 
and iron tools and ornaments were exported from the Baltic to 
the Finno-Ugrian lands. From the second to die fifth centuries 
a.d., the western Finnic, the Mari, and Mordvin areas were 
flooded with or strongly influenced by ornaments typical of the 
Baltic culture. Where the long history of Bakic-Finno-Ugrian 
relations is concerned, language and archaeological sources go 
hand in hand; and as regards the spread of the Balts in what 
is now Russia proper, Baltic loan-words in Volga-Finnic 
languages arc witnesses of incontestable value. 
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Chapter II 

Their Origins 

*Dicvas dive daniis; Dievj;$ duos duonosi (Lithuanian) 

4Devas adadac ditp; Dcvis dat (oi didat) dhaius’ (Sanskrit) 

"Deui dcdii dentes; Deus dibit pinetn’ (Latin) 

(‘God give die teeth; Cod will give bread'), 

New horizons for the explanation of Baltic origins 
opened with the discovery of Sanskrit in the eighteenth 

century. Lithuanian and Sanskrit words were compared even 
before Franz Bopp established in i8i<3 the foundations for 
comparative linguistics of the Indo-European language. Simi¬ 
larities between these two have been frequently mentioned as 
examples for illustration of the widespread dissemination or the 
Indo-European languages and of their very close interrelation¬ 
ships. As the most archaic of all Jiving Indo-European 
languages, Lithuanian strongly attracted those studying com¬ 
parative linguistics, A. Schleicher published his grammar of 
the Lithuanian language in i 3j6, and a year later the Hand' 

bud der litauiseben Spradc, Lithuanian, too, played an impor¬ 
tant role in his compendium of the comparative grammar of 
the Indo-European languages of Tfi<5r, as it did in other works 
by prominent linguists such as K. Brugmann, A, Mcillet, 
F. dc Saussure, and A. Lcskien. 

Sanskrit and Baltic arc the two linguistic poles between 
which the languages of the Indo-European homelands are 
‘found’. Along with the comparative grammars there have 
appeared volumes of comparative Indo-European antiquarian 
studies. Reconstruction oi the prehistoric eras of Indo-European 
nations was attempted by using language as the key. These 
homelands were sought in a temperate zone, because of the 
existence of names for the lour seasons, within an area where 
there are no tropical or subtropical flora and fauna, and inland 



from the sea or ocean, since there is no common word for sea. 
The continental part of Europe and the central pari of Asia as 
probable locations more or less agreed with these language con/ 
ditto ns. But within these broad limits individual views varied 
considerably, O. Schrader (1901), for example, favoured the 
north Pontic area, while Feist (1913) regarded central Asia as 
the starting/point of the Indo/European prehistoric migrations, 
holding the Tokharians in central Asia as likely remnants of 
the early centre of die Indo/Europeans. 

Some linguists, because of the very archaic character of the 
Lithuanian and Old Prussian languages, believed and still 
believe that the homelands must be in Lithuania or near it, 
somewhere between the Baltic Sea and western Russia, or even 
in a small area between the Vistula and Nemunas. On die 
other hand, the great accumulation of archaeological finds in 
eastern Europe and western Asia, and the reconstruction of pro/ 
historic cultures in eastern Europe, Central Asia, and southern 
Siberia, indicate movements of people from the Eurasiatic 
steppes into Europe and Asia Minor and the assimilation or 
disappearance of local Neolithic and Chaleolithic cultures in 
Europe at the end of the third and beginning of the second 
millennium B,c. 

In 2300-2200 B.c., the first signs of expansion of an entirely 
new culture from the steppe zone north of the Black Sea and 
beyond the Volga can be traced in the Balkans, in the Aegean 
area and western Anatolia, and soon thereafter in central and 
Baltic Europe, The Kurgan Pit/gravc people (kurgetrt is the 
Russian word for barrow) from the Volga and ‘the south 
Si trian steppes and Kazakhstan were ceaselessly advancing 
westwards* They possessed vehicles, a specialized knowledge 
o! animal husbandry, farmed on a small scale, and had well* 
organized small patriarchal communities. The utilization of the 
vehicle and the stratification of society into warrior and labour* 
mg classes were important factors which gave impetus to their 
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in eastern Europe, 

mobility and aggressiveness, This type of social structure and 
economy contrasted with that of the local European Neolithic 
agricultural people who lived in large communities and app5k 
rendy in a matriarchal system. The Kurgan people must have 
established themselves as overlords. Such European Neolithic 



cultures as the Painted Pottery culture in the Balkans, 
the hunncl-Bcakct culture in central and north-wester u 
Europe and the food-gathering culture in die East Baltic area 
and central Russia were overpowered, but it took at least 
several hundred yean before the old cultures disintegrated 
or were assimilated. 

The archaeological elements of the Kurgan culture fully coiv 
firm the picture drawn from shared words in the Indo-Euro- 
pcan languages, t shall mention here only a few examples 
pertaining to economy and social structure, stressing pertinent 
words in the Baltic languages. 

Farming was not unknown to the Kurgan people. Pots filled 
with millet or wheat grains were found in graves and in habi¬ 
tation sites. There is a common Indo-European name for 
cereals; Sanskrit yavail, Avcstan ydi'u, Lithuanian jauntf Irish 
(anur, ior grains: Old Prussian tyrnt, Lithuanian iirtih (now 
come to mean ‘pea’). Old Slavic zrrno. Gothic haunt. Old 
Irish hunt, Laun jWnwtn; and for wheat or spelt; Lithuanian 

°,d |ndic P*™. Greek nUfa. and Old Bulgarian pyra. 
ords ior the seed (Lithuanian serum, Latin stmtn) and sowing 

(Lithuanian stti. Old Slavic siti. Gothic scion. Old Irish si!) 

arc early Indo-European. All Kurgan habitation sites and 
graves show that stockbreeding was a main preoccupation and 

f mos! lmPortant source of food. Sheep, goat, cattle, dog, and 
horse hones arc abundant, and language sources reflect this as 
the names of all the domestic animals arc preserved. Stock was 
cat led: Sanskrit pops, paptb, Latin peat, peats. Old High Get- 
manJJeu, Lithuanian rekus. Old Prussian pecku. The words 
are connected wuh the words for money (Latin peatnk. Gothic 
Jatbu, and Old Prussian pecku), indicating that cattle played a 
great role in commerce. There are common names for cow and 
bull (Sanskot^ AveStajfc/. Armenian Lov, Lettish 

JT l|5^ Latin W’ °]d Slavic for sheep (Sanskrit 
'* Lithuanian avis, Greek cvC( Latin cik, Irish oi. Old 
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Slavic wkS, etc.); for goat and he^goat (Sanskrit mh, up, 

Lithuanian o£yst eiktl, Armenian ayct Greek aC;); for dog 
(Vcdic Lithuanian Suva or /it, A vest,in Stine (in geni-* 
live); and for horse (Sanskrit afvtih, iem. tfvo, Lithuanian dW, 
Avestan JtpS, Old Persian am), There is no doubt that the 
meat of domesticated animals and other animal products con¬ 
stituted a basic food supply for the Kurgan people as well as 
for the later Indo-Europeans. The word for meat is the same 
in many Indo-European languages: Lithuanian miso, Old 
Slavic tnpso, Tokharian misa, Armenian mis, Gothic mints. A 
meal of meat with a kind of gravy was apparently widely used, 
as suggested by the common word: Latin iw, LithuanianjitU, 
Old Slavic juxta, Sanskrit yah. 

The Kurgan people became acquainted with metal several 
centuries before the end of the third millennium B.c. They 
acquired their metallurgical knowledge from the local Near 
Eastern, Transcaucasian, Anatolian, and Transylvanian 
peoples. Soon thereafter they became eager metallurgists and 
played a big role in the introduction of the Bronze Age in 
Europe and in exploring the copper resources of the central 
European mountains. 

The existence of vehicles is shown by actual finds in the 
Kurgan culture and by words. Nearly all Indo-European 
languages have the root tttgb to designate vehicle. 

What we know archaeologically about the habitat and social 
structure of the Kurgan culture is in full agreement with the 
linguistic data. The Kurgan people arranged their fortified hill 
settlements on high river banks. Their earliest acropolises date 
from the Chalcolithic period and continue throughout the 
later prehistoric and historic periods in all Indo-European 
groups. Lithuanian pilb, Lettish pib, or Old Prussian pii 
cones pond with the Greek Old Indie pur, purif, and 
Sanskrit pith, meaning acropolis, castle, town. There is also the 
name for a regular village with the root *u>i6> *ureikos, *tt>es. 

4* 
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and another word for a house group: Lithuanian kaitnas, 

ki(mt. Old Prussian caymis. Gothic bairns, Greek xaifti). The 
village had its chief: Lithuanian viipstis, Sanskrit vif/p&fy, 

Avestan viS'patif. Houses of the Kurgan culture were small, 
rectangular wooden structures, comprising one room or one 
room with a porch, having wattlc-and/daub walls and a 
pitched roof supported by a row of vertical posts. The type and 
structure of the house is perfectly rendered in words. Thus, for 
house there is Old Indie damns, Latin imn?t Greek U^c, Old 
Bulgarian dm*, Lithuanian Hamas; also for a small house or 
kiete; Lithuanian klitis, Lettish it lets, Old Prussian cltti an, 

Old Bulgarian klitl. Gothic blfipra, Greek tw.tSi*, which is 
related to the Latin clivus, ‘hffl\ and the Greek 'slope'. 
Tlic root *wd for 'to twine4 (Lithuanian vyti, Old Indie vayati, 

Latiir vies) is related to the name for wall (Old Icelandic 
vtUf’ Gotiiic waUjus), and there arc common words for post, 
door, thatched roof, and other parts and activities connected 
with the building of the house. 

I lie division into wstnor and labouring classes as shown by 
language is confirmed by Kurgan graves: there are on the one 
hand very many quite poor graves equipped merely with a 
flint knife or a pot, on the other hand some outstanding, richly 
furnished graves which very probably belonged to chieftains. 
Craves also indicate the superior family status of the man, who 
seemed to have unrestricted property rights over his wife and 
children. The frequent double graves of a man and a woman 
indicate the custom of self-immolation by the widow. The wife 
must follow to death her deceased husband—a custom which 
continued among Hindus in India (suttee) into the present 
ceimrry. and m Lithuania is recorded in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries A.o. 

Linguists i 
mother tongi 
disseminated 

o longer speak of the unity of the Indo-European 
r, even in its early stages before becoming widely 
it probably comprised at least a number of 
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dialects. Archaeology seems to support this hypothesis, since 
before the Kurgan people appeared in the Balkans, Anatolia, 
central and northern Europe, there was much mixing of cul- 
tit res north of die Black Sea. The impetus came from the lower 
Volga area and east of the Caspian Sea, and there must have 
been a kind of ehain movement. The various Indo-European 
groups that formed in Europe after die expansion were at the 
start closely related to the mother culture of the Indo-Iranian 
bloc and to the ancestral culture of the Tokharians as shown by 
language relationships between Sanskrit and Greek, Armenian, 
Slavic, and Baltic on the one hand, and between Tokharian 
and Creek, Thracian, Illyrian, Slavic, and Baltic on the other. 
Due to a wide dispersal over the European continent and to a 
considerable mixing with the local European cultures, the 
Kurgan culture in Europe resolved into a number of separate 
groups. The nuclear units of later Slavs, Balts, Germanic 
peoples, and odiers appear in the first centuries of the second 
millennium n.c. 

The beginnings of many Indo-European groups in Europe 
were more or less simultaneous. Rather than attribute the 
curious similarity between the Lithuanian and Sanskrit to late 
migrations, we prefer to think that over 4,000 years ago die 
forefathers of the Balts and of the Old Indian peoples lived in 
the Eurasian steppes. The Balts preserved archaic forms, living 
a secluded life in the forests, removed from major routes of 
many subsequent migrations. 

Howr did the immediate forebears of the Balts reach the 
shores of the Baltic Sea and what arc now Bycto-Russia and 
Greater Russia? The movement of the Kurgan people pro¬ 
ceeded from the low er Dnieper basin in the direction of central 
Europe and up to the Baltic Sea. One branch settled along the 
eastern coasts of the Baltic, extending as far as south-western 
Finland in the north. Another group, bringing with them the 
same cultural elements, pushed from die middle Dnieper to 
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ihc upper Dnieper, the upper Volga, and the Oka river area 
in central Russia. 

Between Denmark and Lithuania* in Germany, Czech cv 
Slovakia* and Poland* the new settlers found long^establislied 
Neolithic farmers. In the east Baltic area and forested central 
Russia* they found hunter-fishers, the so-called Camb- 
marked and Pitred-ware people. A process of hybridization 
and mutual influences over several hundreds of years can be 
traced archaeologically. The complex of finds which is known 
in archaeological terminology as the ‘Globular Amphora’ cuh 
turc is a hybrid one, composed of Funnel-Beaker and Kurgan 
elements, writh a predominance of the latter, and in the course of 
several centuries the FunneLBeaker culture disintegrated. From 
the early second millennium, ^.c., all over the former Funnel- 
Beaker territory and even in the areas north of it* in southern 
Sweden and southern Norway and in the whole eastern Baltic 
area, we find a rather uniform culture usually called the 
CordedA\ are or Battle-Axe culture, h is actually a variant of 
the Kurgan culture which developed local features by borrow^ 
ing elements from die Funnel-Beaker population, and was 
influenced by the Bell.Beaker folk, who reached central 
kuropc From south-west somewhat bur than die Kurgan 
people. 7 he pottery decorated by cord impressions, and stone 
battle-axes with perforations, were typical objects of this cul¬ 
ture. Both are of eastern origin; decoration of pots by cord 
impression was frequent on pots of the Kurgan culture in the 
south Russian steppes; the stone battle-axes'were an imitation 
ot Caucasian copper axes. There is an astonishing similarity of 
cultural elements all over central Europe, and the southern and 
eastern Baltic coasts. This unmistakably shows the routes of 
the Kurgan dispersal over the Baltic shores, 

“demf'* and ^Ptfed by corded pot- 

'h','Tls orisinallY br 
(d,t Comb.muktd Pincd-WiK cukait) contta. 
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markedly with those of the older settlers, and archaeologists in 
this ease cannot be mistaken when they maintain that new 
people arrived and soiled among the hunter-fishers. There is 
evidence that many sites of ihe food-producers and of die 
hunter-fishers were contemporaneous. 

The same picture of the spread of a new culture is seen in the 
upper Volga basin, where tire Kurgan sites are classified as the 
Fat’janovo culture (named after the cemetery at Fat’janovo 
near Jaroslavl’), As in the East Baltic area, so in Greater 
Russia the newcomers spread along the rivers and established 
their small villages on high river banks, whereas the local 
hunter-fishers continued to live on lake shores or the lower 
banks of rivers. The Kurgan people occupied the central 
Russian upland area and did not spread into northern Russia. 
To the north they can be traced as far as the shores of Lake 
Ladoga and southern Finland, but they did not survive there 
for long. In these northern regions they either were assimilated 
by local people after several centuries, or what was left of them 
retreated southward. From the middle of the second millen¬ 
nium b.c. the approximate northern limit of the culture of 
Kurgan origin ran along northern Latvia ro the upper Volga. 
The food-producers stayed in the more favourable climatic 
zone. This more or less coincides with the area of the deciduous 
forests, nor differing very much from the original Indo-Euro¬ 
pean homeland area which according to the linguistic evidence 
must have been in the deciduous tree zone, where oaks and 
apple trees grew, and where squirrels, hares, beavers, wolves, 
bears, and elks inhabited the forests. The oak and beaver zone 
extends in the north to the southern parr of Scandinavia, and 
its boundary runs along rhe Gulf of Finland and south of 
Lakes Ladoga and Onega. The northern limit of apple trees 
runs somewhat south of the oak limit, approximately from die 
Gulf of Finland and northern Estonia to the upper Volga 
basin. That the ancient Balts lived in the area of deciduous 
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forests jj shown by die common names for ode, apple, birch, 
linden, ash, maple, and elm in all Baltic languages. But they 
did not have common names for beech, yew, and ivy, which 
arc confined to a more southern region ot deciduous forests and 
arc known in the Slavic languages. This is one of the linguistic 
indications that ancient Balts lived north of the ancient Slavs, 
All Baltic languages had common names for squirrel, marten, 
bison, aurochs, and elk. 

Physical type as shown by excavated skeletons also confirms 
tile intrusion oi new people into the East Baltic area and central 
Russia. Skulls from graves of the Kurgan (Corded, Boat'Axe, 
Fat janovo) culture differ considerably in measurement from 
those in the graves or settlements of the humcr-lishm of the 
Comb-marked and Pitted-Ware culture. Those from the 
graves of the Kurgan culture were long and Europoid; chose 
from the hunter-fisher sites were of medium length or short, 
with wide face, flat nose, and high eye-sockets. The latter traits 
are generally similar to those of the Finno-Ugrian peoples of 
western Siberia. Furthermore, die skulls from hunter-fisher sites 
rn Estonia have shown a certain mixed type presumed to be 
derived from a combi nation of Europoid and Mongoloid 
elements. Their appearance is dose to that of the present Manti 
Clunti, Samoyeds, and Lapps, all of which belong to the 
Lrahe race The Europoid skulls from the graves of the new¬ 
comers in the East Baltic area almost exactly correspond to 
those known from northern Poland (former East Prussia), 

c “f^catcs diffusion along the coasts of the Baltic 
Sea, The skulls from the Fat’janovo graves are also very 
similar, and about the same type is found in the Kurgan graves 
ot die steppe area along the lower Dnieper. The mixture of the 
two racial types must have stoned immediately, since we know 

35? Boar-Axe') graves from Estonia in 
winch skulls with Mongoloid traits appeared.1 

Whether the Kurgan people who settled in the East Baltic 
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area and in forested Russia spoke a separate language from the 
other Indo-European groups, archaeological finds cannot tell 
us. Culturally they were very closely related to the other Kur¬ 
gan people who occupied central and north-western Europe, 
During several centuries after 2000 b.c. cultural differences 
developed among the Kurgan groups, making it possible to 
define the limits of their distribution. Wc do not know if the 
language differentiation followed similar paths, but there is no 
doubt that it must have been influenced by such factors as 
diffusion over a large territory and by close contact with the 
local, non-Indo-European population. 

Having used language sources and early historic records to 
ascertain where the Baltic tribes lived, we can now follow the 
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development of the earliest culture presumed to have belonged 
to the direct ancestors of the Baltic peoples, 

^For several hundred years during post.expansion times, the 
Kurgan culture of central and northern Europe did not change 
much, It was still a culture on a Chalcolidiic level; that is, it 
co ntinued to be of a Stone Age character, despite the fact that 
copper artifacts such as spiral rings for women's hair, daggers 
and awls were used occasionally. What we find in graves and 
villages is mostly pots, stone battlcaxcs, axoheads, flint arrow, 
heads, knives and scrapers, bone tools, and perforated animal 
teeth tor necklaces—an inventory which does not differ basic, 
ally from that found in Kurgan graves of the south Russian 
steppes dating from around 2000 u.c. and earlier. The period 
before die true metal age in central Europe, that is to say, before 
c, 1800-1700 b.c., is one of adaptation to local conditions and, 
to a certain degree, of dividing up into local variants. The indt. 
vidual styles of corded pottery which developed are about the 
only criteria tor defining the cultural limits between these 
variants. The differences, although slight, indicate tire trend 
towards development of local tastes. Distinctively localized 
groups emerged, one north of the Carpathians, another in die 
heart of central Europe, and yet another in northern Germany 
and southern Scandinavia, not to mention those farther south 
and west East of the River Oder, in Poland, north-western 
Ukraine (northern Volynta), East Prussia, and Lithuania, 
another unit was established which has its closest cultural rela. 
uves farther to the north, in Latvia, Estonia, and south, 
western Finland, and to die east, in Byelorussia and central 
Russia. The unit has every right to claim a proio.Baltic origin* 
it was a common root from which the Bronze Age cultures of 
western and eastern Balts developed. 

Many names have been applied to the specific Corded and 
atile.Axc culture between the lower Oder and die upper 
is u a rivers, and southern Finland, In the upper Vistula 
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basin it is called 'Zlota'; in Volynia, ‘Volynian Corded’; in 

the coastal area of northern Poland (Pomerania), East Prussia, 

and Lithuania, ‘Rzucewo* (in Polish) or ’HafFkustenkukur’ 

(in German), the latter meaning 'the culture which extends 

along the Baltic bays, the Frisches HafTand Courts h HaftV In 

the East Baltic area it simply retains the name Boat-Axe cul- 

ture, since stone or ‘battle-axes' are reminiscent of boats, and in 

Greater Russia it is known as 'Fat’janovo'.* 

On comparing all the cultural elements, even the style of 

pottery decoration, of these various groups, one has to acknow¬ 

ledge the great similarity between them. Differences are not 

sufficient to warrant considering them as separate cultures. In 

such a large area one cannot expect identical pots or identical 

ornaments; but even so, I find in this whole area a remarkable 

similarity in tool and pottery making and in decoration motifs, 

as well as uniformity of graves and burial rices. It is a culture 

which, after all, does not differ basically from its mother Kur¬ 

gan culture. The people kept cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, horses, 

and dogs. They used carefully prepared, nicely retouched flint 

sickles to reap their harvests. Wheat and millet grains, as well 

as stone hoes and saddle querns, point to agricultural occupa¬ 

tions. Stone and flint axe-heads were used for forest clearing. 

Triangular flint arrowheads were basic weapons in hunting 

forest fauna—bears, wolves, fox, lynx, and hare; and bone 

harpoons and nets were used for river and sea fishing, particu¬ 

larly pike in die rivers and seals (Fiwa grsenlandUa) in the 

Baltic Sea. There were various stone and bone instruments for 

wood and leather working. From their predecessors, the 

Funnel-Beaker people, these proto-Balts learned to fashion 

articles of am bet and to mine the best varieties of European 

flint on the upper Vistula and along the upper Bug in Poland. 

They made cylindrical amber beads and amber buttons, round 

or quadrangular, having V perforations. They were capable 

of making a considerable variety of pots for culinary' use and 
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for ritual purposes: beakers* amphorae, globular and wide* 
mouthed p«s, large storage vessels, some with two holts on the 
side \oi hanging purposes, boat*shapcd dishes, and ladles. The 
clay moulding was fairly thin, but not particularly well baked. 
Dishes and some culinary ware excepted, the upper part of pots 
was always decorated both with horizontal and wavy lines of 
cord impressions and incisions of diagonal lines forming 
herringbone, triangle, and rhomboid patterns. If one looks 
down at these pots from above, the patterns have the appear* 
ance of a radiating sun. The bases of the pots bad concavities 
or simple solar motifs. Sometimes solar motifs are recognizable 
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on the sides of pots, incised as semicircles and surrounded with 
dots. 

Such finds come from a number of graves and villages, the 
best examples having been brought to light during the excava> 
tions of 1923-36 in Pomerania and East Prussia, west and cast 

of the lower Vistula. The village at Rzuccwo, buik on dunes 
along the Baltic sea coast,1 and the village at Succasc (present 
Suchaez) on the Frisches Half,4 arc outstandingly preserved 
and well excavated. Both were inhabited for more than a 

Fig. 6. RrpwifntctUtt and phn of a (wx in thr t-uUjp 

Succist (Soehtiz) -m tbt Friscbfi H/ff. c- 3CM B.C. 
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hundred years, as several habitation horizons show* Remains 
of small rectangular houses, S-12 m* long and 4-5 m. wide* 
lay one above the ocher. This stratigraphy indicates that the 
people established themselves in permanent villages* These 
were built as a rule on hillocks or dunes, and when the ground 
was not level the houses were arranged tcmce'wise. Such is 
the case at Rzucewo where houses lie on several terraces which 
were specially reinforced with stones and timber posts. Sucease 
was a village of twenty houses* placed close to each other at 
random within a small area. Most of them were one-toomed* 

Fig. 6 bur they frequently had a small porch at one of the narrow 
ends. In the main room of each house was a round* hoof/ 
shaped or rectangular hearth, fenced with stones. With a few 
exceptions, the door was in one of the narrow sides. The plan 
and reconstruction reproduced here show one of the Succasc 
houses having a large room with a rectangular hearth and a 
porch. At the north*western end is an added wing, probably a 
stall for animals. Walls were built of vertical timber posts in 
two rows, and the space in between the posts was filled with 
daub. The pitched roof was supported by several thick posts 
placed along the axis of the house- Near the hearth were 
timber structures resembling beds or benches. Beneath the 
entrance of another of the houses was found a human jaw and 
a necklace of amber beads. This may have been the remains of 
a human sacrifice performed at the foundation ceremony of the 
house, and it suggests that amber may have had a special 
significance in these people's religion- 

The deceased were buried in a contracted position lying on 
their side, men on the right, women on the left, in pits within 
hut/like structures which had floors paved w ith flat stones, and 
timber roots. The bartowr was fenced with timber posts as 

Ftg 7 shown in the reconstruction of the stratified burial mound in 
Kaup in the district of Fischhauscn (present Primorsk) ip Sam- 
land* East Prussia. In this barrow* excavated in the nineteenth 
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century*5 four graves were found one above the other* the 
oldest belonging to the Chalcolidiic period, and the others 
to the Bronze Age. Separate graves of cattle and dogs have been 
found in the cemeteries of the Zlota gtoup in southern Poland, 
and in all other graves cattle and sheep or goat bones are 
frequent. 

Fi$ yr A strtfsfiti! barrow (tmspsettiM <it\d plans) frm Kwp near Crznz, ixtftm ntd 

■?/ihtpeninsula tff SamLnl. Aheui if m. ia Aitiwlfr. 1, B.C., H, c. stvaxtttftth* 

six?ft tub emturia B.C. IB, ihirtttnib-rftvmtk (?) cmarks B.C. I dirf II art adretei 

by tm ran of venial timber parts with a ditch jlr taliM. Ill sham itmamt of a sfwt 
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Chapter III 

The Bronze and the Early Iron Age of 

the Maritime Balts 

the Around the eighteenth century b.c. 

-copper industry in the western Carpathian and eastern 
Alpine zone made remarkable progress, but the metal products 
ot central Europe were not immediately transmitted to the 
baltic area. In metallurgy, it remained peripheral, undoubtedly 
because in the whole region between the Baltic Sea and Russia 
there are no local sources of copper. The development of the 
metal culture depended entirely on imports from central 
Europe to the Baltic Sea area and from the Caucasian and 
southern Ural metallurgical centres to central Russia. 

\& ith the beginning of the European Bronze Age the proto* 
Baltic sphere became divided into several zones of influence. 
The western zone, covering eastern Poland, former East 
Prussia, and western parts of Lithuania and Latvia, was under 
me influence o! the central European metallurgical centre, and 
throughout the Bronze Age its culture progressed with the same 
rhythm as m central Europe. In the eastern or continental 
zone, amid the forests extending from eastern Lithuania and 

aivw to r ic upper V olga basin, the people retained an archaic 
character w«h some influence from their southern neighbours 
in south Russia. This division condoned throughout the re* 
mauling prehistoric times: the western Balts, ancestors of the 
Itussians and Curonians of history, were culturally similar to 
the people of central Europe^o the culture created by Illyrians 

^ ,Cclti7and 10 ^ western neighbours, the Germanic 
peoples The eastern Balts were m active contact with the 

Sh™ tn'T’ C,mmcria^- proto*Scythians, and early 
blavs. Thus the emergence of a vigorous metallurgical centre in 
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central Europe and of another in the southern Urals caused 
some differentiation of the material culture, which during 
Chaleo]it!sic times had been much more uniform. 

Since there were no copper or gold mines in the Baltic area, ameer trade 

what did the Balts barter for metals? What was it that the cen- and the 
tral Europeans so coveted as to make them want to exchange spread of 

their goods for it? Why are the bronze hoards concentrated metal 
along the Oder and Vistula rivers, and along the Pomeranian 
and East Prussian coasts? The answer is: amber, the northern 
gold. It was not just the amber that we modems use for 
jewellery; for our forefathers it was a 'substance of the sun’, 
eltktron, as the Greeks called it—an electric, shining substance, 
endowed with mystical powers. As precious as gold, it was 
sought by both the barbaric north and the civilized south. For 
the Baltic area it indeed became a magical ‘metal*—mtallmn 
mdaricuut, or 'exuded metal', as Tacitus called it—a key to pros/ 
perity and a basic link with the rising central European culture 
and Mycenaean Greece. 

There arc no written records from the European Bronze Age 
era relating to amber, but the fanciful talcs and myths mention^ 
ing this substance which circulated in Greece and Rome in 
classical times may have originated in die Bronze Age. It 
is mentioned in Homer’s Odysicy: the King’s palace was re„ 
splendent in copper, gold, amber, ivory, and silver, and 
Penelope received a necklace of amber and gold, ‘like the Sun'.1 
The connection of amber with the sun appears in the earliest 
historic records and the same relationship is certain to have 
existed during the whole of the Bronze Age. 

Amber is the resin of the pine trees which grew some 60 
million years ago on the soudi coast of Fennoseandia, situated 
above die nortlvwestern point of the peninsula of Sam I and 
(55 N. and 19" to zo’"' E.). The shores with "amber pine' 
forests sank beneath the sea, emerged, and then again became 
submerged during subsequent geological ages. The resin petrified 



in time and huge masses of i( were washed up by the sea on 
what arc now the southeastern shores of the Baltic and on 
those of western Jutland. It is still found in deep layers in Sarcv 
laud and in Poland. The west of Samland and the north coast 
of the dune area of Frist he Nchrung today supply the greatest 
quantity of amber. The next most abundant source is the area 
taking in Kur% Nerjjn (Kurischc Nchrung) and die 
Lithuanian and Latvian coasts. Some amber is obtained 
around the Bay of Danzig and in Pomerania. About 90 per 
cent ul the worlds best amber comes from this south-eastern 

Baltic area. 

Until the seventeenth-sixccenth centuries b.c. export of 
amber had not reached any great intensity. From the shores of 
the Baltic coasts amber travelled to western, central, and eastern 
central Europe; even so, amber amulets in the shape of rings 
widi a hole for suspension, and roughly made beads were still 
quue rare and amber was not yet shipped in bulk to the south. 
Metal luids were extremely scarce in the Baltic area. Bone orna¬ 
ments, such as pins made in imitation of copper pins current 
in central Europe, were in use. 

The beginnings of a transcontinental amber trade and of the 
j , °ll2.c ASC occurred simultaneously. Amber was dc- 

the rising central European Unetician culture and 
by Middle and Late Hclladic Greece, When the lined dans 
established their commercial relations with the Myccnaeans 
some umc before or around 1600 B.C., the amber trade rapidly 
reached an amazing volume. 

Tiie central Europeans imported amber front die Balts and 
mm the Germanic peoples in Jutland. It is estimated that at 

,rnh VZ Ct! ° *.* SraVCS °r dassic;i1 OnWoe contained 
, beads. This culture, dating from e, 1650 to 1550 fl,c, 

already a true Bronze Age culture, producing an enormous 

meats'CGkihur”^ ^ chisels, daggers, halberds, and orna¬ 
ments. Globular or somewhat flattened spherical amber beads 
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arc found in womans and men’s graves and in hoards hidden 
by the travelling Uncticiin traders. Some huge hoards consist/ 
ing of luxurious bronze objects—such as me tab hiked daggers, 
long and narrow double-axes, metal-shafted or wooden-shafted 
halberds, neck-rings, C-shaped bracelets, pins and hair-rings, 
gold wires and ear-rings, and including amber beads—arc 
found along the lower Vistula and lower Oder rivers leading 
to the source of amber. Tins shows that the amber coasts were 
already known to central European prospectors and rhat they 
brought bronze and gold in exchange for amber from the local 
inhabitants. They paid for it with the most precious bronzes 
produced in central Europe and with gold ornaments some of 
which were imported from sources in Ireland, All over the 
Baltic coast from Jutland to Lithuania bronze and gold items 
from this period are being found. One of the mctal-hiltcd 
halberds was discovered as far north as Veliuona in the district 
of Kaunas, in Lithuania. In the lower Vistula area, along the 
East Prussian coasts and particularly in die peninsula of Sam- 
laiid, appear bronze daggers, pins, bracelets, hair-rings, and 
other typically Unetician artifacts. This peculiar distribution of 
earliest bronze objects in the East Baltic area can be explained 
in no odier way than by their having been traded for amber. 

Amber beads from the Bronze Age arc found in a finished 
sure in northern Poland, East Prussia, and Lithuania. That 
some work was done on diem at the source is shown by con¬ 
siderable quantities of finished, half-finished, and broken amber 
beads found in Juodkrante on Kurifu Nerija (a narrow strip 
of land between the Baltic Sea and the Courish Lagoon), in 
western Lithuania. Another indication is that finished amber 
beads and pendants were exported to die northern East Baltic 
countries, Latvia, Estonia, and Finland, to north-western 
Russia, to Sweden and Norway, and even to eastern Russia and 
the Middle Urals; these beads and pendants found in the north 
have the same shape as those in the area of their origin. 
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From the source area the amber was shipped to the Vistula. 
I-rom die mouth of this river the route went south, but at the 

3 t ' Yrb Wbcrc il COmK closc » the Noted 
(Nctee it tributary 0f the Warn, the main supply turned west, 

StjfS? fhe Waita *nd *• uPFcr Oder; the amber thus 
reached Silesia, eastern Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, western 
Slovakia, and lower Austria-thc centre of the Oneticc culture 

10m *“* thc ambcr routc continued along the Danube and 
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(he Tisza to the Balkan?. One branch went down to Italy. 
Greece may have been reached via the Adriatic Sea or its coasts 
(as is suggested by amber beads in western Greece) and also via 
the central Balkans. F(jf- S 

It) Greece amber beads appear throughout the Mycenaean 
period, starting with the earliest group of shaft'graves in 
Mycenae. Large numbers of spherical flattened beads and 
spacer beads came from (he shaft-graves excavated by Schlic- 
mann and dated to the period 1580-1510 B.C., and also from 
a more rcccndy excavated grave circle at Mycenae, dating from 
a somewhat earlier period, A great many flattened spherical 
amber beads and spacers arc also known from various ibAos 
tombs of the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries fl,c. 

The Baltic amber has a high succinic acid content, from j 
to S per cent, which distinguishes it from the amber from other 
sources. As early as 1885 amber beads from the Mycenaean 
shaft-graves were chemically analysed and proved to be of 
Baltic origin.' Since then many analyses of subsequently dis¬ 
covered beads in Greece and Italy have shown the same results. 

Interregional amber trade resulted in some peculiar objects 
from distant lands reaching the Baltic coasts. Thus, for instance, 
a statuette representing a Hittttc deity of the air or lightning god 
was discovered in Scrnni near Klaipeda in Lithuania.3 It must 
have come from Syria or Anatolia via Greece in the thirteenth 
century B.c,, since almost the same kind of figurines have been 
found in Mycenae and Tiryns, 

While gatherers of amber enjoyed die imported bronzes, die acjmcultujui 

rest of the Baltic population could not afford to have metal and stock 

tools and ornaments. For a long time metal must have been a keeping 
luxury. Only flanged axes circulated throughout a larger area. 
For tilling soil die Balts used stone hoes with a perforation for 
inserting a haft, which persisted even in the Early Iron Age. A 
style of hoc developed whose head resembled a snake head. 
Hence they are called ‘snake-headed1 hoes, or ‘East Baltic’ or 
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Lithuanian hoes, since they are found only in die Baltic 
area,3 Stone, Him, bonep antler, and wood were basic materials 
for tools and weapons throughout the period which is labelled 
Early and Middle Bronze Age in central Europe, A unique 
and most interesting find—an enclosure for accommodating 
animals in conjunction with a camp site—made recently in 
northern Poland south of the lake of Bis ku pin throws light on 
how the village community sheltered its animals,* The erv 
closure* on an elevation in die middle of flat prairies,, was 90 m, 
in length and jG to 6a m. in width and surrounded by a ditch* 
T-5 m, wide and rS rm deepp and by a small rampart. The 
fortification had two entrances on the southern side* In die 
widened parts of die ditch were small huts of the wattl^and. 
daub type, apparently built for die shepherds. There were also 
other traces of habitatio n—fragments of pots, split animal bones, 
remains offish, frcdvwater mussel sheik, tools offline, antler and 
bone, pieces of ochre, clay net^inkets and fragments of a 
bronze pin. The finds indicate 1 date around 1500 B.C. Among 
die animal bones were those of cowT sheep, pig, hone (?), dog, 
deer, roebuck, and aurochs* The enclosure could have hefd 
about 500 head of cattle, sheep, and other animals w hen they 
were brought in from pasture to be milked, sheared* or the like. 
The fortifications protected die cows, pigs, and sheep from the 
attacks of wild animals. 

By following the distribution of Baltic and TJnetician pot/ 
iery types it is possible to draw an approximate line of denial 
cation between the central European Un&cian and the western 
Baltic culmra The pottery of these two cultures differed con/ 
stdaabiy. The Tacticians usually did not decorate their pots, 

IniWT^ l ty dKR mdsions and ridSts ^ound the neck: 
n^liftecnthcenturyB.C. the beakers developed into tulip/ 
haped pots with several rows of incisions below the neck, and 

SEn m0tlfs ,in,betWK[1 'h* Seised rows. In northern 
ohnd this pottery ,s known as W typc, Mmed iftcr a 
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cemetery near Szubin.® Another criterion for determining the 
boundaries is the difference in grave structures and grave fur* 
mshiiigs* Utiikician graves, under low barrows, were usually 
of bath-tub shape and built of stones. The Baltic ones were 
contained in timber huts or stone cists having stone pavements 
for floor, the earthen barrow encircled by timber posts* Inhumed 
bodies were in tresvmmk coffins* 

During the Early as well as the Middle Bronze Age, the 
territory occupied by the Baltic culture had reached it? maximal 
size. In the west, it covered all of Pomerania almost to the 
mouth of the Oder, and die whole Vistula basiu to Silesia in 
the souths west. During no subsequent age was this culture tc 

found so widely; piece by piece it began losing its border lauds* 
Ac die same time the central European Unliice culture grew 
progressively in wealth and power, until its influence reached 
all of continental Europe. Around 1400 B.c. it expanded to 
die Middle Danube basin and Transylvania, and its military 
power controlled a great pare of the European continent* 

Throughout the fifeeendr and fourteenth centuries B.c* the 
Baltic culture, while influenced by the central European cul¬ 
tures, did nor lose its identity. The grave types and the pottery 
kept their strong local character* showing diat die western 
Balts in the area of present-day northern and eastern Poland 
were not occupied or destroyed. The trade in amber did not 
diminish. About 400 sites showing a very uniform type of 
pottery, stone, and bronze industry are knowrn from the area 
between Pomerania in the north and Volynia in the south.* 
The feature common to these hundreds of sices, mostly located 
on dunes, is the large tulip-shaped beaker* plain or with hori¬ 
zontal incisions around the neck. This pottery dating from the 
fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B*c. is a development of 
the pottery of preceding centuries. In Polish literature it is 
known as die 'Trzciuiec culture1, after a place name in the 
district of Lublin. 
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Until the twelfth century, in spite of central European in" 
flu cnees, the Baltic cultural bloc continued without major 
change. It was not until the second vigorous central European 
expansion, before and around raoo b.g., that its culture was 
greatly affected. Then the entire south"western comer of the 
area in question—central, eastern, and southern Poland—was 
apparently occupied by the central Europeans.® 

In the Late Bronze Age the Baltic culture became increas/ 
ingly resistant to and independent of its influential neighbours. 
Towards the end of the thirteenth century, between eastern 
Pomerania and the Bay of Riga and as far as the Warsaw 
region in the south, it began to develop its own characteristic 
metal culture. Metal ore was imported in greater amounts and 
local smiths were sufficiently trained to produce new forms of 
tools, weapons, and ornaments. Axes, pins, bracelets, and other 
ornaments took on a local character. Typically Baltic arc: the 
graceful long Baltic battlc"axe$ ornamented with horizontal 
furrows and striatums; working axes with a wide, sometimes 
semicircularedge; pi ns with spiral heads, and pins with cylindri¬ 
cal horizontal heads. These are the most characteristic products 
m bronze between the thirteenth and eleventh centuries. In the 
early first millennium b.c. local forms of spearheads and socketed 
Aa£v were widely used. Imports from central Europe, chiefly from 
t te ausitz area in what is now eastern Germany, continued and, 
as before, were concentrated in the lower Vistula area and in 
bainland, that is, in die places vital to the amber trade. 
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Tlic peninsula ol Samlatid has yielded the greatest number 
af L^ec Bronze Age finds. From there come founders* hoards 
including finished and unfinished bronze specimens and cop/ 
per ore. One of these huge hoards was discovered at the begin/ 
rang of this century in Littausdorf near Fischhauscn; it con/ 
tamed u8 objects: sickles, spearheads, socketed celts, and 
bracelets. Some were broken, some defective. The sickle types 
were much the same as those used by the Lusatians in eastern 
Germany. This may indicate cither that the local smiths 
travelled or that traders from central Europe reached Samhnd, 
Commercial relations were carried on also with the Germanic 

In the barrows of Samland were found several of the 
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spearheads and spiked futuli of southern Scandinavian and 
nonh'West German type, and Baltic axes appeared in Den' 
mark and southern Sweden.1 

After the destruction of the Mycenaean culture by the central 
Europeans, the amber trade seems to have diminished, but not 
stopped. By the ninth century, amber reappeared in the Near 
East. On the banks of the River Tigris was found an amber 
statuette of Assurnasirpal, king of Assyria (885-S60 b.c.), 

about 20 cm, high. It was made of Baltic amber, as shown by 
chemical tests. Whether the amber for this statuette travelled 
the eastern route, through Russia and the Caucasus, or 
through central Europe and the Phoenician trade routes in the 
Mediterranean, is still a matter for conjecture. 

Late Bronze Age burial mounds, known from the coastal 
area and in particular from SamboJ. were surrounded by two 
or three stone rings. These barrows had been built over graves 
which were covered by a hemispherical stone vault Craves of Fit. it 
the thirteenth century B.c, contained inhumed bodies placed 
in trcc'trunk coffins. Some time in the twelfth century in hum a' 
tion gave place to cremation, whereafter the western Balts 
cremated their dead throughout the rest of the Bro nze Age and 
the Iron Age, The custom came from central Europe, as did 
many other new ideas. As in central Europe, so also in the 
Baltic area the change was a gradual one; the tomb architecture 
and grave furnishings remained very much the same. Crema' 
tion first appeared in Pomerania and then spread eastward to 
East Prussia, Lithuania, and southern Latvia, 

Barrows arc found in groups, sometimes over a hundred in 
one place. They constitute the chief source of our knowledge 
of developments during the Late Bronze Age, Unfortunately 
we cannot form a complete picture in that we lack a cemetery 
with all the graves excavated. Cemeteries seem to have been 
located next to die villages, and barrows were placed at random 
or in a single row. The larger barrows, up to 3 m. high, w'ete 
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apparently for chieftains or other important members of the 
community and their families, the smaller ones for the working 
class. From this particular Bronze Age period some chieftains' 
graves arc known: one comes from the cemetery of Rantau 
near Fischhausen, in Samland.10 The inhumed man, who lies 
in an extended position within the coffin, was placed in the 
centre of a specially prepared platform of stones. He was 
equipped with a bronze sword. In the Baltic area swords do 
not appear in such great numbers as in central Europe, and 
certainly they were a sign of distinction. There were also in this 
grave a Baltic battle-axe, amber and blue glass beads, as well 
as a bronze bracelet and a pin. Comparisons of the sword and 
other specimens with those current in central Europe imply the 
thirteenth century b.c. The chieftain's grave was covered by 
a hemispherical vault of stones, and other people, probably kin 
to the chieftain for whom the barrow was built, were later 
buried in die vault. The finds of secondary graves were of later 
type, and in addition, the barrow contained considerably later 
stone cist graves dating from the end of die Bronze Age to the 
Early Iron Age. Thus from this barrow we obtain a good 
sequence of several chronological phases. 

In Samland die classical tradition of tomb structure with 
stone circles and stone vaults was continued for a long period. 
Similar barrows arc found in the whole coastal zone from 
eastern Pomerania to western Lithuania. In south-western Fast 
Prussia and in southern Latvia mausoleum-lake cemeteries 
have been discovered wherein hundreds of graves arc com- 
paedy placed one above the other. A good example is the 
Workeim barrow in die district of Lidzbark Warmiriski (for¬ 
mer Hedsberg).11 This barrow- is only rS m. high and 13 m. 
in diameter, but it contains about 600 graves.' Finds show 
several successive periods and date the barrow to about 
1000-600 b.c. Another 'mausoleum* comes from Rezne 
south-west of Riga.* * This one is 2 m. high and contains over 
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300 graves dating from the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages, 
The earliest burials, dating from approximately the thirteenth 
and twelfth centuries B*c^ were inhumations; then came 
cremation burials without urns, daring from the end of the 
second and the beginning of the first millennium B.c. These 
were succeeded by cremation graves in small stone cists, daring 
from die end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Early 
Iron Age, which in turn were followed once more by inhuman 
tion graves- The same burial mound was used for hundreds of 
years, ft is possible that each was a family or dan burial vault. 

Axes, horses* and oxen served as offerings during the funeral 
rites. In the Rezne barrow alone, the teeth of horses w ere found 
in 123 places. Ritual axes were placed not only in the men's 
graves* but in pots or by the wall of the grave, 

the western Iron appeared in central Europe in the twelfth century bpg,| 
salts buring but not until the eighth century did it revolutionize men's lives; 
the scythian and ic was only then that it reached northern Europe, Between 
Am* cELTtc the eighth and sixth centuries iron was still extremely rare in the 
expansions Baltic area, and the general cultural level continued to have 

almost a pure Bronze Age character. The dividing line at about 
the end of the eighth century B-c. signifies a change in culture 
due not so much to technological innovations as to new 
historical events. 

This was the period of the Scythian expansion from the 
Black Sea area to central Europe, The horsemen who appeared 
in Rumania, Hungary, and eastern Czechoslovakia* intros 
during eastern types of horse^gearp oriental animal art, timber 
graves and inhumation rites, must have been proto^Scythians* 
the successors of the south Russian Timber^Grave culture of 
the bronze Agep who constantly pushed towards the west. 
Before entering central Europe* they conquered the Cinv 
mcnans living along the northern shores of the Black Sea and 
in the northern Caucasus, and drove diem out. As Assyrian 
and Greek sources inform us, the Cimmerians fled to the Near 
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East, while the Scythian? attained full domination of the north-' 
cm Black Sea area. There they acquired much of the Caucasian 
and Cimmerian cultural legacy and hi their spread toward 
the west they brought with them Ponto-Caucasian cultural 
elements. These oriental influences appreciably changed the 
material cul ture of central Europe. 

The Baltic and Germanic cultures in northern Europe 
remained untouched by the Scythian incursions, but the new 
cultural elements reached them through continuous com met' 
rial relations with central Europe. The Lusatian urnficld cub 
turc in eastern Germany and Silesia, which during the Bronze 
Age had been an integral part of die great central European 
cultural realm, still persisted in the first centuries of die Early 
Iron Age. The amber trade was not cue off and the Lusatians 
continued to be mediators between the amber gatherers and the 
Hallstatt culture in the eastern Alpine area and, beginning in 
the seventh century, the Etruscans in Italy. Novelties such as 
bronze horse-gear comprising bridle.*bits, check-pieces and 
ornamental plates, as "well as the initial iron objects, were 
transmitted to the Baltic area by the Lusatians. Again, as 
during the Bronze Age, boards and the most richly furnished 
graves were concentrated in the source area of amber: in the 
peninsula of Samland and on both sides of the lower Vistula. 

The period from the eighth to die beginning of die seventh 
century B.c. was also for the amber gadiercrs one of eric total¬ 
ization’, since in addition to the bronze horse-gear entirely new 
forms such as large racquet pins, belt hooks ending in two 
spiral plates, and ring' and wheel-shaped pendants appeared; 
the prototypes of these objects are to be found in the central 
Caucasus. South-eastern influences may have reached the 
Baltic area via Hungary and the Vistula. The metal culture of 
the western Balts was now remarkably enriched. However, not 
all of the bronze ornaments or bronze horse-gear were im¬ 
ported; most of them show local style and local manufacture. 
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Graves and hoards also include bronze forms that arc not 
found either in central Europe or in the Ponton Caucasian area. 
The shapes of amber beads and pendants increased in variety 1 
round, rectangular, triangular, rhomboid, some with a tri* 
angular notch cut into either side and with pitted decoration. 
Typically Baltio-or. more accurately, Prussian or Sambian— 

were necklaces with large loop ends, which in the burial 
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mounds of Samland appear together with amber beads, 
bracelets, pins, and fingerings. Fig. 13 

Metal finds from the seventh and sixth centuries B.C, in 
Pomerania, East Prussia, and western Lithuania tell of cotv 
tinuing contacts with die Lusacians in central Europe and the 
Germanic peoples. Many hoards from the Baltic coast between 
the River Oder and Sami and contained weapons, horse-gear, 
and ornaments identical to those of north-western and central 
Europe. Germanic trumpet-ended bracelets made of gold were 
found in East Prussia, and from central Europe swords, 
coloured glass beads, and fine bronze chains. The ornaments 
favoured by the Balts were pins with large spiral heads, spiral 
arm-rings made of flat bands ornamented with geometric 
motifs, and neck-rings made of thin round or flattened copper 
wire decorated with striations or dots. Fig. if 

Trading in amber increased remarkably with die Alpine 
region, the eastern Adriatic coasts, and Italy providing very 
good markets. Astonishing quantities of amber beads, and 
pins threaded with amber, arc found in die Hallstatt graves, and 
in the Etruscan graves of central Italy, Amber has frequendy 
been found in graves along die trade routes leading from its 
source, namely the central European river-ways, the Vistula, 
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Oder, and Elbe, The demand for amber for making into 
jewellery had now reached a second peak following that of the 
My cenaean^Unetician period in the middle of the second 
millennium E+a 

Bronze Age tomb architecture continued virtually unv 
changed except for die new custom of placing die urn in a 
small stone cistt above the remains of the pyre a circular plau 
form of hcad'Sized stones was arranged and encircled by a stone 
ring, and in the centre was placed the pear-shaped urnp encased 
in a rectangular stone cist built of thin stone slabs. At the front 
of the cist a pointed tombstone was sometimes crccied under 
which offerings* such as stone axes* arc usually found. The 
cist was surrounded by a round stone wall built of several 
layers of stones about the size of a human head, or was solidly 
covered by a stone vault, the tomb itscli being encircled wjidi 
stone circles and covered by an cardvmound. Similar barrows 
arc encountered between eastern Pomerania and western 
Lithuania, but the most numerous are known from Samianda 
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where at least a dozen were systematically excavated at the end 
of the nmctcendi century,13 The cemetery excavated in the 
forest of Drusken (Dmskiii), Samland, dating from the 
seventh-sixth centuries e.c.* revealed barrows encircled by 
from six to eleven or more rings of stones,11 These barrows* 
buried as they were for ages under the forest, probably still 
contain their full quota of stone circles. A barrow7 revealed 
during the 1940 excavations in Kurmaiciai in western Lithuy Fig. 15 
ania, dating from the sixth-fifth centuries B.c.p also shows die 
popular use of concentric stone circles. The innermost stone 
ting, s m. in diameter, surrounded a round platform paved 
with stones on which were found an inhumed woman's grave 
—furnished widi temple ornaments and spirals that originally i% 16 
were attached to a knitted woollen cap—and six um burials. 

Around the end of the seventh and in the sixth centuries 
B.c*. in eastern Pomerania and East Prussia the stone cists 
were enlarged: leading into the central one was a corridor-dike 
structure which had an entrance in the side of the barrow, 
enabling all successive family urns to be placed under the same 
roof 
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’With the incEcase of commercial activities, cult influences 

also appeared. The emergence of Iiouscmrns is peculiar to the 

Elbe^Saalc region of central Germany,. Bohemia, Pomerania, 

Schleswig-Hokem, Denmark, and southern Sweden. The 

Pomeranian urns were rectangular and stood on poles, prob* 

ably in imitation of real houses* Engraved horizontal lines on 

the front wall may have portrayed the logs of timber houses. 

The idea of the house-shape very likely stems from Italy, where 

such urns arc known from the eighth century b.c. The central 

European, Germanic, and Baltic housourns, which had their 

own characteristic features, date from a later period, no earlier 

than the seventh century u,c. In Pomerania the house-urns 

were not numerous and did not supersede die local rype of 
pear-shaped urns.Ifi 

Around <5oo B.c. there was a new development which also 

could have come from the south to the north via the amber 

route, and which had a much more lasting effect on the Baltic 
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culture. This was the appearance of human features on the 

cover or neck of pear-shaped urns. The portrayal of the human 

face became so characteristic a trait of the branch distributed 

over eastern Pomerania and along the lower Vistula in die 

sixth and fifth centuries, that it gave its name to die Face-Urn 
culture.1 * 

At first the human features were only vaguely marked: two 

small holes on die neck or cover of the urn to suggest the eyes 

and a lump between the holes for the nose, with another hole 

below it for the mouth. The objects found with the urns, parti¬ 

cularly swan-neck pins, indicate that they were coeval with the 

Hallstatt C period (r. 650-525 s.c.) in central Europe. These 

early facc-urns, pear-shaped and with a cylindrical neck, were 

undoubtedly of local manufacture; they arc found in typically 

western Baltic stone cists which housed urns of many members 

of a family or kin.u During the fifth century B.c. face-urns 

attained a classical shape. The face itself had finely worked 

features while ornaments, weapons, and symbolic scenes were 

incised over die neck and belly. Their artistic interest apart, the Fig, 18 

face-urns have incised upon them many perishable objects that 

are not found among the archaeological remains. These arc 

Fig. JiS. Fi(f'vtiu. Fifth <mtury B.C. tt, h,frm (Aiitrn Pemttmt) ntar Danzig, cjtdm SamlonJ 
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important in reconstructing women's and men’s dress, wooden 
weapons such as shields and spears, wooden wagons, etc., and 
particularly religious symbols and ritual scenes. 

Some ol die urns had ear-rings, made of bronze spirals or of 
rings on which were suspended glass or amber beads. These 
were attached to the ’cars’—small handles, with perforations, 
on each side of the pot’s neck. Necklaces were very frequently 
represented, on female urns by joining horizontal and vertical 
lines, and in the back joint by a ‘fretwork’ ornament. These 
were imitations of broad collar^shapcd necklaces which arc 
found in graves of Pomerania and Hast Prussia. Around the 
neck the urns sometimes had incised points or an incised ridge 
which represented an amber or glass bead necklace. On the 
belly wctc depicted large pins whose heads were made up of 
concentric circles. It was also quite usual to show a comb on 
the left or right side of the belly. No doubt those urns richly 
decorated with ornaments and combs served for female burials. 
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The symbolic scenes were chiefly confined to the male urns. 

All urns had lids in the shape of caps which had a hole in die 

top and which almost always were decorated with a solar 

emblem. Fig, 10 

The engravings on face-urns can be clearly divided into tw o 

groups. To the first belong the almost naturalistic re present a- 

dons of ornaments; to the second, schemadzed men, horses, 

wagons, shields, spears, sun discs raised on stelae, fir-tree 

motifs, semicircles, and other geometric figures. The most 

interesdng symbolic scenes arc found on urns from eastern 

Pomerania and particularly from the area of Gdansk (Danzig). 

Their an is of a peculiar local style as is their symbolic ‘script’; 

most likely they were a product of one tribal unit. Face-urns in 

the peninsula of Samland and in western Masuria were most 

frequently decorated only with geometric patterns and sym¬ 

bolic scenes, without representations of ornaments. 

The general character of the symbolism on face-urns is 

related to that of die Late Bronze-Early Iron Age rock en¬ 

gravings of southern Scandinavia and of the Camonica Valley 

in northern Italy, as well as to that on bronze vessels, razors, 

weapons, and clay figures of that period in the area between 

Italy and northern Europe. 

The most frequent motifs are suns represented in many 

variations on the lids, or raised high on stelae and accompanied 
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by horses; huge oval shields decorated with lines and dots like 
the radiating sun and which usually take the central position 
among other figures; human beings who hold spears and ride 
horses or four-wheeled wagons drawn by two horses; and two 
spears separately portrayed. The best examples are on urns from 
Grabowo and Starogard west of the lower Vistula- Probably 
the figures pertain to sky and sun deities and their associates, 
horses, horned animals, axes and spears. The engravings arc 
certainly not realistic representations of hunting scenes or 
funeral rites. 

d b 
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The portrayed figures always took the form ofline drawings 
accompanied by dotted lines or diagonal striations. Humans 
and animals were highly schematized. The men on the 
Grabowo urn look like gingerbread cookies with outstretched 
legs and arms, and their heads are circles filled with dots. The 
men holding spears are elongated beings with long necks, 
their arms hardly showing; those on horseback or on a wagon 
usually have no legs, but they are shown with outstretched 
arms. Although some of the figures look like nothing more 
than children s drawings, others are charmingly graceful. Urns 
lor distinguished persons were probably decorated by the most 
eminent artists. 
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Face-urns express very well the ancient belief that the 
deceased continues in his exact image and retains all Jiis charac- 
rcristics, In the art of face-urns we never find a repetition of the 
same human features, ornaments, or symbols; no two urns are 
alike. They were made individually according to the dead 
person's sex, personal qualities, and social status. This last was 
a matter of great concern; for example, the urn from Grabowo 
is exceptional and probably belonged to a chieftain, while 
others were left undecorated. 

Another feature of the Grabowo urn is drat the symbolic Plite 
scenes occupy only about die upper third of the urn, the rest 
being covered with long vertical lines going down from around 
the neck and linked with from four to nine diagonal lines. 
These lines may represent the stitches of an animal-skin cloak, 
From this and other urns wc may guess that chieftains and 
other distinguished persons wore well-sewn cloaks, and sym- 
bolic scenes could have been stitched on to them, 

The existence of skin cloaks and coats is confirmed by actual 
finds, preserved in bog burials. From the face-urn period the 
well-preserved body of a girl of twelve to fourteen years was 
discovered in 1939 at Drdbnita, near Ostroda (Osterodc) in 
■western Masuria {formerly Hast Prussia)—possibly a sacrificial 
burial.1* The body was wrapped in a coat made of four sheep PLate is 
skins sewn together, the woolly side against die body. The 
scams were very finely stitched, and across the top was a turned 
hem. The patches on the upper and lower parts and the dia¬ 
gonal seam across the back show (hat the coat was mended 
many rimes. A bone comb (of the same shape as depicted on 
face-urns) was attached to the coat by a woollen cord. This bog Fij. it 
burial is of interest since it shows that in addition to the usual 
cremation of the dead, sacrificial burials in bogs took place, a 
practice that is also known from the Germanic culture. In the 
internal organs of the girl were found the remains of meat, fat, 
peas, wheat flout, and pollens of the blossoms of wild plants, 
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While die western Balts lived a rather prosperous life during 
the Faec-Um period* central Europe suffered new attacks from 
die Scythians- Traces of the Scythian raids dating to the sixth 
and fifth centuries are found in western and southern Poland, 
eastern Germany, Czechoslovakia* and the western Ukraine. 
Over 50 sites arc known having typically Scydiian arrows 
heads, horsc^gear, swords* and ornaments- Many Scythian 
arrowheads have been found in Lusarian strongholds* indica¬ 
ting that the Lusatians were being attacked constantly by the 
eastern aggressors. The Lusarian strongholds were now in their 
last surges of survival, and eventually the culture was devav 
tated+ The Scythians reached the southern borders of the 
western Baltic lands, but apparently did not succeed in pene¬ 
trating farther north. Only a few arrowheads of Scythian type 
have been found in East Prussia and southern Lithuania, but 
information is not sufficient yet to draw any inferences, A chain 
of western Baltic strongholds in northern Poland and in the 
southern part of East Prussia arose which very probably were 
built for resisting the southern invaders* Their welLplanned 
fortifications were disposed on the islands and promontories of 
lakes- The fortified village built on piles on the island of Lake 
Arys near Pisi (Johannisburg) in East Prussia was encircled 
by several palisades of wooden stakes.1 u Here the houses were 
not presewed as they were, by inundation* in the Lusarian 
stronghold at Biskupin whose defence system was similar. 

At present we know of about twenty fortified villages along 
the lower Vistula, and in Masuria and Samland, which have 
yielded finds daring from the sixth to the fourth or later cciv 
turies, * All were arranged in strategically wclbehosen hills* 

So 
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surrounded on one or two sides by water* Usually they had 
earth ramparts 2-3 m. high and about 10 m, wide at the foot, 
strengthened inside by vertical and horizontal logs, aldiough 
some had stone walls and additional palisades. 

A village of interest, dating from the fifth-fourth centuries 
and known from the 1929-39 excavations, is located east of 
the lower V istula at Starzykowe Male (former KL Starkenau) 
near Susz (former Rosenberg}.81 Comprising eight houses and 
several other structures presumed to be barns and stables, this 
village was set on the peninsula* fortified by two ramparts of 
scones and in front by a number of palisades branching off the 
main road which was constructed between two rows of wooden 
piles+ The rectangular houses, which had one room and a 
hearth* were arranged in concentric circles. One house within 
the inner circle was distinguished by having a long corridor^ 
like antechamber and several hearths. The latter very likely 
belonged to the headman of the village. The houses were quite 
small, some measuring 5x3 m+1 some about 8x5m. From 
this and other excavated sites wrc sec that villages were small, 
housing probably from 40 to 60 people. In size the Early lion 
Age villages resemble those known from the Chalcolkhic 
period, and in plan and character as defence struautcSp those of 
the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age fortified villages of the 
centra] European Urnficld peoples. 

The Scythian episode in the northern pan of centra] Europe 
vws of short duration. From the fourth century b.c. Scythian 
traces no longer appear. To what extent lIic western Baltic 
tribes helped to hold back the Scythians, future researches will 
show; but one fact is already clear: the Face.Urn people, 
probably taking advantage of the breaking up of Lusatian 
power by the Scythians, expanded southward. The descend- 
ants of the Face-Urn people occupied the whole Vistula basin 
in Poland and the pan of the western Ukraine reaching the 
upper Dniester in the south. 
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This expansion around 400-300 B.c. brought changes. The 
fashionable fa churns gradually lost their human features and 
developed imo much more simplified versions- Only the 
depiction of a bead necklace around the neck and the sun 
symbol on the lid remained from the previously rich decoration 
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with ornaments and symbolic scenes. In grave pits these sim¬ 
plified pear-shaped urns were covered with a large pot or 
sometimes with two or three pots stored one above the oilier. 
In view of this custom, we talk of the ‘EdI-Grave' or ‘Lamp- 
si., c- tave culture. In the Iburth century the pot-covered urn 
burials were still placed in stone cists built of stone slabs, but 
gra is a y stone-cist building disappeared and urns with piles 
of pots on them were only covered with stones. This change in 
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grave type probably came about because of the spread of the 

Face-Urn people over the territory of the Lusatians who 

covered their urns with pots. Some scholars are therefore in¬ 

clined to consider the pot-covered urn culture as a continuation 

of, or resulting from a mixture with, the Lusatian culture. 

However, it is more logical to suppose that the Lusatians 

merely influenced the Face-Dm culture. The similarity of the 

urns of die pot-covered urn period to the face-urns is striking 

whereas there is no genetic relationship to die style of the L lisa- 

dan poucry. We can also rccognhtc a very close relationship Fig. atf 

with the pottery made by other Prussian tribes in East Prussia, 

The pot-covcrcd urn culture is certainly not an ‘early cast 

Germanic culture*, as Petersen called it in his otherwise 

valuable study of 1929 describing die graves and finds in the 

territory of pre-war eastern Germany, " 
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The basic monuments of this period are the graves, although 
traces have been found of over 400 settlements in Poland on 
river banks, usually on sand dunes, where only pottery sherds 
and no habitation remains were preserved.43 Frequently found 
in graves have been bronze or iron pins with 'sunflower1 or 
small spiral heads, and later types of swatvncck pirn; also 
bracelets made of iron wire, bronze or iron ear-rings, glass 
beads, and iron razor: and knives. Objects imported from the 
Celtic Early La Tcne, such as iron fibulae and belt clasps 
tound in several pot-coveted urn burials, suggest that they date 
from die fourth century b.c. The La Tcne fibulae and belt 
clasps appear in pot-coveted urn burials in the upper Dniester 
area, showing that the southward expansion of the pot-covered 
urn culture was accomplished by the fourth century.41 

At the same time, however, traces of die La Tcne culture are 
found in Silesia. Its influence increased during the subsequent 
period and signs of the Celtic culture of the third century B.C, 

arc found in southern Poland and the western Ukraine. The 
southern drive of tire pot-covcrcd urn people appears to have 
been stopped by tire Celtic expansion eastward. The Middle 
La Tenc (f. j00-100 b.c.) graves, settlements, and numerous 
isolated finds in Silesia, west southern Poland, and the southern 
parts of ihc western Ukraine all attest their continuous occupa> 
tion of the area for at least several centuries. During die third 
and second centuries b.c. the porecovered urn burials taper off 
in southern and central Poland, until they finally disappear 
about the first century b.c, 

Meanwhile, the southern Baltic sea coast cast of the River 
Oder had been gradually infiltrated by the Germanic tribes, fn 
the fourth century e,c., sites of die Germanic Jastorf culture 
widi traits relating them to northern Germany occur in the 
lower Oder area, and during the third century cemeteries of 
Jastorf character occur in the east as far as the River Persantc 
(I ars^ta^ in eastern Pomerania^6 The Germanic expansioni 
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which caused the complete disappearance of the Lusatian 
culture in the lower Oder area, reached the borders of the pot/ 
covered urn culture. In the first century B.C., however, center 
terics of the Jastorf culture disappear; instead, eastern Pomerania 
secs the spread of rhe so-called ‘Oksywia complex', discing 
guished in its piugraves by inhumation and, rarely, cremation 
graves; a characteristic which is held by some scholars to be 
Godtic, by others Slavit>Venfidkn, Ac the time of the birth of 
Christ and in the first centuries A.lx, eastern Pomerania and 
the lower Vistula area were already occupied by the Goths 
who came to the Vistula estuary in ship from Scandinavia, 
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probably looking for better lands and a better climate. Their 
presence is attested by the written records (Pliny, Strabo. 
Tacitus, Ptolemy) and by their cemeteries and grave goods 
which differed from those of the Prussians living cast of the 
Goths.14 

While the strongest tribe of the western Baltic bloc which 
had manifested itself in face* and pot'eovered urn graves distil' 
iterated due to the Celtic and Gothic expansions, the other 
Baltic tribes were less touched by outside influences and con' 
scrvatively preserved the local character. The ancestors of the 
Sembians, Notangians, and Galindians continued throughout 

Fig. iS. t-i, CrmittktUy iieerdti Piutixi urmjnm ibt fimrtb-tbiTi coshttkt B.C.; t, mm with 'eye/; 
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the entire Early Iron Age to build stone cists in which they 
placed urns of a family or kin, covering them with an earth 
barrow secured by a stone pavement from above and stone 
rings around. A classical example of barrows of the fourth or 
third centuries B.C. comes from Crunwaldc (Zielenica) in the 
former district of Eyku (now Bagratinovsk), south of the Fig. 27 
peninsula of Sam land. Prussian tribes skilfully decorated their 
pottery with geometric motifs: dotted lines forming rhombs. Fig. 28 
triangles, zig-zags and other patterns. In addition to the geo-* 
metric decoration, the Prussian urns of the fourth and third 
centuries B.C. preserved some features of the earlier facc-urns: 
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lids in the shape ofbead'taps, a hole in the cap and two in the 
F& 39 neck for the eyes. Engravings of human figures and of houses 

sometimes occur on the urns from Samland. Usual finds, in 
addition to pottery, were iron needles, awls, 1 untilar razors, 
glass and white faience beads. Middle and Late La Tene 
fibulae were imported and imitated.27 It is of interest that, in 
marked contrast to the Celtic and Germanic graves, weapons 
are extremely rare in these Baltic graves. The inland Prussian 
tribes seem to have lived a rather peaceful life. 
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Chapter IV 

The Bronze and the Early Iron Age 

of the Eastern Balts 

THE CHALCOLITHIC AND BRONZE AGE food-ptO- TUB EASTERN 

during culture in forested central Russia has, as we have episode: 
seen, been given the name Fat’janovo, Since the discovery of the fat’jan- 

the Fat janovo cemetery near JarosUvl* on the upper Volga in ovo culture 

1903 this culture has been treated as a separate unit. Since 
Baltic river names extend through Byelorussia and central 
Russia and a number of Baltic loan-words arc found in the 
languages of the Volga Finns, die Fat’janovo very likely was 
either an easternmost branch of the proto-Baltic culture or a 
very closely related Indo-European group which continued in 
central Russia throughout the first three-quarters of the second 
millennium B.C. 

During the Bronze Age the Fat’janovo people spread east¬ 
ward along the Volga and its tributaries. Beyond the upper 
Volga, Fat’janovo sites are found along the lower Oka, Sura, 
lower Vjirka, and lower Kama rivers. In the third quarter of 
the second millennium it reached its maximum extension: it 
spread along the River Bdaja as far as the southern Urals. The 
Fat janovians installed themselves in a narrow strip of land 
between the Finno-Ugrian hunter-fishers in eastern central 
Russia and the proto-Scythians in southern Russia. Fig. ™: j 

They built their small villages on high river banks, usually 
fortifying them with ramparts and ditches on the inland side. 
These fortified sites were in marked contrast to chose of the 
hunter-fishers, who lived in unford lied villages on the low 
banks of lakes and rivers. AH over the upper Volga and lower 
Oka the Fatjanovians lived contemporaneously with die 
hunter-fishers, whose culture in central Russia of the early 
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second millennium a.C. is known as ‘Pitted/Ware’ and that 
of the second qua.net of the same millennium as ' Volosovo'. 
The Fat’janovians farmed in the uplands, kept sheep, goats, 
cattle, pigs, horses, and dogs. They also hunted and fished quite 
intensively. Men’s graves were equipped with archer’s wrist 
guards made of hone. In children’s graves miniature clay 
wheels were found, so that we may infer the existence of 
vehicles. Metal artifacts increased in number in the eighteenth- 
seventeenth centuries, and without any other noticeable altera^ 
tions the culture entered the Bronze Age. Copper axes and 
spearheads gradually replaced those of stone and flint. An 
outstanding cemetery which yielded a fairly large number of 
copper axes, spearheads, tubes, and spirals is lire Bahnovo, 
excavated between 193:3 and 1937.1 The Early Bronze Age 
group of sites in eastern central Russia is named 'Balanovo’ 
after this cemetery, and is regarded by some scholars as an 
independent culture. 

The shapes of metal objects arc related to those known from 
southern Russia* showing that ihc knowledge of metallurgy 
came directly from the south with the importation of metal ore 
from the source area in the southern Urals, Also there arc some 
indications that the Fatjanovians in die upper Volga basin 
may have had contacts with central Europe. Several sites have 
yielded peculiar eutPshaped bracelets that arc comparable to 
the Early Bronze Age Onitician bracelets in central Europe, 

Graves with inhumed bodies are found in deep pits within 
timber hut constructions roofed with logs or planks which were 
covered by low earth barrows. Burial rites and ornamental 
motifs on pots reveal animal* fire* and sun cults. Separate 
graves for a sheep, a goat, or a bear occasionally appear in the 
cemeteries; these creatures were buried with the same rites as 
humans, and bones ot domestic animals frequently occur in 
human graves. Charcoal, red ochre, tinder, and pieces of flint 
are common finds in the graves, sometimes inside pots. Could 
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these be th e materi al rem nants of a fire cult* On the base of the 
poi there was a round concavity, either undecorated or adorned 
with a radiating sun motif, The neck and shoulders of the pots 
bad, designs of zig-zags, cross-hatched lines, vertical or diagonal 
stnations, all skilfully incised, stamped, or impressed. These Fig. p 
decorations again indicate sun symbols. Indeed, it is very likely 
that the people worshipped fire and the sun, like their western 
relatives and other Indo-European peoples. The sun motifs do 
not occur on the pottery of the Finno-Ugrian hunter-fishers. 

The Early Bronze Age Fat’janovians competed continu¬ 
ously for land with the Finno-Ugrians and with the proto- 
Scythian Timber-Grave people who pressed die Fat'janovians 
hard from the south, expanding from south Russia to the north¬ 
west as far as die River Oka, The lands occupied by the 
Fat'janovians became narrower and narrower, but before dieir 
complete disappearance from Chuvashia, Tataria, and Bash¬ 
kiria, the Fat'janovians penetrated astonishingly far to the 
east: along the upper Bclaja and even into the southern Urals, 
Other sites were clustered cast and north of Kazan. This last 
stage of the Fatjanovo culture dating from approximately 
1500-1300 e.c. is called " Abash evo\ after the cemetery dis¬ 
covered in 1925 near die village of Abasheva in the northern 
part of Chuvashia, cast of Kazan.* Abashcvian sites appeared 
to the southern Urals probably because these people were seek¬ 
ing sources of copper. Their settlements in this area yielded a 
large amount of copper ore, slag, and tools used for metallur¬ 
gical purposes. Metallurgy in the southern Urals flourished 
and the travelling smiths copiously supplied the whole lower 
and middle Volga basin with copper ornaments, cools, and 
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weapons. The people now produced not only axes, spearheads, 
awls, and spirals of copper, but also daggers, knives, sickles, 
bracelets, and quite complicated ornaments such as pendants, 
rings, and belts made of copper or silver foil with minutely 
embossed designs of rosette, concentric circle, and leaf patterns. 
Excellent craftsmanship characterizes the derailed ornaments/ 
tion with thin copper wire and copper foil sewn on leather. 
Fragments of preserved pieces of headgear, sleeves, and shoub 
der trappings of leather are richly decorated with lutes of tiny 
copper rings, spirals, semisphercs, and rosette motifs. Women's 
costume was tastefully and lavishly adorned. The Abashcviin 
smiths learned much from southern Ural metallurgists, the so> 
called Andronova people, kin to the protO'Scythim Timber*- 
Grave people, and with whom the Abasheviaus had very 
close contacts. 

The richly ornamented Abashevian pots show a gradual 
development in form and in ornament from the earlier phase of 
the Fat’janovo culture in eastern central Russia, and Andrew 
novo influences. The pots were no longer globular but flat* 
based and sometimes tulip^shapcd or bican ical, die surface 
being well smoothed and burnished. Ornamentation was inv 
pressed with a dentate tool or incised, forming horizontal, zig' 
zag, wavy line, triangle, or meander patterns. The burial rites 
of the Abashevo period w'crc similar to those of the earlier 
Fat’janovo. The dead were buried in pits under low circular 
barrows, otic or several graves to each barrow, in some Ow 
vashian cemeteries graves were found to be surrounded by a 
rectangular, circular, or elliptical timber fence. Each grave was 
a solid house construction built of vertical logs and roofed with 
planks. 

We know of no cemeteries or habitation sites from die last 
centuries of the second millennium O.C. to prove die coiv 
tinuaiion of the Far’janovo culture. It seems that in the middle 
Volga and Belaja river basins it disappeared quite abruptly. 
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due to a renewed expansion of the Timber'Grave culture from 
die south. 

The Bronze Age is still a rather obscure period in the area 
between eastern Lithuania and Latvia and the Oka river basin 
in central Russia. From pottery remains in fortified hill'top 
villages it is seen that during die end of die second and the 
beginning of the first millennium B.c, a cultural differentia/ 
tion gradually took place, and before the beginning of die 
Early Iron Age several local groups had been formed. One 
was the so/callcd 'Brushed/Pottery’ group in eastern Lithu/ 
ania, southern Latvia, and north /western Byelo/Russia;* 
another, closely related to the B rushcd-Pottery was the Milo/ 
grad group in southern Byclo/Russia and the northern fringes Fig. 14 
of die western Ukraine;* and a diird was the so-called ‘Plain 
Pottery’ group occupying the Desna, upper Dnieper, upper 
Oka, and upper Don basins in central Russia. The last- 
named group, in the basins of the Desna and upper Don, 
carries the name ’Boiidarikha’ for the Late Bronze Age cen¬ 
turies, and ’Jukhnovo’ for the Early Iron Age and the first 
centuries A.D,1 

In spite of some local differences in the above-mentioned 
areas, which may represent the distributions of separate tribes, 
the general level of the culture, the patterns of habitat, pottery, 
and the bone and stone implements, show a remarkable uni¬ 
formity and conservativism all over this territory. Bronze axes 
and ornaments were quite rare. Pins, awls, needles, and arrow¬ 
heads were usually made of bone, although hoards with bronze 
and silver objects of Late Hallstatt and Early La Tens type 
arc known from the Milograd group. Pottery was hand-made, 
and very simple in form: beaker- or barrel-shaped and flat- 
based as in die Brushed and Plain Pottery groups, or rounded- 
based as in die Milograd. We find incisions and pits upon the 
upper pan of pots and frequendy pinched ridges or pinched 
impressions around the neck. The same forms and decoration 
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persist throughout the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages, and 
even in the first centuries a,d. 

The hilUop village culture in the uplands of eastern Lithu# 
ania, eastern Latvia, BycloRussia, and western Greater Russia 
—as far east as Moscow and the upper Oka and upper Don 
basins—lasted throughout several millennia. Its Baltic charac# 
ter is proved by the clear continuity of the cultural remains and 
by many river names of Baltic origin which splendidly coincide 
with the distribution of the Brushed, Milograd, and Plain 
Pottery groups. From the end of the eighth century B.C. on# 
ward the earliest written records raise the prehistoric curtain, 
throwing some light on historic events in the Cimmerian and 
Scythian domains in the Black Sea area; and, from the time 
of Herodotus, on the northern neighbours of die Scythians. 

At the end of the second millennium the proto#Scythian 
Timber-Cravc culture moved westward from the lower Volga 
steppes towards the Black Sea coasts, and at the end of the 
eighth century B.C. the Scydiiarts succeeded in conquering the 
Cimmerians wrho for over a millennium had occupied the 
northern Black Sea coasts. A large proportion of the early 
Slavs in the Middle Dnieper basin fell under the rule of the 
Scythians, but the Finno-Ugrian tribes and die eastern Balts 
living in the forested areas remained outside the orbit of strong 
Scythian influence. However, as centuries went by and the 
Scythians became involved in war against the invading Per# 
siam, the northern tribes wrete also disturbed. Thanks to these 
wars which Herodotus describes in Book IV of his history, we 
have the earliest surviving written records concerning the his# 
tory of eastern Europe at the end of the sixth century B.c. 
Allusions to some tribal names may be regarded as references 
to the Baltic and Finno-Ugrian tribes. Herodotus, who wrote 
around 450 B.C., describes an expedition which the Persian 
king Darius undertook against the Scythians in the year 515, 
He mentions and approximately locates the seats of'Ncuri', 
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‘Androphagi'p "Mckochkciu*. "BudiniV and other tribes that 
lived nortli of Scythia. Although we eatinot expect accuracy In 
Herodotus* geography, his account is of Importance* Of the 
Neuri and their neighbours he writes: 

On the landward side, beginning from the Ister 

[Danube] Scythia is inclosed by the Agatbym first, 

and then by the Neuri and the Andropbagf,. and last 

the Mchnchlaeiii. (IV* too} 

So the Ister [Danube] is one of ihe rivers of Scythia- 

Bui the next after it is the Tyras [Dniester]* which 

lisrth in a great lake in the north which is ihe border 

between Scythia and the land of the Neuri. (IV* 51) 

Beginning tom the port of the Eoiysihetiites [at the 

motnh of the Dnieper], which is In the middle of the 

whole sea coast of Scythia, ihe Ca1iipidacK who arc 

half Greek and half Scyihian, are the first inhabit 

tants+ Beyond them dwell another people* who are 

called Alizones..,* Bui beyond the Alizones dwell 

the Scythian husbandmen* who sow com not for 

food but for sale. And above them dwell the Neuri* 

and beyond the Neuri towards the nortli wind the 

land is uninhabited of men. so far as we know. (IV* 

17) 
Across the Borysthencs [the Dnieper]* starting from 

the sea [Black Sea], the first place is Hylaca; and 

above this dwell Sqthian larmcrs. These Scyihian 

farmers inhabit the land for three days1 journey io> 

wards the east* extending so the river which hath the 

name Fanticapes [unidentified river]* and eleven 

days1 voyage up the Borysthencs towards the north, 

And ihe land beyond them Is desen for a great space* 

but after the desen dwell the Andmplugi, who are 

a separate people and in nowise Scythian. And 

above these the land is truly a desert* and no nation 

of men liveth there, so Ik as wc know . (IV. is)* 
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For establishing the location of the Neuri there arc several 

pointers in Herodotus' account. First, that the River Dniester 

rises in a great lake in the north, which is the border between 

Scythia and the land of the Neuri. As there is no like at the 

sources of the Dniester, one can only guess that by great lake* 

Herodotus possibly meant the Pripct marshes. Hence, the 

Pripcc swamps apparently were the natural border between 

Scythia and the Neuri. Second, that the Neuri dwell beyond 

the Scythian farmers who inhabit the laud, at the distance of 

three days’ journey toward the cast and eleven days’ voyage up 

the Dnieper starting from the place Hylae on die Black Sea, 

From this it appears that the land of the ‘Scydmti farmers' was 

a large area occupying the lower and middle Dnieper basin. 

From the archaeological point of view, the lands thus assumed 

to be occupied by the 'Scythian farmers' coincide with the dis¬ 

tribution of the so-called ‘Chcrnoleska’ culture of the seventh- 

fifth centuries B.C,, which while strongly influenced by rhe 

Scythians shows a dear continuity with the preceding culture 

in Podolia and the middle Dnieper basin, known by the names 

‘Bilogrudovka’ for the Late Bronze Age, 'Komarov' for the 

Middle Bronze Age, and ‘Bilopotok* for the Early Bronze Age. 

For over a millennium this culture had persisted before the 

Scythians destroyed it by conquest. There can be no other 

explanation than that the ‘Scythian farmers* and dieir pre- 

dcccssots were the ancient Slavs. The Neuri are considered by 

Herodotus as a separate people living north of the Scythian 

farmers, that is, north of die Slavs. The third pointer is that the 

neighbours of the Neuri were Androphagi, the ‘man-eaters’, 

who are identified with the Mordvins living in central Russia 

east of the lower Oka. The name Androphagi was deciphered 

at the beginning of this century by Tomashck in his lectures 

at the University of Vienna; it is a Greek translation of the 

Iranian name for the Mordvins, ‘mardxvar* {marl—man; 

xvar—devour).7 Herodotus describes them as a separate people 
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and in no way Scythian, while the Neuri ’have Scythian cus- 

toms. This distinction between Neun and Androphagi may 

refer to the difference between the Indo-European and Finno- 

Ugrian peoples. Historical accounts concerning the Neuri can 

be traced to the fourth century a.d. Roman sources localize 

the Neuri in the region where the Rivet Dnieper begins.® 

There has been a long discussion between Slavic and Baltic 

linguists on the question of the nationality of the Neuri; some 

maintain that they were Slavs, others Balts. The root ntr/, tut'* 
nur* appears in both the Slavic and the Baltic languages. 

Linguistic data alone do not answer the question. However, I 

wish io stress that river, lake, and village names with the root 

mu and war- arc extremely frequent in the Baltic lands, in 

Lithuania and Latvia and in East Prussia, Byelo-Russia, and 

the western regions of Greater Russia. The words net Ai and 

Mdr-Jyh, meaning to dive’, to 'submerge*, arc living words in 

the Lithuanian and Latvian languages. Furthermore, the 

earliest Russian chronicle of Nestor in the eleventh century 

mentions Ncroma’ as a name for the province which was pay¬ 

ing tribute to Rus and which is presumed to be Latgala or an 

area east of present Latvia. It is possibly a survival of die earlier 

name for the Baltic tribe used by the Finno/Ugrians, 'Nero- 

maa (mas in Finno-Ugric languages means 'land*). From the 

archaeological point of view, the culture of eastern Latvia and 

the upper Daugava-Dvina basin in Herodotus* time and later 

is culturally inseparable from that in the area of Smolensk, 

Moscow, 1 ula, Kaluga, and Brjansk. Here we find the Plain 

1 ottery group, as is shown on the Early Iron Age map. Even 

from Nestor s time, after the Slavic expansion to present-day 

Russia, the archaeological finds in the surviving Baltic en¬ 

claves between the upper Dnieper and upper Oka rivers show 

a very close relationship to the finds from eastern Latvia. Hence 

the links between Herodotus* ‘Ncuri1 and Nestor's 1 Ncroma’ 
arc not improbable. 
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That the Ncuri were identified with the Slavs was largely 
due to the fact that when, around 1900 and later, linguists tried 
to explain ‘Neuri' as Slavs, the Baltic culture was too little 
knowrn from archaeological sources for it to be supposed that 
die Baltic tribes could have lived in Byelorussia and the west/ 
ern regions of Greater Russia, north of the P riper swamps, in 
the upper Dnieper, the Desna, and upper Oka basins. This 
area docs in fact correspond with the territory of the Neuri 
which Herodotus describes as beyond the borders of Scythia, 
north of the ‘Scythian farmers* (Slavs), and in the neighbours 
hood of the Mordvins (Androphagi). Here we have one of the 
strongest arguments, since the eastern Balts and not the Slavs 
were die western neighbours of the Mordvins before the Slavic 
expansion to present-day Russia, which occurred one thousand 
years later. It is therefore highly probable that Herodotus1 
Ncuri were eastern Balts, although the name itself apparently 
is distorted. The eastern Baltic lands could have been called 
‘Nerava* or 'Neruva’, vdiich arc typical forms for names of 
Baltic provinces. The names for Latvia and Lithuania, ancient 
*Latuva and *Leituvti, have, for instance, the same suffix and 
arc believed to have originated from the river names Lata and 
Lcita. 

Except for mentioning that the Neuri have Scythian cus- 
toms, Herodotus docs not give any other clue as to their way of 
life or appearance. He says mote, however, about the Finno- 
Ugrian peoples, the eastern and northern neigh bouts of the 
Ncuri, the Androphagi: that they arc the most savage of men, 
and have no notion of cither law or justice. They arc herdsmen 
without fixed dwellings, their dress is Scythian, but ilicir 
language is peculiar to themselves only. The Melanchlaeni 
(who arc assumed to be the Volga-Finnic Cheremiss people) 
arc described as wearing black cloaks; the Budini (possibly 
Votyaks) all have blue-grey eyes and red hair. The Budini arc 
a populous and powerful nation . . . they arc pastoral people 
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who have always lived in this part of the country. Further, 

Herodotus recounts how the Scythians sought help front the 

northern nations to counter the Persian attack. The chieftains 

of the Neuri, Androphagi, Mcknehlacni, Agathyrsi, and 

Tauri did not agree to be Scythian allies. It is not clear from 

Herodotus’ account how much the lands of the Neuri were 

affected by the invasions, but he says that the Mcknchlaeni, 

Androphagi, and Neuri offered no resistance to the Scythians 
and Persians. 

So much for Herodotus’ stoiy of the Neuri and their neigh-* 

hours. From it we see that the tribes living north of Scythia in a 

vase region ot what is now Russia were known to the Scythians 

and Persians, and to the Greeks as well. 

Now' w'c must revert to the archaeological remains in the 

areas where we do find a continuum of culture in the tipper 

Oka, upper Dnieper, and upper Ncmunas basins. Many 

hundreds of fortified hi lb top villages are reported from this 

region, located on the highest banks and promontories of lakes, 

by small rivulets or at their confluence with larger rivers. They 

usually appear in groups at a distance of about 5 km. from one 

another. As they are situated on the highest spots in the 

vicinity, it is sometimes possible to see from one hill-fort one 

or two others. It seems that a group of about five to ten villages 

belonged to a unit, which may have formed a tribal district. 

This type of layout of hill--fort groups apparently continued 

here long after Ghaleolithic and Bronze Age times. There 
are no traces of larger settlements or towns. 

Such accumulations of villages arc known on the upper Oka 

and its tributaries Zhizdra, Ugra, Upa, Nara, and others. I 

purposely enumerate these river names because they arc con¬ 

sidered to be of Baltic origin. Hilldorts arc also grouped on the 

I'1™* Sou^v'wcst ot Moscow, and around Smolensk, 
Vitebsk, Minsk, Hornd, and other towns in Byelorussia 

where a number of Baltic river names can be identified; there 
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arc many groups in eastern Lithuania and Latvia as well. For 

the Early Iron Age and for the first centuries a.d. fortified 

hill'top villages are the basic sources of information. In contrast 

to the earlier periods and to the area of the western Balts, 

cemeteries are as yet hardly known here. We are thus better 

informed about the pattern of settlement and economy than 

about the burial rites, cults, social stratification, and represent!' 

tivc artifacts. 

Villages were fortified with ram pans and ditches, and ocoi' 

pied an area of some 10-40 x 40^60 m. or more, on which 

about ten houses were built. The ramparts, t-2 m. high, were 

built of stone, earth, or clay. Very often ramparts were of 

baked clay, and these were interwoven and solidly covered with 

limber. These were the most durable and still exist. Some of the 

recently discovered ramparts have 'mysterious openings', which 

are the subject of many legends. The ditches outside the tarn' 

parts sometimes reach j-7 m. in dcpdi and 10-15 m- or more 

in width. In plan die village was of various shapes: oval, 

elliptical, triangular, or even rectangular, depending on the 

natural shape of the river bank or the promontory into the lake. 

Before the houses were built the area was levelled, the lower 

parts being raised. Ramparts were normally oil the inland side 

which, if not fortified, was accessible to enemies and wild 

animals. Sometimes ramparts encircled the whole village or 

protected it from several sides. 

Frequently, hill'forts have yielded cultural layers of many 

periods; some of them were used for millennia. Their character 

and defence structures changed very slowly. In 1957 a whole 

village of ten houses dated to the third century B.C, came to 

light as a result of excavations by T. N. Nikol'skaya at the hill' 

fort of Nikold'Lenivets on the bank of the River Ugra, tribii' 

tary of die Oka,* Abovoground, timber houses stood in two 

rows very close to each other, oriented NE^SW. Between the 

two rotvs was a street about 3 m. in width. Houses were 
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rectangular and of about the same size, either 9X3 m. or 6 x 3 
m.» and most of them had hearths inside. Those without hearths 
presumably were for housing livestock, and for barns. The living' 
quarters were divided into two or three compartments, each 
probably occupied by a family. Houses were built of vertical 

F«. ji timber posts placed in the corners and at the middle of each 
wall; the space between the posts was filled in with horizontal 
logs or interwoven twigs, after which the walk were thickly 
daubed with clay. The roofs were pitched, and supported by 
strong posts in the middle of the house. Floors were tamped 
with clay, and open hearths were somewhat below floor level 
and surrounded by a clay wall. 

Iron sickles and grain impressions on pottery found in many 
villages indicate that agriculture was universal. The people 
maintained their farms and kept their animals in small areas 
beyond the villages, which occasionally were enclosed with 

F‘i‘ Ji ramparts as in the bill-fort of Svinukhovo. Grain was kept in 
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round pits* about i m. in diameter. In most of die Ei ill-fort sites 

over 70 per cent of the animal bones were those of domesticated, 

and less than 30 per cent those of wild animals, A particular 

abundance of horse bones, in some cases more than half of alt 

die bones found, may indicate that the horse was used lor food. 

Domestic animals constituted the basic food supply, although 

wild animals were hunted both for fur and for food. In some 

sites bones of furred animals such as the fox, hare, squirrel, 

marten, and beaver predominate; in others, those of bear, rocy 

deer, and wolf Fishing was an important subsidiary activity. 

The presence of small net'sinkers shows that floating nets and 

seines were used in addition to iron or bone hooks and bone 

harpoons. 
A bronze industry is attested by stone moulds and crucibles. 

Bracelets, pins, and ornamental plates of bronze or copper were 

made locally. Hilbforts dated to the period between the fourth 
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and second centuries B.c. have yielded a large number of 

spiral-headed bronze pins and pins with leaf-shaped, fret/ 

worked heads. Below the leaf were one or two loo ps apparently 

for the attachment of chains. Convex plates with several holes 

were used for attaching to the dress or to belts. Bracelets wxrc 

embellished with a curving design in relief. The majority of the 

finds in hill-forts, however, are of bone and ceramic. Bone was 

used for harpoons, arrowheads, awls, needles, perforators, 

handles for knives and rods, buttons, children's toys, and disc- 

shaped whorls; day, for net-sinkers, variously shaped whorls, 

horse figurines, toys, and pottery. Pots were thin-walled, made 

of grey clay tempered with gravel or sand. 
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That iron smelting was done in the villages is shown by iron 

knives, fish-hooks, and sickles, some in unfinished shape or 

broken, and iron slag and clay ovens. Iron ore was obtained 

from the local swamps, meadows, lakes, and lake shores which 

abound in the forested areas of eastern Europe. The ore had to be 

dug out in the summer, and in the autumn and winter it was 

washed, dried, heated and reduced to small pieces. After that, 

the ore was placed in small clay ovens in layers alternating with 

charcoal, for smelting. Starting somewhere in the middle of the 
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first millennium s*c.t iron production gradually increased, 
but not before the first centuries a.d+ did it replace the tools 
and weapons of stone and bone. 

The changeless life of the eastern Baltic tribes in, the Dnieper 

basin was disturbed in die second century b+c. by the appears 
a nee of the Zambincy, assumed to be Slavs (the name lZaru> 

bincy* coming from the cemetery of Zaitibinec south of Kiev 

on die River Dnieper, excavated in 1899).^ They invaded die 

lands possessed by die Milograd people along the River Pripet 

zahubikcY: 
the FIRST 

SLAVIC 

EXPANSION 

NORTHWARCS 
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and up the Dnieper and its tributaries, and the southern tetri' 
lories inhabited by the Plain Pottery people. The Zarubincy 
were a peasant folk on a cultural level similar to that of the 
eastern Balts, but their archaeological remains contrast in every 
detail with those of the older population. Their settlements were 
larger and they lived in semi .-subterranean huts as opposed to 
the small villages and above-ground houses of the Milograd 
and Plain-Pottery people, Their urn-fields arc in contrast to 
the inhumation and cremation graves in pits or in barrows of 
the Milograd people. Tile Zarubinec urns and other pots were 
burnished, had a more or less angular profile, frequently 
possessed handles, and were decorated with a ridge applied 
around the neck. Their prototypes arc found in die Vysockoe 
and Chernolcska culture of the western Ukraine (Podolia and 
southern Volynia) dating from the seventh-fifth centuries B,c„ 
and its inheritors during the succeeding centuries. The most 
frequent finds in graves were fibulae, derivatives from the 
Middle and Late La Ti ne types of central Euro pe. 

The intrusion of die Zarubincy must be interpreted as the 
first Slavic expansion northward from the lands lying in the 
immediate neighbourhood. Their movements may have been 

prompted by the expansion of the western Baltic tribe, the Pot- 
covered Urn-Grave people, in die fourth-third centuries B.C.. 

and the subsequent Celtic expansion to eastern Europe. The 
Milograd culture persisted alongside the Zarubinec throughout 
all die centuries of the occupation, from the second century 
B.c. to the second century a.d. A certain revival is discern¬ 
ible around the third-fourth centuries A.D., when Milograd 
sites appeared again on the Dnieper as far as Kiev in the south. 
Dating from around the diird century a.d., finds of the Zaru- 
bince type disappear and by the fourth-fifth centuries are 
replaced by another Slavic branch, pushing up the Dnieper 
from the south. 
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Chapter V 

The ‘Golden Age ’ 

The period from the second ro the fifth century a,d. 
is the ‘golden age* of Baltic culture. Not only were East 

Prussia and Lithuania now the outposts of active and complex 
trade with the provinces of the Roman Empire and Free Get- 
many, they had also grown through increasing industry and 
agriculture into a vigorous cultural centre drat influenced all of 
north-eastern Europe. Never before had the Balts enjoyed such 
a wealth and variety of metal products. In the Bronze and 
Early Iron Ages, bronze objects had been concentrated around 
the sources of amber and the principal trade routes, and were 
items of luxury; now, metal production had increased so much 
that bronze and iron objects were commonly used by all 
people, even in areas far from the Baltic Sea. Trade routes lead/ 
ing to the north, and east to the Finno-Ugrians in the North' 
east Baltic area, Finland, and northern and eastern Russia, 
intersected on territory occupied by the Baltic tribes. The Balts Fig, jf 
thus became the most important transmitters of the metal 
culture to the north and cast, and their zone of influence was 
geographically die largest in Europe outside of the Roman 
Empire. 

j% }6 (overleaf). Baltic lands m tk Roman period, c. A.D. 1 -$oo. 1, Bathe; 1. eastern 

Slavic (Cknydtow culture, c. third fifth centuries A.D.); J, ZatuHitey silts, second 

century BC.-second century A.D.; 4, harrows of fourth fifth centuries presumed to k 

Krivicbian; 5, Fmno'Ugrhm; 6, Gothic cemittrtes and their tentative spread to tk Bloch 

Sea; j, limits of tlx Reman Empire, S, amhtr mute ktuern tk area of tea ret and the 

Raman provinces; $, principal trade routes of Baltic ornaments; to, westward expansion 

of tk Hurts, late fourth century A.D. 
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grafts: con- The Baltic tribes, except for the Prussians, abandoned crema^ 
tinuity act lion at about the time of the birth of Christ and began to 
distributios inhume their dead. Separate tribes developed their own dll' 
/7f.j7 dnetive burial rites: some—for instance, Sembians, Semi' 

gallians, Lcdgaltians, Lithuanians, and other eastern Baltic 
tribes—built earth barrows above single or family graves and 
surrounded them with stone circles. Sudovians built stone 
barrows; Cu romans placed their dead in scone circles or rcct' 
angular walls; their neighbours in central Lithuania used Bat 
graves, supporting die tretvuunk coffins with stones. The 
differentiation of local burial rites as from the second century 
A.D. enables us to follow the borders between the various 
Baltic tribes, which remained unchanged in this area up till (he 
beginning of history.1 The continuity of die burial rites which 
can be observed from almost a thousand cemeteries, some con' 
taining hundreds of graves dating from a single century or 
several, gives basic proof of the stability of the Baltic tribes 
during the Iron Age. Settlements, in many cases stratified, 
substantiate a long, undisturbed occupation. There is no evi' 
dence of migrations, shifts of population, or invasions of die 
Ealdc lands by foreign peoples. Throughout the ‘golden age' 
the Balts possessed about the same lands as during the Early 
Iron Age: from the lower Vistula in the west to the basin of 
the Oka in the east, and from the basin of die Daugava^Dvina 

W* J7- i pvt 4111 (rtf*trunk ujjin. SWM cnJ iptjr ahng the tiit, puts with prwitknt 
btlnni the btiJ. Smai tr third ttntury A.D, Cautery of Widow, Sdmhnd 
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in the north (up to the upper Vclikaja River in north-western Fi& 36 
Russia) to the Pripet swamps in die south. Tire amazing 
increase in finds is due to the growth of population, agriculture, 
metal industry and trade, and the accumulation of wealth in 
individual hands. 

The hill-top village—a typically Baltic settlement pattern villages and 

throughout earlier centuries—was not sufficient for the require- kill-forts 

merits of the growing material culture and population. From 
the first centuries a.d. onwards, the villages began to extend 
downward over tire slopes into larger areas sometimes covering 
from 10,000 to 20,000 sq. m. While hill-top villages continued 
to exist, the more populated areas gave rise to larger villages 
which, for their protection, were sited next to a small, fortified 
earthwork. Earthworks, though considerably smaller than the 
area housing the village community, had higher ramparts and 
deeper trenches, and the slopes were terraced and paved with 
stones. The ramparts were up to 5 m. high and 20 m. wide, 
built of fairly thick, long timber stakes and covered with earth 
and stones. Ramparts and wooden palisades sometimes sur¬ 
rounded the whole earthwork. The level area within the forti¬ 
fications was small, usually not more dian too sq. m. In several Plate 17 

instances, traces of one or tw o wooden structures, probably also 
for defence, were found within the fortifications. The hill-fort 
of die first centuries a.d. is the prototype of the later feudal 
castles; the village with scattered farmsteads, of the townleis 
which grew beside the castles. 

I11 his Germania (a.d. 98), Tacitus mentions that in the cub agriculture 

tivation of corn and other fruits of the earth, (he Aistians 
'labour with more patience titan is customary to the laziness 
of the Germans’—Fnii»enta ettmsQtt fructus patkniim, qum pro 
sclita Gemaunm inertia Liborani. No wonder that the settled 
Baltic tribes occupying fertile East Prussian lands were able to 
make a better impression on Tacitus concerning their agricul¬ 
tural activities dian were the restless Germanic tribes on die 
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southern Biltic coasts. What do the archaeological finds add 
to Tacitus’ telling statement? When he wrote,, the Baltic cul¬ 
ture was still in the stage of the Early Iron Age; thejhmiit of the 
metal culture started after c. a.d, too. Archaeological data on 
the agriculture of the second and third centuries a.d. in/ 
creases: finds of iron axes, hoes, sickles, and scythes from those 
times in graves and villages are numerous. In 1561, a farmer's 
grave dating from the second or third century a.d., contain¬ 
ing iron-tanged plough-shares in addition to fragments of iron- 
mounting of the wooden parts of the plough, a large sickle 
(‘bush-knife’ having an indented blade), knives, axe, chisel, 
awl, instrument for striking fire, and spear, was discovered in 
the cemetery of Szwajeam near Suwalki, which belongs 

FlS-3^ to the Sudovian tribe.5 Iron shares, it is presumed, were 
attached horizontally or at a slight angle to the wooden plough. 
The area where this find was made was hilly and forested and 
the plough was probably used after slash-and-burn to dear it 
of roots and all other remains. The iron plough-shares from 
Szwajeam are the first to be found in the Baltic area and the 
earliest in all north-eastern Europe, Wooden ploughs made 
from a tree-top will continue to have been used, as they were in 
the Middle Ages and later. So appaicndy were wooden har¬ 
rows, as is shown by die early borrowing of the Baltic word for 
harrow's by the Finno-Ugrian tribes. Iron hoes are found in 
the heavy day soil area of the Lidupe-MuSa basin in central 
Latvia and northern Lithuania. While iron sickles, small and 
large, of Early Iron Age type continued in use, the scydic made 
its way from the west to the Ratlands of East Prussia, western 
and central Lithuania, and Latvia. Here it replaced the sickle, 

^‘£*39 but in the uplands of eastern Lithuania, Latvia, ByclG-Russia, 
and central Russia the sickle remained in use. The geo¬ 
graphical distribution of the scythe and die sickle, defined by 
lowlands and uplands, continued throughout the following 
centuries. Even today in the sandy highlands and lake areas of 
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Ffe. Sudmian fcmtr*f 

gmt frm the tmttery 4 

Szwaj&m near Sttu*dlkif 

c. AO, ijfr-ijd. At the 
feet lie trim phn^shms 

uni a shrub knife; fit fk 

beai} a twitted axe, & 

spnrhud, three knives, a 

chisel mi an awl 

s' 

the moraine belt the sickle is still being used by Lithuanian, 

Latvian, and Byelorussian women (die scythe, in prehistory 

and history, was always wielded by men). 
In addition to wheat, millet, and barley, known from earlier 

times, rye and oat grains appeared in the storage pits of villages 

dating (tom the second century and later. Wheat, millet, and 

rye were found in the largest amounts. Among the wheat 
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western Latvia 

grains were distinguished the species Triticum ditcecum, sprite, 
vulture, and cmpactum, of which the most common were 
iiecomm and sprite, as in the Bronze and Early Iron Ages. 

The grain storage pits usually appeared in the house area. 
One of the most interesting ‘granaries* from the hillsfort of 
Gabrieliskiai near Girkalnis in central Lithuania was 2 x 2-5 m. 
in diameter and 30 cm, deep, paved with stones and appa¬ 
rently lined with birch bark, containing about thirteen gallons 
of grains of all the above-mentioned species, remains of charred 
bread, bronze ornaments, an iron spearhead, and six badly 
worn Roman coins, one of which was of Marcus Aurelius* 

reign (161-80), while the other five were no longer decipher* 
able.1 The various grains were found mixed together; it is 
likely that they were sown thus and that bread was made of 
mixed grain flour. 

Large cemeteries continuing in use at the same place for ccrv 
torics—they arc found to die greatest degree of concentration in 
the most fertile areas such as Masuria, Samhnd, Notangia, the 
clay soil region of the Rivers Pregel (Pr^glius) and Inster 
([srutis)p che alluvial depression of the lower Nemunas* the 
clay soil low]ands of the River Lielupc^MuSa basin and along 
the lower Daugava—indicate a stable agricultural population 
that used the same arable lands over a long period. The 
presence of seeds of the weed Chcncp&dhim album found among 
the grains supports this contention. The seeds of rye^grass 
(Bmrtttm ifcalimts) found among the rye grains bear witness to 
fallow fields* indicating the two-field system. Slash^and*'burn 
agriculture was used at the same rime, particularly in the hilly 
and eorested areas extending eastward from east Masuria, 
eastern Lithuania, and eastern Latvia to BycloRussia and 
central Russia. 1 he large iron sickle, an instrument used for 
cutting shrubs and young trees! was distributed over these same 
areas. In the less fertile zone of the eastern Baltic lands the grain 
species appear to have been less numerous. In the villages of the 
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upper Dvina basin, cast of Vclikic Luki, only the soft-grained 
Tritkum vulgartof the wheat family and barky have been found.4 
Flax and hemp were widely spread, as is attested by linen fabrics 
and hemp cords, although the seeds of flax are not known and 
hemp grains, being fatty, survived only in exceptional cases. 

In the breeding of domestic animals there were no changes animal 

from the earlier periods. The eastern Baltic hill-forts show about husbandry 

the same percentage of domestic animal bones as in the Early 
Iron Age: domestic animal bones to wild animal bones were 
in the ratio of 70-75 to 25-30 per cent or less, with cattle 
dominating, followed by sheep, horse, and pig. The Sudovian 
and Lithuanian sites yielded a considerable number of sylvan 
horse bones of the tarpan type (Equtii gmtiirti), which were also 
present in the Early Iron Age settlements. In the forested up¬ 
lands (die Polotsk, Vitebsk, Smolensk area), the hill-top 
villages yielded a large number of bones of the local species of 
small, thin-legged cattle. These animals survive on green fod¬ 
der in pastures throughout a considerable part of the year. 
Bones of swine and boar appear frequently in die Baltic 
villages. 

Iron slag and small vaulted day ovens for iron smelting were metallurgy 

found in many villages, where trained smiths very probably 
formed a separate class of people, released from farming. 
Hoards were found to contain smiths' equipment including 
anvik, hammers, chisels, and files. Iron axes, socketed 01 per¬ 
forated (socketed in the western, with shaft-hole in the eastern 
zone), hammers, chisels, knives, awls, needles, shears, scythes, 
sickles, hoes, spearheads, shield buckles, bridle-bits, spurs, and 
other objects show entirely local forms. Any weapons or tools 
having common prototypes (chiefly Celtic and Germanic) in 
central Europe before the birth of Christ attained a purely 
Baltic character around a.d. zoo. 

Besides the iron industry', the manufacture of bronze, brass, 
silver, and gold greatly increased. At the end of this period steel 
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came into use; socketed axes of the fifth century were made of 
this metal, attained through a prolonged heating of iron in 
contact with charcoal* Ail the processes of metallurgy were 
used; casting, hammering, riveting* winding, twisting! engraw 
ing, incrustation, oxidation. 

The Baltic culture was a link in the chain of the so-called 
‘barbarian' cultures beyond the imperial frontiers, and its 
growth certainly owes much to die influence of the Roman 
Empire and its provinces. Through the increase in trade rcla* 
lions during the second and third centuries! this culture became 
inseparable from the general cultural pulse of Europe. 

Again it was amber that attracted the south and kept alive 
the long-standing trade routes between the Baltic Sea and the 
Adriatic. From the classical authors we learn how greatly 
amber was valued and desired, and from where it was shipped* 
During the first and second centuries A*D** at least five Greek 
and Roman authors mention and describe die shores of the 
Baltic Sea* called in ancient times the ‘Northern1 or ‘Sueviarf 
ocean. These were: Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Pliny the Elder, 
Tacitus* and Ptolemy. Even earlier* the sources of amber were 
known to travellers, as Pliny mentions in his account of the 
journey of Pythcas of Massalia which took place around 320 
six, Pliny (aj>. 23-7$*) writes in his Natural History: 

Pyihns says that the Gutorus, a people in Ger¬ 
many* inhabit the ihotts of the estuary of ihe Ocean 
called Mmtonomon, their territory extending a dis- 
tanee of six thousand stadia: that* at one day's sail 
from thh territory, is the hk of Ababs, upon the 
shores of wJuch amber is thrown up by waves in 
springr it being an excretion of the sea in a concrete 
form; also, that the inhabitants 11se this amber by 
way of fuel, and sell it to their neighbours, the Tcu- 
lones. Tirtueus, too, is of the same belief, but he 
Im given to the island the name of Basilic* 
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At the end of his long account of falsehoods chat have been 
told about the origin of amber, and calling ‘amber—a thing so 
common,.., which is imported every day’, Pliny states: 

There cm be no doubt dial amber is a product of 

the islands of the Northern Ocean, and that it is the 

substance called jj/aeiwra by the Germans: for which 

reason the Romans, when Camanicus Caesar come 

manded the fleet in those pans, gave to one of these 

islands the name of Gl.icsaria, which by the barbaT' 

tans was known as Austcravia. 

The 'amber island', Glarsarid, called Akths by Pytlieas, 
Emilia by Timacus, Bakin by Xenophon of Lampracus (also 
mentioned under this name by Pliny in Natural History), and 
Autteram by die barbarians, cannot be any tiling but the Pcniiv 
sula of Samland, It was taken for an island because the ancient 
travellers reached it from the west by way of the sea. 

Tacitus states clearly who the amber gatherers were: ‘On the 
coast to the right of die Sucvian ocean, the Aistians have fixed 
their habitation , . . [here follows the description of their 
language, customs, and patient cultivation of crops]; and fur' 
therm o re they explore the sea for amber, in their language called 
Gkfvm, and, arc the only people who gather that curious 
substance. It is generally found among the shallows, sometimes 
on the shore.'1 

About the amber trade and the Roman passion for amber 
wc again hear from Pliny the Eider: 

Amber is imported by the Germans into Pjumhv 

nia, more particularly: from whence the Veneti 

called by the Greeks Elicit, a people in the vicinity 

of Pannonia, and dwelling on the shores of the 

Adriatic Sea, first brought it to general notice. ... 

Piom C» rimmum in Pannoou, to the coasts of 

Germany from which the amber is brought, is a ills' 

tancc of about six hundred miles, a fact which has 
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only very recently been ascertained; and there is still 

living a member of the equestrian order, who was 

sent thitheT by Julianas, the manager of the gkdia> 

torial exhibitions for the Emperor Nero, 10 procure 

a supply of this article. Traversing the coasts of that 

Country and visiting the various markets [uwflmfmij] 
there, he brought back amber, in such vast quantities 

as to admit of the nets, which were used for prelect* 

ing the podium against the wild beasts, being 

studded with amber. 

The arms* the litters, and all the other apparatus 

were for one day decorated with nothing but amber, 

a different kind of display being made each day 

iliat these spectacles were exhibited. The largest 

piece of amber that this personage brought to Rome 

wras thirteen pounds in weight.® 

Then he describes several kinds of amber: 

There axe several kinds of amber* The white is the 

one that Isas the finest odour, bur neither this nor the 

wax/colouxcd amber is held in very high esteenv 

The red amber is more highly valued; and still more 

so, when it is transparent without presenting too 

brilliant and igneous an appearance, For amber, to 

be of a high quality, should present a brightness like 

that ot fire, and not flakes resembling those of flame* 

The most highly esteemed amber is that known as the 

Takrmian*, from irs resemblance to the colour of 

Falernian wine; it is perfectly transparent, and has a 

softened, transparent brightness. Other kinds, again, 

arc valued for tlicir mellow tints, like the colour of 

boiled honey In appearance. It ought to be known, 

however, that any colour can be imparted to amber 

that may be desired; it is sometimes stained with kid* 

suet and root of alkanct; indeed, at the present day* 

amber is even dyed purple* When a vivilying heat 
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has been imparted to it by rubbing it between the 

fingers, amber will attract chaffi dry leaves, and thin 

bark, just in the same way as the magnet attracts 

iron. Pieces of amber* steeped in oil, bum with a 

more Listing flame than pith or Box. 

So highly valued is it os an object of luxury* that 

a very diminutive human effigy, made of amber, has 

been known to sell at a higher price than living men 

even* in stout and vigorous health.p 

In addition to Pliny's account of amber imports into die 
Roman Empire, there arc as evidence the amber objects them* 
selves: a vast number of beads, vases, cosmetic jars, lamps, 
human effigies* Eros figurines, busts of bacchantes, sculptures 
of lions, panthers* dogs, goats, tortoises, dolphins, snails, birds, 
various fruits, and countless other objects* One of the most 
beautiful collections of amber objects comes from the work- 
shop at Aquilcia, of the first and second centuries a.d,1* 

The amber traffic traversed central Europe and was con- 
trolled chiefly by the native inhabitants. The principal route 
from Saniland and the mouth of the River Vistula followed 
the same direction as during the Mycenaean Age: up the lower 
Vistula to the River Warta, then up its tributary Prosna to the 
upper Oder in Silesia, thence co Moravia and down the River 
Morava to the Danube. Through die fortress of Camuntum at 
the junction of the Morava with die Danube {die present Pet- 
rondl near Hamburg in lower Austria), as mentioned by 
Pliny, die traffic entered Pannonia* the province of the Roman 
Empire in present-day western Hungary and northern Yugo^ 
slavia* According to Pliny, the Veneti living on the shores of 
the Adriatic dispersed the amber from Pannonia to Italy. 
Aquikia, the important point of assembly at the northern coast 
of the Adriatic, could be reached by good roads through the 
province of Noricum in present-day Austria.11 For local 
trading in amber many other waterways were also used, in 
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Germany leading to the River Elbe and Bohemia. In later ccn- 
toxics, in the third and particularly the fourth and fifth, when 
Goths had established themselves north of die Black Sea, the 
amber trade lent added importance to the Vistula-western Bug- 
Dniester route. The Dnieper route across Byelorussia and 
Lithuania may also have been used. Goths, Sarnia dans and 
Huns made frequent use of amber for their ornaments, and it is 
Tound as far east as the Kirghiz! an steppes. 

The Baltic people apparently did not themselves carry the 
amber to die south in the centuries around the birth of Christ. 
They sold it to die Germanic tribes who were then their 
immediate neighbours at the mouth of the River Vistula. The 
amber was sold in the trade centres, the ‘commcrda’, there, in 
Samland, at the mouth of the Nemunas near present Klaipeda 
(Mcmel) or Tilzi (Tilsit), and possibly in Gal India and 
Sudovia—places where the greatest quantities of Roman im- 
ports were concentrated. Maintenance of long-distance trade 
routes across Free Germany, far from being an easy task, repre¬ 
sented a constant struggle with ever-increasing tolls, and there¬ 
fore the exploratory journey of the knight of Julian us in 
Nero's reign must have been, as Wheeler suggests, an attempt 
to simplify and cheapen the process.11 

In trading with the Germanic tribes for metal, fur was next 
in importance to amber. Tacitus mentions that mainland Ger¬ 
mans were vety fond of wearing dress decorated with fur which 
they obtained from across the ocean. This waterway may have 
been the East Baltic. The many trade routes across the Baltic 
coast!ands leading to the northern forested zone were very prob¬ 
ably used for fur traffic. Otherwise it would be difficult to 
explain what kept the long-distance trade routes of north¬ 
eastern Europe alive. In this trade the Balts must have acted as 
mediators between the Finno-Ugrlans and the Germanic 
peoples in addition to shipping furs from their own country, 
I lie Finno-Ugrian habitation sites yielded considerably more 
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bones of furred animals than the Bailie sues. Also, the Baltic 
export to the south could have included horses, cattle, skins, 
goose feathers* honey* wax* and other items that were traded in 

early historic times. 
Roman imports into East Prussia, western and central roman 

Lithuania, and into western Latvia are quite impressive: many wwan 
thousands of Roman coins, in addition to terra sigillata pots, 
fibulae, glass beads, bronze vessels, QiUamps, and bronze 
statuettes* As would be expected* the imported items arc found 
around the amber sourcc^areas, particularly in Sam land* 
Masuria, and western Lithuania, at die seashore, and along the 
river courses. In East Prussia alone we know of some a jo find 
places* cemeteries* and hoards with Roman coins, certain ot 
die hoards containing hundreds or thousands of silver and 
bronze coins. For example* the treasure found near Gstroda 
(Otterode) at Preussisch^Gbilitz included 1,134 denarii* and 
another at Dorotowo (Daicthcu) in the district of Obztyn 
(Alknstein) in Masuria had 6*000 denarii* In many other 
hoards silver denarii number from 100 to 400.M In Lithuania 
there arc now over 60 known places, mostly cemeteries* widi a 
total of about one thousand Roman coins; they are grouped at 
die seashore and the lower Nemunas* and taper oil along its 
tributaries* In Latvia there arc not less than 42 places, also at 
die sea coast* and some around Riga and along the River 
Daugava*14 Further cast and north* coins and other imports 
arc scarce* From Byelorussia, around Minsk* only a few 
places containing Roman coins are reported. 

The distribution of Roman coins identifies the most active 
Baltic trade centres and the disseminating commercial arteries 
within Baltic territory. The great number of coins shows that 
amber was exchanged for these, more than lor jewellery or other 
items. They must have been gready valued by the native 
peoples. There is hardly a known cemetery in Samland or 
Gumma dating from the diird century A*t>, where Roman 
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coins were not found. They were put in die men’s graves 
beside other valued belongings. The Curonians always placed 
Roman coins behind the head, usually in a birclvbark case, 

Pine ia next to the miniature clay pots, an iron axe, a scythe, and two 
spears. The coins, however, had no value as currency. They 
were even made into ornaments and, attached to chains, worn 
as necklaces. Silver denarii were used as material for solid silver 
fibulae or for silver plates to coat the bronze fibulae, neck/ 
rings, and bracelets. Bronze coins and silver denarii date from 
the second to fourth centuries a.d., the greatest number being 
from the period between the reigns of Trajan and Commodus; 
the latest are from a.d. 375, The majority of the coins come 
from the Roman provinces, Pannonia and Noricum and, 
through the agency of die Germanic tribes, from the Rhine/ 
land and central Germany as well. Some could have reached 
the Baltic coast from the Roman province in southern Russia, 

From c. a.d. too onward and from die same origins, chiefly 
Pannonia and die Rhineland, come other Roman articles: 
fluted glass bowls and beakers, bronze vases, situlae and sieves, 
terra sigillata pots, drinking horns, and scries of fibulae, include 
ing the beautiful fretworked winged fibulae, the strongly pro/ 
filed bow fibulae having triangular legs and shields on the bow, 
which arc decorated with rows of small triangles of blue and 
red enamel, and fretworked and enamelled dtsc/fibulae.ls 
Glass and terra sigillata pots arc known only from East Prussia, 
but sonic of the ornaments travelled quite a distance from die 
amber coasts. A bronze vessel made its way to the fourth/ 

Plate 24 century grave of a rich woman, in the suburb of Kaunas. From 
Kapscda in western Latvia a Roman oil/lamp made of ash/ 
grey clay closely parallels those found in the Crimea and the 
lower Dnieper region, where they arc dated to the second ccn/ 
tury B.c. This lamp Is one of the few known imports from 
southern Russia, and if it arrived in the East Baltic before our 
era, may represent one of the earliest items of Roman import.1 * 
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Trade with Free Germany and with the provinces of the Baltic art 

Roman Empire undoubtedly played a decisive role in the 

prosperity of the local metal culture. Provincial Roman and 

Germanic fibulae gave impetus to the rise of new forms. How/ 

ever, the variety of forms in jewellery that emerged between the 

second and fourth centuries was stimulated not only by these 

Roman and Germanic examples. Many types go hack to the 

local forms of the Early Iron Age and some reflect remote 

relationships to the jewellery of the Celtic La Tenc. The most 

telling factor in shaping the golden age’ was creative vigour. 

The imported articles were not imitated; forms were not merely 

bo no wed but transformed. The new variants created followed 

the ‘Baltic line*. One can sec a certain Baltic art style latent in 

the Bronze and Early Iron Ages, which during those early 

times never unfolded entirely; metal was scarce and perishable 

materials wctc used. Now, through the combination of native 

inspiration, southern influences, and the general rise of welfare, 

the Baltic style came into its own. 
In the pages that follow I shall try to survey bronze, silver, 

glass, and gold ornaments without going into too great detail 

in their description or chronology. Both points have been well 

examined by other prehistorians.1T The chronology can be 

established by reference to the Roman coins or other imports in 

graves, the rapidly changing and spreading local forms of 

ornaments, particularly those of fibulae, and the stratigraphy, 

However, the dating is approximate, remaining in frames of 

about 50 years. Roman coins, unfortunately, do not indicate 

the date of their issue; an appreciable time span must be allowed 

for their travel to the Baltic lands and for their use by the local 

people. 
Throughout die four centuries forming the ‘golden age’ we 

find constantly evolving variations of jewellery types, some 

styles being short-lived, others lasting through die four or five 

centuries. This period, which reached its zenith around a.d. 
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joq when the Balts achieved an especially notable aptitude and 
individuality in jewellery making, must be treated as a whole, 
and the illustrations taken to represent the most typical of a 
multiplicity of ornaments. They are chosen from the central 
Baltic tribes, chiefly CuroniaiiS, Lithuanians and Sudovians. 

For the women’s head-dress wc find circular temple orna¬ 
ments made of bronze spirals or bronze plate, one of die most 
characteristic pieces of Baltic jewellery and worn for centuries 

Frt. 16 since the beginning of the Early Iron Age. In the first cen¬ 
turies a.d. these ornaments attained their greatest variety of 
forms. In addition to those made of round wire coiled four or 

Fig. 4ob five times, which have prototypes in the fifth century b.cm 
there came into fashion the plate-shaped ones made of cast 
bronze decorated with concentric lines in relief or fretwork. 

Fig. 40a Around the edges they were adorned with small rounded 
'buttons’ or with braided bands and fretw'orkcd zig-zags or 
small circular plates also in concentric design. In the middle 
was a circular hole with an opening on one side, probably for 
inserting the girl's braids, as shown in reconstruction. In graves, 
temple ornaments always appear in pairs, one on each side of 
the skull. Some remains of hair and woollen cloth on the inner 
side indicate their attachment to the hair and the woollen cap. 
Temple ornaments became particularly frequent in die second 
and third centuries a.d. and persisted until the sixth century. 
They arc found in greatest quantities in western and central 
Lithuania. 

Temple ornaments and simple beret-like woollen caps appear 
to have been worn by girls and younger unmarried women. 
Married and rich women’s head-dress was more refined. They 
w'orc head cloths descending over the shoulders and secured 
either by woollen caps embellished with small round bronze 

Ftg. 40c plates and double spiral pendants or by broad diadem-like bands 
of a woollen cloth adorned with small, round or rectangular 
bronze plates. The edges of the head doth were sometimes 
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adorned with such plates- The richer die worn an „ die more 
spectacular was her head/dress* 

In all known graves that yielded items of head-dress dicre 
also appeared considerable numbers of other ornaments: fibulae, 
necklaces, neckings, bracelets, finger/ and tourings, and 
chains attached to pins. In 19 ji was found one of die earliest 
graves to contain the refined head/dress of a woman of rank; 
this was in Kurmaidiai near Kretinga, western Lithuania, and 
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Fig. 41, Brtnst fibttU with nit fin jiem rich wmm'i gttvt m KumaiHiii, nttr 

Ktttmgi, Sttmi (tntatj A.D. 

is dated to the second century. The woman’s broad diadem was 

adorned in from with two vertical rows of rectangular decorated 

plates, the fillet with alternating plates of round or rectangular 

design. The edges of the head cloth, 70 cm, long, were also 

embellished with rectangular plates. The cloth was fastened on 

F‘l fi top of the head with a shkldcd-bow fibula; two other fibulae 

were fastened to the blouse. Two barrel-shaped bronze pins 

connected by a bronze chain fastened on to the woollen cloak. 

Beyond her head lay a birch-bark box filled with ornaments: 

trumpet-ended neck-rings, a twisted neck-ring with button¬ 

shaped clasped ends, and a massive round bracelet decorated 

with a pulley-motif. In addition a spool of very well-preserved 

woollen thread was found. 

With the second century A.D,, Roman-imported glass-bead 

necklaces appeared en masse in a variety of colours and shapes. 

These necklaces are of transparent beads, usually blue or green, 

spherical, conical or cylindrical, ribbed or fluted. Found, too, 

were necklaces of enamelled beads, usually of dark red colour 

alternating with black, yellow, and green, or with white, 

yellow, brown, or grey. Very prolific were gilt beads, spherical, 

Fig. 40b conical, or pendant-like ending in spirals. The latgest quan¬ 

tities of beads come from die regions where Roman coins 

abound, with particular concentration in Masuria and the 

lower Nemunas basin. In the latter area around a.d. jqo a 

local glass industry was started, to adorn native types of fibulae 

PLk 193 and neck-rings with blue hemispherical beads. Beads of bronze 

izi 
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Fig. 42. BrcriZf 

JOwlti with chaint 

ffifjfW, c. A.D. 

2M. AillltM nt«T 

Kaurns 

and amber were also produced locally. It is 

of interest to note that amber beads were ex¬ 

tremely rare in the land of amber; they appear 

in greatest numbers outside die source-area. 

To die amber gatherers the substance was 

apparently so common that they yearned for 

more exotic ornaments. In the villages of 

Samland amber is usually found in raw or 

half-finished condition. 

Necklaces were also made of bronze-wire 

spiral beads with lunular or solar pendants 

attached. Solid or frerworked lunular pen- 

dants branching out into three para at each 

of die two points, and pendants of wheel or 

rosette shape, or made of triangular or rect¬ 

angular plates, were particularly frequent 

from the second century to about A.u. 400. 

Pendants were also suspended on chain- 

holders from neck-rings and chains. Pen¬ 

dants, fretworked chain-holders, and chains 

made of tiny bronze-wire rings were die 

most cherished and die most characteristic 

types of jewellery in the period between 

a.d. zoo and 400. Chains ending in pen¬ 

dants were attached to fibulae or, more fre¬ 

quently, to a pin or two pins with barrel- 

shaped, disc-, wheel-, ring-, or rosette¬ 

shaped heads, secured to the cloak on both 

sides of die chest at the shoulders; the pen¬ 

dants covered the whole width of die 

woman's chest. Usually more than one, 

they numbered from two to six, suspended 

on semicircular or rectangular fretworked 

chain-holders. Used also as pectorals were 

Fig, 

Plate 19b 

Fig 4I 

Fig. 43a 
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tubes made of spiralled bronze wire, or striated or ribbed bronze 
Fxjfr 43b bars spaced with frctworkcd plates and pendants. 

Skilful examples of ornamental openwork in bronze, other 

than the chaimholders* is seen on belt parts or spacers shownng 

W ^ variety of geometric patterns, and in some cases, schematized 

Plate 20 human and bird figurines* The most accomplished fretwork 
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ornaments are found at the end of the third and throughout the 

fourth century. To this period can also be dated the rosettc'shaped 

fibulae and heads of pins coated with silver plate in a concetv 

trie ring pattern; such fibulae and pinsp often with blue glass 

beads on top of the central protuberance, being a speciality ol 

the Curonian tribe. The rosetwvshaped fibulae, known in a 

great variety of styles, go back to imported prototypes in the 

Danubian provinces of the Roman empire! but those made in 

the Baltic lands attained a purely local character. 

In the scries of endemic ornaments neck^rings were extremely 

abundant. The five dominant types arc: those with trumpet 

ends, those with 'button1 or conical clasping ends, those with 

one end spoorkshaped and a hook on the other, twisted and 

ending in large loops, those with a hook and loop, and those 

wich a circular plate or bcoc on one end and a hook on the 

other, usually with a wire wound over the ends. These neck^ 

rings were made exclusively of bronze wire, the more refined 

examples being coated with silver at the ends and decorated 

with blue glass beads, A handsome collection oi neck-wrings of 

four of the above types was found in the previously mentioned 

rich woman's grave in Versvait die suburb of Kaunas, beside 

the Roman bronze vessel and other ornaments. 
The trumpet^cndcd noefctfings, very frequent in the second 

and third centuries, go back to the local Early Iron Age and 

ultimately to the Middle La Tenc prototypes in central Europe. 

Considerable quantities of them were found in Samland, 

Plate 21 

Plate aa 

Place ai 

Places 24, 25 

Fig* 44. Freimrktd 
belt parti. Bmm* 

Fwrtb century AJ3. 

Stragna, near PrirWf, 
western Lithtnmi* 
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Lithuania, and Latvia, tapering off Into Estonia and Finland. 

Nec brings with button shaped clasping ends also have their 

beginnings in die era before the birth of Christ. In the third and 

fourth centuries a.d. their ends were usually conical. They 

developed into several variants within the tribal boundaries 

and were most popular with the Curoniam and oilier tribes in 

Lithuania and Latvia. Ncck-rings with peculiar spoon-shaped 

ends ate native to central and eastern Lithuania, making their 

appearance around a.d. 300 and lasting until about 600. The 

latest variants known from eastern Lithuania and Byelo' 

Russia were quite massive and frequently made of silver. 

Twisted neck-rings with looped ends were most fashionable in 

the eastern Baltic lands between central Lithuania and central 

Russia in the fourth century. Those ending in a hook and a 

loop or plate, and having ends wound with wire, had been 

widely distributed throughout die Rhineland, Scandinavia, 

and central and southern Russia. The Balts, particularly the 

Prussians, adopted them and developed a number of variants, 

such as the decoration of ends with rings and ribbing in the 

third and fourth centuries. 

A remarkable scries of neck ornaments was achieved 

through combining pendants and neck-lings with looped and 

conical ends. Lunular, semicircular, triangular, or rectangular 

plates with embossed ornament were suspended on twisted or 

ribbed bats and on fretworked plates from the ends of the neck' 

rings. To the dangling-plate pendants, solar pendants were 

added, secured on a wire connecting die loops, die wire spiral' 

ling in the centre in lunar pattern. Obviously these pendants 

were connected with solar and lunar symbolism. 

Both outside influence and the ability to adapt to local style 

arc demonstrated by about a thousand bow-fibulae scattered all 

over the area from the Vistula to Finland. Among the earliest 

were the fiat-bow type with ‘eye’ ornament and several variants 

oi strongly profiled fibulae. They reached the western Balts 
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through the lower Vistula. In the first centuries a.d. their 

production was concentrated in the hands of the Prussians, 

in S a inland and in Masuria, whence tnejr spread over Lithu¬ 

ania, Latvia, and the lands of the western Finns. In the third 

and fourth centuries local variants appeared. The profiled bow. 

fibulae with horizontal projections at the head, the middle of 

the bow, and at the foot, developed into a peculiar stepped 
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fibula type with their centre of production in Masuria. Tn the 

third and fourth centuries they were the most frequent fibula 

types in the coastal region between East Prussia and Finland, 

with local variants in Curonia and the northern East Baltic 

area. Second in number only to these were the crossbow 

fibulae, which became extremely common in the fourth and 

fifth centuries. After that they branched into many local 

variants and were in use for five hundred more years. Around 

a.d. 400, the crossbow fibulae attained their most elegant and 

bizarre form. Often they were made of silver or, if of bronze, 

were embellished with striated silver rings placed in groups 

over the shaft and on the spiral and silver plates in between. 

The most beautifully wrought examples of these ornaments 

adorned a chieftain’s chest. 

Bands of pointillc, pulley motifs or concentric circles, little 

suns; horizontal, vertical, or diagonal striaiions; net pattern, 

zigzags, crosses, rhombs, braided motifs, ribbing, and cm' 

bossing—all of these types of design embellished neck-rings, 

fibulae, massive or delicate banded bracelets, pendants, horse-' 

trappings, pots, and bone objects. This simple and serene but 

extremely painstaking and minute decoration characterizes Bah 

tic ornamental art throughout the five centuries, and in later 

prehistoric times it was still faithfully carried on, with varied 

combinations of the same motifs. Animal and anthropo- 

mot p hie motifs were rare but not unknown. The Prussians 

made fibulae in horned animal shapes and the bands of geo' 

metric motifs on pottery were interspersed widi horse and sun 

symbols. From the princely grave of Szwajcaria comes a plaque 

in the form of a stag. The silver-plated frontispiece of the horse- 

harness from the same grave was adorned with two highly 

stylized human heads in addition to pulley, concentric circle 
and rosette motifs, and incrusted blue glass beads. The tech¬ 

nique and the decoration on this piece of harness indicate local 
origin. 
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A special achievement in the decoration of ornaments was 

the use of enamel inlay. The local industry of incrustation 

started in the second century a+D,* soon after the appearance 

of the fine enamelled imports from the Danubian provinces of 

the Roman empire and from the Rhineland, The enamelled 

disc/shaped fibulae and the incrustation technique itself show 

that much was learned from the imported enamelled objectsp 

but promptly the process was adopted by Baltic tribes and 

enamel was soon applied to ornaments of local style. 

The earliest horseshoc^haped fibulae with red and green 

enamel inlay are found in the Vilnius and Kaunas areas in 

Lithuania dating from the second century a*d. To the same Phw n 
century* or around a.D* 200t are dated enamelled disc fibulae 

from northern Masuria* the land of the ancient Galindians, In 

these two areas* Galindia and eastern Lithuania, the greatest 

quantities of enamelled objects are found* Among them the 

semilunar fretworked or solid pendants and horseshoe fibulae 

decorated with crescentic projections found in eastern Lithu¬ 

ania and eastern Latvia arc striking examples of Baltic art of 

the third to fifth centuries. Enamel inlay was also used for the Phrcs 14-40 

decoration of neck^rings and bracelets. The earliest enamelled 

bracelet dating from the second century a.d., comes from 

western Lithuania; it has red enamelled squares of a net pattern, 
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the enamelled areas alternating with groups of iron ribs. Other 

enamelled bracelets were of the broadband type with project' 

ing ends and broadened in the middle; they had fretwork 

squares, the solid parts being inlaid with red, orange, white, 

and green enamel. These latter date from the fourth century. 

Flattened parts of neck'd ngs and bow'frbulac also were appro/ 

priate for incrustation. The most masterly examples of enamel 

decoration were long chains made of many fretworked plates 

with enamel inlaid squares, circles, crescents, or triangles, 

apparently used as attachments for drinking horns. Colours of 

the enamel were dark red, red, green, blue, light blue, orange, 

and white. These outstanding examples, dating from the fourth 

century, are from Gal India in southern East Prussia, and there 

arc very dose, even identical, parallels from central Russia1* 
and the Kiev area. 

In the fourth century Baltic enamelled ornaments were dis" 

per&cd all over north /eastern Europe: to Estonia and Finland 

in the north, and thence to Sweden; via eastern Lithuania and 

the upper Dnieper to the Kiev area and the Ukraine; and along 

the routes of the Desna, Ugra, Oka, Volga, and Kama rivers 

to eastern Russia and almost to the Middle Urals.16 There is 

no doubt that they spread through the eastern Baltic lands from 

the hub of thejr industry. The most important production 

ccntte of the enamelled ornaments was most probably in 

Gahndia around the Masurian lakes. 

A magnificent collection of enamelled ornaments comes 

from a hoard hidden in the hilktop village of Moshchiny on 

the small Popolta river, a tributary of the Ugra, in central 

Russia. Illustrated here is merely a small part of the Irerworkcd 

enamelled plates—the drinking horn attachments, the cresccn' 

tic pendants with projections used for making bead necklaces 

and the broad bracelets. In addition, there were numerous 

ncck'tings, glass beads, and ornamental plates. Tins huge 

hoard of 85 objects now occupies an entire glass case in the 
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Historical Museum of Moscow. Sixteen hundred years ago the 

collection probably belonged to a trader who travelled from 

Prussian Galindia across eastern Lithuania and Bydo-Russia 

to Moshchiny. He may have picked up some netkmngs and 

bracelets in eastern Lithuania, where exact parallels arc known. 

The hoard indicates that Moshchiny was one of the entrepots 

of the traffic accessible to the eastern Baltic tribes on the route 

it took along the River Ugra and the River Oka into the lands 

of the Volga^Finnic tribes. 
With the progress in agriculture, trade, armaments, aits and class 

crafts, a section of the community had become well/toido. society 

Some unusually ornamented women s graves arc known from 

as early as the second century. In the fourth and fifth centuries 

the number of graves belonging to the wealthier class increased 

remarkably, and they contrasted notably with those of the poor. 

The evidence of social differences is striking in large cemeteries 

where, among hundreds of graves, only a few are outstanding 

in wealth. Wealthy women wore all of the available jewellery: 

bracelets, neck'rings, fibulae, and chains. A woman in the 

double grave of Vcrivai, dating from the fourth century was Plate sj 

not only adorned with ornaments but behind her head were 

additional neck/rings, bracelets, glass beads, chains, and a 

bronze pot, while the man at her side was equipped with an 

iron axe and a pin. A woman in a double grave in die cento 

tcry of Upytc in central Lithuania had six bracelets on each 

arm, a silver necklace, a whecLshapcd silver fibula with drains 

and pendants, three long chains and a bronze pin, while her 

dress was adorned with bronze spirals along the edge. The man Plare ;j 

with her had no grave goods at all. In the fourth and parucu' 

larly the fifth centuries, silver fibulae, gold plaques, and bronze 

ornaments plated with silver were the usual attributes ot the 

highc cranking people. Although men s graves were not rC' 

splendent in jewellery, in some chieftain s graves there were fine 

specimens of silver or gold fibulae and plaques* enamelled 
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ornaments, drinking horns, swords, shields, spears, and horse 
bridles. 

Magnificent princely burials of the Sudovian tribe dating 

from the fourth and early fifth centuries were found in die large 

cemetery of Szwajcaria situated on what is now die Polish - 

Lithuanian border near Suwalkj during the 1956-7 Warsaw 

archeaological expedition headed by J. Awonicwicz,11 The 

chieftains’ barrows were the largest in the cemetery, 18 m, in 

diameter, while other barrows averaged between 8 and 10 m. 

The chieftain who had ruled during the fourth century lay 

inhumed upon a sandy platform under die barrow. He was 

aged about 55, while other people in the same cemetery were 

younger—between jo and 40 years of age. He was furnished 

with an iron sword 85 cm. long, a shield, spears, an axe, iron 

shears, a bone comb, a pair of pincers, a horse bridle, silver 

fibulae, silver-' and gold-plated plaques, and a silver figurine of 

a stag, The horse head-gear in particular shows the splendid 

decoration, specially designed for the chieftain's horse: silver- 

Plate it plated frontispiece with blue-glass beads, embossed rosettes 

and stylized human heads. Only the large iron shears con¬ 

trasted with the other exquisite princely belongings. They cer¬ 

tainly do not indicate that the chieftain used to shear sheep in 

his lifetime; they were laid close to his face apparently to pro¬ 
tect him against the evil powers. 

In the centre of a princely barrow in Szwajcaria dating from 

the beginning of the fifth century a horse lay buried on a layer 

of sand 2 m. from its cremated master. The horse's legs were 

contracted, which suggests they were fettered with a rope before 

the burial. Among the cremated remains of die chieftain lay a 
Pbtc 44 sword 94 cm. long, a silver crossbow fibula, a round enamelled 

plaque with a knob in the middle, amber beads and a pair of 
iron shears. 

The sword was made by the 'patterned steel’ technique—in 

which layers of iron and steel arc heated together at a high 
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temperature. For this reason it is presumed to be a Roman 

import. A similar sword was found at Nydam near Sondes 

burg, Jutland, Altogether, only three swords of this kind are 

known in the Baltic territory; two from Szwajcaria and one 

(i m. long) from another chieftain’s grave at Krikstonys on the 

River Nemunas in southern Lithuania. All three appear to 

have belonged to Sudovian chieftains. The disoshaped plaque 

decorated with concentric circles of bluish/white and white 

enamel is an ornament that docs not appear among the local 

enamelled jewellery. It originated in the Rhineland, where it 

was made in the second half of the third century. Similar 

plaques were exported to Scandinavia; they probably readied 

the Sudovian lands in the fourth century and were placed in 

the chieftain’s grave around the beginning of the fifth. This late 

date is indicated by the silver crossbow fibula current in the 

fifth century. 

The 'golden age* may be considered as having begun with 

the feudal system, which reached its peak before the dawn of 

history. The presence of several chieftains’ graves within the 

borders of one tribe speaks for the existence of local districts 

each ruled by one lord. One district centre of this type was 

located near the above/mentioned cemetery of Szwajcaria. 

There was a large settlement and a small hill/fort i km. away 

from the cemetery containing the graves of chieftains of earlier 

and later periods. Five cither contemporary cemeteries were 

found within a radius of about 5 km. from this centre, but 

these did not contain any princely graves.11 The chieftain’s 

grave at KrikStonys in southern Lithuania,11 which is about 

50 km. from Szwajcaria, indicates another seat of a landowner 

and the centre of another administrative unit. When all the 

chieftains’ graves have been discovered wc shall be able to 

count the districts widiin the limits of one tribe, but the few 

known at present already illustrate the manner in which the 

lands were divided. Approximately the same pattern of tribal 
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administration and ownership of lands by a powerful chieftain 

is known to us from die beginning of history. The only differs 

ence was that in the first centuries a.D. the earthworks and 

castles were of miniature she, and the towns were in the 

embryonic stage. 

During the 'golden age', the foundations were laid for the 

economy, for feudalism, the habitation pattern, and art. In the 

centuries to come, these were to continue and develop further. 
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Chapter VI 

The Baltic 'Middle Iron Age 

he period from the fifth to the ninth century, or the 

X ‘Middle Iron Age', runs parallel to two major events: 
the Slavic expansion to the lands of the eastern Balts which 
started around a.d. 400 and the Swedish (Viking) expansion 
to the Hast Baltic coasts which started around a.d. 650. How- 
ever, the bulk of the Baltic tribes resisted die aggressions and 
further developed their individual culture. 

Among the Baltic tribes the Prussians and Cvironians cotv 
tinned to play leading roles. As soon as the Goths had left die 
lower Vistula area, Prussians took it over, firmly established 
their seats and remained there until the second Germanic 
invasion, that of the Teutonic Order in the thirteenth century. 
Sudovians and Lithuanians managed to survive in their former 
lands. Their ornam ents and pottery daring from the time of the 
'golden age* to the tenth century' arc found in present northern 
Poland as far south as the lower Bug, and the upper Pripet 
swamps.1 By the sixth-seventh centuries the Lctrigallians had 
expanded over northern Latvia, which previously had been 
occupied by the western Finno-Ugrian tribes. 

In all the Baltic lands not touched by Slavic expansion wc 
find further development of the culture whose foundations had 
been laid during the first centuries a.d. The pattern of split- 
ring up into tribal units remained about the same. Each Baltic 
tribe bad its own types of graves and burial rites. The Prussians 
cremated their dead and deposited die cremated bones in urns 
or pits in flat graves. The Sudovians, who in the first four 
centuries inhumed their dead under stone-coveted barrows, 
started cremation rites in the fifth century. Their stonc-covered 
barrows contained several graves, some of which might belong 
to one family. The Lithuanians also went over to cremation 
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during the fifth and sixth centuries, but continued to bury the 
ashes of their dead in earth barrows surrounded by a fence of 
stones. The Semigallians continued with inhumation, but 
their family barrows, used in the first centuries, began to dis¬ 
appear about the fifth century, giving way to large cemeteries 
with individual graves. The Curonian inhumation graves 
were surrounded until the seventh century by rectangular stone 
fences, one grave adjoining the other in a honeycomb pattern. 
From the seventh and eighth centuries onward, the fences 
disappeared and cremation rites infiltrated; at first they were 
used sporadically, but by the tenth and eleventh centuries 
universally. Only the Semigallians and Lettigallians kept to 
inhumation. 

At the foot of the hill-forts, villages constantly grew in size, 
some of them to such an extent that the chroniclers of the ninth 
century referred to them as 'towns1. Large earthworks on the 
high banks and promontories of ri vers and lakes adjoining the 
sizeable villages or 'towns1 were heavily fortified. An increase 
in the fortifications, with the use of timber constructions and 
tamped clay for building of ramparts, can be observed from 
the fifth century onward. Hill-forts of this kind arc known from 
excavations in the Curonian,1 Semigallian, Lettigallian and 
Lithuanian1 lands. In some earthworks the area encompassed 
by such fortifications was from one-half to one hectare (about 
ij to acres}.4 

There are thus clear indications that the feudal castles, as 
defence posts for the growing towns, had already come into exis¬ 
tence in the period from c. a.d. jqo to c. Soo, and subsequently 
became the centres oflarger administrative units. The forma/ 
tion of the feudal system must have been accomplished before 
the ninth century; in that century it is attested by written records. 
The Anglo-Saxon traveller Wulfstan, while visiting the 
Prussian lands in about 880-90, saw many 'towns’, each with 
its king.6 In his book Vita sancti Anscbarsi, completed in 876, 
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Rimbert, a disciple of archbishop Ansgar of the Bremen^ 
Hamburg diocese, finds five 'states' in the land of the Curo« 
mans: Rjegnum vtro ip mm quiitque hakbat tivitaUs* In describing 
die wars between the Swedes and Curonians in S55, to which 
we shall return, Rimbert mentions the two towns 'Saeborg' 
and 'Apulia' in which, during the war, thousands of warriors 
were said to have assembled in the bilWorts: 7,000 in Saeborg, 
15,000 in Apulia. The numbers must be exaggerated, but that 
there were sizeable towns from which to recruit many men is 
evident. These towns themselves have not as yet been uncovered, 
but traces of settlements around the large earthworks arc being 
found over a large area. In the ninth and successive centuries, 
the town around the castle oflmpiltis near Krctinga in western 
Lithuania covered at least 50,000 sq. m. 

In the lands of the ancient Prussians large trading towns 
emerged at the latest around a,d, <Soo. One of these was Truso, 
south of Frisches Half and north of Lake Draw sen see (ancient 
Drusine). The name of the (own is the earliest known hit' 
tori tally in the Baltic Sea area. In Wutfs tan’s account of his 
travels, we find the ‘town of Truso' located on the River Elbing 
('Ilfing') which flows from the like to the Frisches Haff 
(‘Estmere’). Archaeological finds abound in this area; several 
settlements and cemeteries have revealed finds dating from the 
seventh to twelfth centuries, The size and importance of Truso 
grew particularly during the centuries following.7 For East 
Prussia, Truso played the same role as Haithabu for norths 
western Germany or Slavic Vincta for Pomerania. Another 
trading centre lay at Wiskiauten (Viskiautai) at the souths 
western corner of the Courish Lagoon in northern Samland; it 
was the gateway for the traffic leading to the east via die lower 
Ncmunas basin into the lands of the Curonians, Lithuanians, 
and other Baltic tribes. Finds from around a,d. 800 reflect the 
trade with the Vikings, and from the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries, an intensive local production and exchange.* 
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Although after the fall of the Roman Empire die trade with 
the south diminished, it did not entirely cease. The amber 
route continued to be used in the fifth and sixth centuries. 
Numerous RomamByzantinc coius and gold solidi arc found 
along the lower Vistula, along the Prussian coasts, and south 
of die Frisches Half and the Courish Lagoon. The most recent 
of the gold solidi arc from the reign of Anastasius I, 491-518. 
In the north, the coins spread as far as Latvia and Estonia. 
Imported objects from the Gothic kingdom now reached the 
lands of the Prussians, in particular the Calm dims, taking the 
place of imports from the Roman Empire provinces. The 
women’s graves yielded many Gothic fibulae dating from the 
fifth century and around a.d. 600. Some show close resenv 
blanee to the Langobardic fibulae in souths western Germany 
and upper Italy, some to those in southern Russia.* In Strobe 
jehnen, S a inland, appeared a golden neck'd og decorated with 
a hunting scene reminiscent of Scythian art; this neck^iingalso 
must have reached the amber coast via southern Russia.10 

Archaeological evidence has definitively established the exist' 
cnee of relations between the Ostrogoths and the Prussians over 
a century or so later, after the death of the Gothic king Ermana' 
ric. More interesting aspects arc revealed by ancient texts 
relating to the amber route to Italy. At die beginning of the 
sixth century, the Aistians found a way for their amber to 
reach Ravenna, die Gothic capital in Italy. We learn about 
this from the letter of the great Godiic king Thcodoric (a.d. 
454-526) to the Aistians ('Haesti'), in which he thanks them 
for gifts of amber, and, basing his knowledge of the substance 
on Tacitus1 accounts, goes on to explain what amber is.11 

This letter by Thcodoric, the last known text mentioning 
amber, is interesting on several counts, first, that the Central 
European amber route between East Prussia and Italy, wliich 
may have been cut ofTfor a century or so following the fall of the 
Roman Empire, was reopened. Second, diat die Aistians were 
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recognized as important people with whom the Goths ex* 
changed presents, and sought to maintain good relations in 
the future. The amber trade initiated in the sixth century 
probably was disturbed by the western Slavic expansion to 
Bohemia and Moravia and die subsequent movements of the 
Germanic tribes westward and southward. Nor do the archaC' 

ological finds show die Balts to have been involved in distant 
trade from the seventh to ninth centuries. 

The objects imported during post'Roman times, including 
the beautiful Gothic fibulae, did not exert any noticeable 
influence on the further development of Baltic ornamental an. 
Up to the seventh and eighth centuries, when some Scandina* 
vian art elements appeared, it continued the art traditions of the 
‘golden age1, although women’s and men’s ornaments became 
progressively less exquisite. 

The style of dress remained basically the same. Diadems 
made of bronze spirals and tubes separated by spacer beads 
adorned women's heads, ncck'iings of glass and amber beads 
ornamented the neck, and bronze chains attached to bronze or 
silver fibulae or pins decorated the chest. Woollen caps, pro' Plate 45 

fusely decorated with bronze or silver spirals and by pendants, 
continued to be worn by girls through all the remaining cen' 
turics of the Iron Age. The crossbow type of fibula was most 
in evidence. Fibulae were more solid than in the fourth century, 
and frequently made of silver, decorated with silver rings and Plate* *fi, 47 

gold plates having a net pattern. From these, many variants 
developed; particularly beautiful were those having semi' 
circular or stan-shaped prongs covered by silver plates cm' Ftgi. 48 

bossed with dots, circles, small suns and stars. 
In the sixth and seventh centuries silver ornaments increased 

to a remarkable extent. Exactly where the raw silver came from, 
we do not know'. It may have followed the Dnieper route, the 
amber route via central Europe, or come across the Baltic Sea 
via Sweden. The most characteristic were massive round silver 
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bracelets thickening at the ends* and neck*rings made of silver 
wire with overlapping ends as well as others with overlapping 
pinched ends. That they were of local make is indicated by the 
decorations—striatic nsp circles, semicircles* spirals, dots, tiny 
triangles, and rhombs. Silver cases for drinking-horns were 
made of silver plates with horizontal bands of embossed 
ornaments, sometimes portraying tows of schematic human 
figurines or stags. The Curonians, inspired by examples of 
Scandinavian art, added some new forms and decorative 
motifs. Snakedicads appeared on the ends of large crossbow 
fibulae of the seventh ccnturyi since when the schematic snake* 
head has been a feature of Baltic an tight up to the folk art of 
the twentieth century. The so-called owUitad* fibulae, &e/ 
quent in Curonia in the eighth and ninth centuries, developed 
through imitation of fibulae with crescent shields and triangu^ 
hr prongs, current in the sixth-seventh centuries in Gotland. 

Fi£. 4 mrifs mjibuhx (Ukt %Em JW 
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The amount of silver rich people possessed is impressive. 
Some of the neckings were of tremendous size, while one of 
the necklaces from eastern Lithuania weighed wrell over two 
pounds, and another w as made of twisted silver wire 130 cm. 
long—large enough to put around a horse's neck. Wealth was 
now blunting aesthetic sensibility, and by the seventh or eighth 
centuries, a certain crudity had entered into their art. 

The changing times were also marked by a significant 
increase in the production of weapons. This progress in arma/ 
ments and the growing importance of cavalry can be observed 
particularly in those tribes which were exposed to the attacks 
of aggressive neighbours, Shields having round iron umbos 
with hemispherical or conical protuberances in the middle, 
iron swords about jo cm, long with a broad one/edged blade 
and a wooden hilt, iron spearheads with rhomboid or leaf/ 
shaped heads, stirrups, bridlc/bits and other parts of horse 
bridles regularly appear in the Sudovian, Lithuanian and 
Letiigallian warrior graves. Perhaps the welhequipped cavalry 
of these tribes stopped the constantly expanding Slav peoples 
from penetrating into their tribal territories. The Curonians on 
the Baltic Sea were faced with die mounting danger from 
Scandinavia, and their graves also reflect this troubled period. 

Phi* ii-$i 
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Here, too, in warriors' graves we find spurs, horse bridles. 
Pint 55 spearheads, and shields* as well as scythes, socketed axes* knives 

and ornaments. The burial of his horse beside the deceased 
warrior was frequent* In die bog of Tira near Rucava* in west/ 
ern Latvia* a wooden shield was found intact, covered on both 
sides with leather and having in die centre a hemispherical iron 
urn bo. The shield dates from the beginning or middle of the 
ninth century; that is, from the period of tire fiercest battles 
between the Curonians and die Danes and Swedes. 

Slavic Slavic pressure northward was the outward sign of turmoil 
expansion in southern Russia, and reflected changes in the cdmic corv 

figuration. The Hun invasion in a.d* 375 destroyed the power 
of the Gothic kingdom* As soon as the Slavic tribe of the 
Antac shook off the supremacy of the Goths* it expanded over 
the Black Sea coasts from nordi of the lower Danube to the sea 
of Azov. Subsequent invasions by die Turkc^Tartar peoples, 
the Bulgars and* particularly, by die Avars who in the first 
half of the sixth century penetrated as far as the barrier of the 
dense forests along the River Desna and the upper Oka, cub 
minated in the Slavic advance into the lands of the eastern 
Balts and the FinnO'-LTgrians* where least resistance would be 
encountered. 

By a.ix 400, the heavy traffic between die Balts and die 
Finno'Ugrians* which had reached its peak in the fourth cen> 
tury, was cut off. Some hilbtop villages and hilbforts in the 
Baltic area were deserted; some show levels of destruction 
caused by fire* Those villages whose remains show habitation 
to have continued experienced a decadence of material culture* 
This is the indirect proof of the disaster that befell the eastern 
Baltic tribes. 

The earliest stages of the Slavic expansion northward cannot 
as yet be established in a satisfactory manner by actual archae* 
ological finds. The number of cemeteries and settlements dis/ 
covered is as yet too scanty. However, here and there have 
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emerged single barrows and settlements having analogies in the 
Kiev region, Volynia, and even in the Slavic lands of central 
Europe, and which cannot be considered as Baltic. It seems 
diat the area between Kiev and Novgorod was occupied in 
consecutive waves by different tribal groups between the fifth 
and eighth centuries. 

Villages consisting of semi-stibtcrrancan houses with day 
floors and clay ■'plastered walls, urn burials in round, conical 
or elongated barrows, timber structures within the barrows, 
and crude and polished pottery akin to that in the regions of 
Kiev, and Volynia, and in Bohemia and Moravia, are dis¬ 
tinct elements of the Slavic culture expanding to die lands north 
of Kiev and Voronezh. A number of cemeteries and setde- 
meins of a related character in Volynia, in the middle Dnieper 
basin, and in the region of the upper Don near Voronezh, 
dating from the period between the sixth and ninth centuries, 
arc undoubtedly Slavic, They arc labelled ‘sites of Prague 
type’ in Volynia, ‘hill-forts of Romny type’ along the lower 
Desna, on the rivers Sejm, Sula and Vorksla, and ‘hill-forts of 
Borshcvo type’ on the upper Don and the upper Oka.11 Some 
differences in grave types indicate that these sites may have 
belonged to several eastern Slavic tribes, die Drcvljane, Pol- 
jane and Vjatkhi known from the earliest historic records. 
The dating of the earliest cemeteries and villages is based 
entirely on comparisons of theit pottery with that known from 
Bohemia and Moravia, which indicate the sixth and seventh 
centuries. Whether some of the barrows and hill-fort villages 
can be dated back to the fifth century11 remains for future 
researches to prove. As yet die graves have not yielded any 
datable metal objects. 

Early traces of Slavs in (he north arc found in the area of 
Pskov, cast of Estonia and Latvia and south of Lake Peipus Fig.36.4 
in the basin of the River Vclikaja. Here the long, narrow burial 
mounds with cremation graves and very sparse grave goods arc 
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identified with the Krivichi tribe. Their dating to the fifth 

century is based on finds of round and convex ornamental 

bronze plates, tweezers and bracelets thickening at the ends 

which have analogies in the Finno-Ugrian stone barrows in 

Estonia. The earliest Krivichi also appear to have occupied the 

hill-fort in Pskov, which superseded the Finno-Ugrian layer 

of the so-called Djakovo type, and the unfortified settlements 

along the upper Vclikaja River, which replaced the Baltic 

hill-fort villages having plain and brushed pottery. These 

settlements yielded pottery and metal objects of a ty pe similar to 

that in the long barrows,11 

It is strange that the earliest barrows and settlements attri¬ 

buted to this tribe are found so far north and not on the upper 

Dvina River and in the areas of Smolensk and Polock.where 

Krivichi arc attested from the seventh or eighth centuries to the 

thirteenth. Obviously, they did not use the Dnieper route in 

their expansion, but may have come up from the south via the 

upper reaches of the River Ncrmmas across the lands of the 

Baltic Brushed Pottery group. As yet their sites in present 

western Byclo-Russia cannot be identified archaeological I y 

because of die lack of excavations, but there are some lingual 

testimonies suggesting that this was die line of the Krivichian 

spread; namely, early Slavic borrowings from the Baltic (for 

instance, the river name Merei from the Lithuanian Merkys, 

tributary of die upper Nemunas, considered by linguists to be 

prior to the ninth century)1 s and relationships between the 

early Pskov and Polish directs.1 * 

In the present districts of Smolensk and Polotsk the long 

barrows of Krivichi type date back to die eighth century and 

later, with the exception of a few assumed to be of an earlier 

dare,11 Many barrows in these areas have yielded purely Baltic 

finds of the Lettigallian type. These date from the fifth to 

twelfth centuries.18 Even south of Smolensk, Moscow, and 

Kaluga, along the tributaries of the River Zhizdra and upper 
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Desna, a number of excavated barrow cemeteries and hilhfbm 
of Baltic type have yielded finds related or identical to those in 
eastern Latvia, and which can be dated up to the twelfth 
century.** The archaeological finds fully confirm a dating up 
to the twelfth century for die remnants of the Balts west of 
Moscow, in die area between Smolensk, Kaluga and Brjansk. 
Moreover, they can be identified with the Galindian tribe 
known from Laurentius* and Hypatius’ versions of the 
Russian chronicle describing the wars between the Russian 
dukes and the Galindians on the River Protva in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries. Fit so 
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WARS WITH 

THE SCANDI¬ 

NAVIANS 

The Slavic expansion did not wipe out the eastern Balts 

immediately. They persisted in larger and smaller enclaves for 

many centuries. It is highly probable that before the Slavic 

Krivichi, Dregovichi and Radimichi came to dominate the 

upper Dnieper basin, there existed a Baltic population whose 

culture was particularly closely related to the Lcttigallians in 

eastern Latvia. We see that from the beginning of the Slavic 

expansion to the formation of die three Slavic states—those of 

the Novgorod, Rjazan and Kiev Slavs—in the ninth century 

and even several centuries later, there were considerable num¬ 

bers of Balts in present Byelo-Russia and in the west of Greater 

Russia. The process of Slavonization begun in prehistoric times 

continued into the nineteenth century. The Bydo-Russians 

have borrowed many words, most of them of daily usage, from 

the Lithuanian peasant vocabulary'. The ethnography in the 

districts of Kaluga, Moscow, Smolensk, Vitebsk, Polotsk, and 

Minsk to the middle of the nineteenth century is highly indica¬ 

tive of die Baltic character. Indeed, Slavonizcd eastern Balts 

make up much of the population of present Bydo-Russia and a 
part of Greater Russia. 

Contacts with neighbours across die Baltic Sea, in Gotland 

and Middle Sweden, were before the seventh century occasional 

and of commercial character. Some Baltic ornaments dating 

from die fifth and sixth centuries have been found in Gotland. 

Their origin can be traced to the area of Klaipeda or East 

Prussia. The statement found in some popular books that the 

Norsemen were intensively exploring the eastern Baltic shores 

in the fifth and the sixth centuries, and that in the sixth century 

a group of them settled at the mouth of the Daugava, is not so 

far supported by archaeological finds.’0 Not until after A.d, 

650 were the Baltic Curonians hit by Swedish expansion. 

Excavations in Gtobin (Grobiija) near Liepaja in western 

Latvia, earned on by Birger Neman since 1929, have brought 

to light three cemeteries with cremation graves, weapons, and 
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ornaments of Scandinavian character. Finds from two of the 

cemeteries had their closest analogies in Gotland, those from 

the third in the Malar valley of central Sweden, From the first 

half of the eighth century onward, traces of Scandinavian 

colonics appear in several other places: Sand a okas near Durbc 

in western Latvia, Apia ok in nonlvwestcrn Lithuania, and in 

die area of Elbing (Truso). After A.D. Soo, the Scandinavian 

finds again diminish, except for the colony in Grobin which 

persisted to about 850 and that in Elbing where Scandinavian 

finds date to about 900.®1 
The Icelandic and Norwegian sagas, recorded in the ihit> 

teenth century though they go back to prehistoric songs, com' 

memorate the successes of the Swedish kings Ivar vidfamne 

and Harald hildetand. The fitst, who died around a.d. 700, 

is said to have conquered ‘Kurland, Saxland and Eisland' and 

all the countries in the East to Gaidar ike in Karelia {Htrvarnr 
Saga). After his death die dynasty came to an end, but his 

daughters son Harald hildetand again established Swedish 

rule in these same lands, Swedish expansion along the eastern 

Baltic coasts in the period 650-750 is confirmed by arthaco' 

logically attested colonies. Further events are recorded by 

Rimbert in Vita saticti Anuarii, in which there is a detailed 

description of the ware waged by Danes and Swedes against 

the Curonians in the middle of die ninth century. 
When Rimbert mentions the Curonians for the fitst time, he 

writes: ‘A tribe, called Chori, living far from them [Swedes], 

was earlier subdued by the Swedes, but it was a long time ago, 

when they revolted and liberated themselves from the yoke. 

Then he mentions that at the lime when Ansgar visited Sweden 

for the second time, somewhat after 850, the Danes had under' 

taken a military expedition by sea to Curonia, but suffered a 

crushing defeat. Half of die Danes were killed, half their ships 

were captured, and the Curonians gained a large war booty of 

gold, silver and weapons. When the Swedish king Olov 
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heard of this disaster, he took a huge army to Curonia. The 

first surprise attack was aimed at the town of‘Scaborg* (prob- 

ably in the area of Grobin), which was defended by *7,000 

warriors’. They plundered it and burnt it to the ground. 

Encouraged by this success they disembarked and after five 

days of hurried march they excitedly fell upon another Curo- 

nian town called ‘Apulia’, but in this town they found 

‘ij,ooo fighting men’. A furious battle started. Eight days 

passed without success for cither side, and on the ninth day the 

Swedes were beginning to despair of victory. In their despera¬ 

tion the Swedes even appealed to the Christian God; where' 

after they attacked the town w ith renewed courage, but before 

the batde started, the Curonians sent messengers and declared 

themselves ready to submit. As booty they gave to the Swedes 

gold and weapons which they had taken from the Danes a year 

earlier, promised to pay taxes, to obey the Swedish king, and 

handed over jo men as hostages," 

The plateau of the earthwork of Apuolc (‘Apulia’) was found 

sown with about 150 iron arrowheads, many of them bent or 

broken, as one would expect a battlefield to be. The arrow' 

heads arc typical of Scandinavia in the ninth and tenth 
centuries. 

But the Curonians were free again soon after. Subsequent 

Swedish onslaughts on Curonia were unsuccessful. The oppo- 

sition was too strong for the Norsemen to overcome, and their 

attempts at colonization of the Baltic coasts in Curonia during 

the two centuries, from 650 to 8jo, were only short-lived 

episodes. Fot the second half of the ninth and for the tenth 

century, archaeological finds of Scandinavian type in the Baltic 

lands are scarce. The Vikings had by this time focused their 

attention on eastern Slavic and the Finno-Ugrian lands north 
of th e Balts. 
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The Balts before the Dawn of History 

SEVERAL centuries before the written records which 

illumine the birth of the Lithuanian state and the ensuing 

wars with the Teutonic Knights, the Baltic tribes enjoyed their 

second 'golden age’. Their lands remained intact, economy and 

trade progressed, arts and crafts flourished. The coastal tribes, 

particularly the Curonians, were now on the offensive in the 

war of piracy with the Scandinavian countries. 

The Curonians had become Baltic ’Vikings’; they were the curokiAl¬ 

most restless and the richest of all the Balts during diis period, scan oin avian 

That the Curonians were attacking Denmark and drat its relations 

coasts in winter and in summer had to be guarded against 

them and other Vikings from die east is attested by die Ham? 
fkritigl* of Snorrc Sturleson, set down during the reign of the 

Norwegian King Harald Hardready (1045-66).1 Snorrc 

Sturleson mentions in his Yngiirtga'iagu that in 1049under King 

Svein, and in 1051 under King Magnus, a special sermon 

against Curonian pirates was introduced in the Danish 

churches: *0 mighty God, protect us against die Curonians.’5 

From the early thirteentlvcentury chronicles we learn that it was 

customary for the Curonians to devastate and plunder the 

Danish and Swedish kingdoms and to carry away church bells 

and other objects.3. 

It is to be expected that Curonian weapons and ornaments 

would be found all over the western Baltic Sea coasts to Dcrv 

mark. That they reached Gotland even before the wars with 

Denmark is shown by a number of Curonian pins, fibulae and 

swords dating from the tenth century. These articles have been 

found in various places along the coasts of Gotland. Some 

are isolated finds, but some come from graves. In Hugleifs 

near Silte a woman’s grave containing typically Curonian 
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ornaments was discovered, including a fibula similar to the 

one illustrated on this page. Other Curonian finds on Gotland 

were pins with triangular or cross-shaped heads, and swords 

such as ate found in great numbers in western Lithuania, par" 

Ocularly around Klaipeda and Kitting*. Whether these iso/ 

lated finds arc merely imports from Curonia or the relies of a 

Curonian colony on Gotland is difficult to rcll, bur the grave 

at Huglcifs certainly proves the presence of some Curonians on 

the island. Other Baltic finds on Gotland, and in Uppland 

and Oland in central Sweden, point to commercial relations 

during the tenth and eleventh centuries. A fragment of a silver 

neck/ring with saddle/shaped end, which is a widely dis¬ 

tributed type in central and eastern parts of Lithuania and 

Latvia, was found on Gotland (Borers near Gerum) together 

with Arab, Byzantine, German and Anglo-Saxon coins. 

Another neck-ring of die same type comes from Oland.1 

Trade and wars of piracy between the Baltic and Scandina¬ 

vian Vikings continued intermittently throughout the tenth 

and eleventh centuries. Rich and well-settled Curonia attracted 

the rapacious Vikings from Sweden, Denmark, and even from 

Iceland, but they, in turn, were decoyed by the Curonians who 

plundered their coasts. Thus the powers were balanced by 

piratical raids on both sides, and sources do not mention any 

larger wars. Bands of marauders anything from seven to jo 
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strong usually carried out such raids, not far from the coast, to 

facilitate a fast retreat. For this reason, on both sides of the Baltic 

the settlements arc found a considerable distance in from the 

sea. Almost all the larger Curonian towns and villages were 

located from 5 to 25 km. from the coast, 

A picturesque illustration of Viking raids and a description 

of the living standard of the Curonian landowners at the begins 

ning of the tenth century is presented by the Icelandic Egilt' 
saga. In it we find a long account of how Thorolf and Egil 

harried in Curorda around 925** It is replete with precious 

fragments illuminating details in tire life of a Curonian feudal 

lord. We read of fights with swords, spears, and arrows, of 

clothes being thrown over the enemy's weapons, of enemies 

being captured and held in cellars (‘holes*) for years or being 

killed by torture. The feudal lord's castle comprised many 

houses and barns, surrounded by ramparts (‘fences*). Houses 

were built of great logs of timber, and had chambers on the 

first floor and stairs leading to attics. The chambers had flat 

shield'wainscots. The lord slept in the attic, and serving-men 

made the beds. In the attics were stored weapons and wooden 

chests full of silver. The lord and his men feasted in a ‘hall', 

which probably was the largest room in one of the buildings. 

But that is about all that we learn from the Scandinavian 

narrators, and for the other gleanings wc have to return to the 

graves. 

The graves of the Curonians known now from not less than 

30 large cemeteries in western Lithuania and western Latvia 

arc extremely rich in grave furnishings and full of silver, 

bronze and iron. Let us examine one feudal lord’s grave from 

the cemetery of Laiviai near Kretinga in western Lithuania 

dating from around A.D. 1000: cremated bones were in a min' 

sized tree-trunk coffin, accompanied by nine fibulae, a leather 

belt ornamented with bronze and amber beads, three spears, an 

iron battle-axe with a broad blade and a socketed axe, an iron 
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instrument for striking (ire, a sickle, an iron key and bronze 

scales, a saddle and iron bridle-bits; there were in addition 

several miniature tools and weapons, which either were synv 

bols of his other possessions or belonged to his servants and 

slaves. Women’s graves were particularly rich in bronze and 

silver ornaments/ From what is found in the graves we can 

readily visualize how all these goods must have filled up the 

treasure chests kept in the landowner's house. Equally rich 

graves also appear all over the Baltic coasts from the Vistula in 

the south to Latvia and Estonia in the north, and this explains 

why the Scandinavians were persistently lurking around the 

East Baltic coasts. Commercial activities between the Prus¬ 

sians and Curonians and the Swedes and Danes are indicated 

by finds at the trading posts: m Truso (Elbing), Wiskiauten in 

Samland, at the mouth of the River Nemunas, in Crobin near 

Licpaja, and at the mouth of the Rivet Daugava. In addition 

to trading and harrying, the Scandinavian Vikings had 

missionary aims, but these seem to have been very secondary 

and without consequences. It is recorded ihai one merchant 

swayed by the Danish King Svein Estrithson (11076) by many 

gifts founded a church in Curonk, but it soon became 

deserted and forgotten/ 

From the end of the ninth century onward, the Curonians 

and other Baltic tribes enjoyed a truly remarkable enrichment 

of their nutcri.il culture. The influence of Viking art is con' 

spicuous where the borrowing of certain motifs such as snake 

or animal heads, or the imitation of Viking sword designs, arc 

concerned. Basically, however, cither the forms of ornaments, 

tools and weapons were developed from the prototypes of their 

own earlier periods or newf, exclusively Baltic, forms were 

created. In geometric ornamentation a true finesse was achieved 

and in jewellery forms, a great variety; but it is equally true 

that in over-all style, a clear thread can be seen to run right on 
from the ‘golden age’. 
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The love for hanging attachments and for chains secured on 

large pins or brooches did not diminish, In rich womens 

graves, the triangular and cross-shaped heads of pins and the 

chain'holders were coated with silver-plate and adorned with 

blue beads. Heads of pins in the Curonian area took a partial- Plata jfl, js 

hr variety of forms: cross-shaped, having disc ends; triangular 

with a rosette motif in the middle; and those with spiral heads, 

fret worked, or with rhomboid heads decorated with a minute 

geometric ornament in relief. The more delicate ones were used 

in women’s head-dress to secure the head doth. Also found is 

a scries of bronze or silver neck-rings: the twisted kind with 

plain ends, with double-looped ends, with a saddle end and a Plate $7 

loop or with three cones at one end and an ornamented plate 

at die other, and those made of flattened wire on which tri- Plain 59, <so 

angular or elongated pendants were attached. The latter were Fig. 
most characteristic of the Semigallian woman’s ornaments. 

Those with looped and saddle ends are widely spread over 

Lithuania, Latvia, and die ancient Sudovian lands. In addi¬ 

tion to bronze- or silver-plated crossbow fibulae with a step¬ 

like prong, there were gigantic crossbow fibulae with snake- 

head ends and poppy-head ornament on both sides of the bow. 

These continued in vogue until the eleventh century. After the 

ninth century, however, the horseshoe fibulae, common to all 

northern Europe, became the most popular. The earliest, 

dating from the seventh century, had spiralled ends; in the 

ninth and tenth centuries they developed into a great variety of 

forms in die Baltic lands: some with ends that thickened or 

were flattened, others with poppy-head, animal, star-shaped, 

rectangular plate or octagonal ends. In men’s and boys' graves Phm ex, a 
they appear attached to linen blouses, sometimes from ten to 

20 of them covering die whole width of the chest, or are pinned 

on the garment along die whole length of die body from the 

neck to the knees, A separate scries among the fibulae were 

made of round or rectangular plates, usually fretworked and 
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showing cross, rosette or swastika patterns. The swastika ends 

were sometimes finished with animal heads reminiscent of the 

Viking animal whorl. An enormous variety of bracelet farms 

are encountered, a great many of which were banded and 

richly decorated geometrically. Characteristic of ancient 

Prussia and Curonia, as well as the adjacent areas, were those 

with stylized animal heads in which the Viking influence can 

be recognized, but their bands were decorated in purely Baltic 
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style; dotted lines, forming rectangles, cross patterns, circles, 

tiny triangles, or rhombs and striations. Men’s bracelets were Ffy. 

broad and weighty. On them we find a painstaking geometric 

decoration in bands of zig-zags and rhombs as if in imitation Plato tfj, 6$ 

of woven patterns. 

Similar ornamental motifs were applied everywhere: on all 

flattened parts of ncclc-rings, fibulae, bracelets, belts, on the 

hilts of swords, on the sockets of spears, on bronzc'Coatcd 

leather sheaths for knives, and on horse bridles. Larger surfaces 

were divided into horizontal or vertical bands. This can be seen 

for instance on a bronzc'Coated leather sheath for a knife, a ffr-5# 

weapon with which a warrior in the tenth and eleventh cen> 

turies was usually equipped. Whether these motifs—incised, 

engraved or embossed on bronze and silver—appeared in 

woven garments, we do not know, but woollen head'cloths 

and kerchiefs were embellished with bronze plates. Thanks to 

this decoration, some woollen kerchiefs woven with the aid of 

I^YjjT. u>iih ttyliztd jnfasMrai niif T^ib— 

dtvcvtk mtttmu A.D, Ptfhmtm ntar Krrthrjd, miton Litbwmfa 
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four bed dies and having edges finished with a twisted band 

were preserved almost intact. They were ciihet solidly covered 

with rectangular bronze plates and bad several rows of spirals 

along die edges and attached pendants, or decorated with tiny 

bronze plates forming multiple swastika, triangle and other 

patterns. These decorated woollen kerchiefs were a part of the 

national costume of the Scmigallian and Lcttigallian women. 

Leather belts were likewise adorned with round, conical or 

rectangular plates of bronze or of lead coated with silver, and 
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bronze staples forming bands of zig-zags, triangles, or rhombs. 

Sometimes, on both sides of the bronze or silver clasp hung 

tassds of bronze spirals with amber beads at the ends. 

Such fragments of linen and woollen garments as were 

found indicate several weaving techniques. Some were woven 

with the aid of four hcddlcs; some, three. For die latter, hori¬ 

zontal looms must have been used. Also, during these cen¬ 

turies girdles were made of twisted white and red woollen 

thread. These arc the forerunners of the present girdles, call¬ 

ed juostos, a peculiar Baltic ornament used by men and 

women for tying around, or decorating the edges of, garments. 

In teen-age girls’ graves of the tenth and eleventh centuries, Flaw 67 
instruments for girdle-weaving are frequently found. 

Women’s and men’s costumes from the last centuries of pre¬ 

history can be almost fully reconstructed, Although each tribe’s 

costumes varied in details and in the application of local sets 

of bronze ornaments, in general style they were very much the 

same all over the Baltic area. Girls continued to cover their 

heads with a woollen cap decorated with bronze plates and 

pendants; women used a head cloth secured by a diadem or 

pins. The linen blouse had a high closed neck around which 

several bronze or silver necklaces, with glass or amber beads, 

bronze spirals, or pendants, were worn. The blouse w'as secured 

at the neck wirh round or horseshoe fibulae. The woollen skirt 

reached to below the calf; the woollen apron, the lowrcr part of 

which was embellished by rows of bronze spirals, being shorter. 

The kerchief worn over the shoulders was made of a relatively 

thick woollen cloth. It was secured in front cither with a 

massive bronze or silver-plated hbula or with large pins from 

which hung one or several chains. On each arm were worn 

from one to two or six bracelets. 

Men were dressed in linen blouses secured with pins, woollen 

trousers, a long woollen jacket girdled by a leather belt, and a 

woollen cloak pinned with a massive fibula. The richer the 
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man, the more elaborate was his belt, and instead of bronze he 

used silver ornaments—necklaces, fibulae, bracelets, and linger-' 

rings. To complete die warrior’s equipment there was a knife 

in a leather sheath coated with bronze or silver plates and 

attached to the belt, art iron instrument for tinder, as well as 

helmet, shield, long iron sword, spear, battle-axe, bow and 
arrows with iron lips, and spurs. 

From die chain holders or brooches hung triangular or 

trapezoid bronze plates, jingle bells, miniatures of horses and 

water-birds, pincers, combs, and incisors of wild animals. This 

peculiar assortment of pendants suggests that they were not used 

for their aesthetic value alone, but had a symbolic significance. 

They tinkled when the wearer moved or walked, and thus 

helped to ward olf evil spirits. 

Our brief survey of ornamental and symbolic art would not 

be complete without a glance at the artistic skill wliich went 

into the decoration of horse harnesses. In their love for the 

horse, the Balts arc on a par with the Scythians, In no other 

European country'—not excluding die Indo-European groups 

—do we find the horse held in such high esteem down the 

ages; and this is still borne out by present-day folklore. In no 

other country but the Lithuania of the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries do we encounter separate large cemeteries for horses.1 

It was due riding horse, the iirgus (this Lithuanian word 

being connected with zergti. to straddle), who was the faith¬ 

ful companion of the warrior, and in full decorative splendour 

went with him to the grave. The headgear and the leather belts 

of the harness were solidly covered widi lead plates coated with 

PUte 70 silver and embossed with rosettes, intertwined zig-zags and 

other motifs. Some more elaborate harness decorations were 

Fig. jj covered with gold plate in patterns combining animal heads 

and geometric motifs. On both sides of die horses’ head or on 

Pktn 71,72 the forehead, jingle bells or chains with bronze or silver pen¬ 

dants were suspended from the harness belts. The round 
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or cross-shaped spacers between the leather belts of the 

harness were of bronze, lead or silver, or iron coated with 

silver and intrusted with bronze. The bridle-bits atid check* 

pieces were usually of iron. The horse belonging to a mote im- 

porta nr personage had check-pieces covered with silver and 

curved in baroque style, their ends taking the form of stylized 

animal heads and their edges having incrustations of bronze or 

embossings. Saddle-cloths were adorned with triangular and 

rhomboid plates. The iron stirrups were usually covered with 

silver, the examples from the twelfth century being decorated 

with highly stylized animal heads and plant motifs. Even 

horsetails were not left without ornaments: they were encircled 

by large spiral rings of bronze. 

At the dawn of history' the aits and crafts had reached their 

most advanced stage. Metallurgy, leather working, glass and 

amber industries, and pottery were in the hands ot craftsmen 

who had their workshops in the larger towns, in feudal castles 

and in the villages. Only weaving, spinning and sewing 

remained family affairs, and even here the highest-ranking 

Plain 7J, 74 

Plates 75.75 
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PROGRESS in 

AGRICULTURE 

CtilHENCV 

AND TRADE 

families probably had local seamstresses, spinners and weavers 

at their beck and call The potter's wheel* introduced around 

the tenth century, had gradually replaced the ancient craft of 

hatid^madc pottery which in each tribal group had its own dis^ 

driedvc appearance; now it became more uniform, was orna* 

merited with wavy and horizontal bands, and sometimes was 

marked by the maker's symbol. Also by this time* milestones 

(revolving querns) had replaced the primitive saddle querns, 

Progress is noticeable in all branches of the economy* All 

tools show a development in form. Iron axes assumed broad 

edges which in building houses and fortifications and m clears 

ing forests served better than the previous narrow edges* 

Scythes became longer; sickles were more gracile, taking on a 

curved point, and some having a dentate edge. Iron ploughs 

shares became more popular. Some time between the ninth 

and twelfth centuries the two/fidd system in agriculture 

appears to have been replaced by the three-field, to judge by the 

preponderance of winner crop grains over wheat and barley in 

a number of settlements. Peas and beans were now widely 

used. Among the domesticated animal bones found* those of 

pig are second in number only to those of cattle. 

Before the tenth century, currency had apparently not yet 

supplanted the trading of cattle, fur, amber* silver, and other 

barter goods. These became inconvenient with the new 

demands of a growing population, towns, trade routes, and 

stepped-up commerce. Local currency appeared in die form of 

finger-like silver bars with one flattened side, weighing either 

too or 200 grams* Characteristic of the earliest stages of 

Lithuanian history, they are found in rich graves together with 

diver ornaments, or in large hoards, and were in use from the 

tenth to the beginning of the fifteenth century. The silver bars 

and rare metals were weighed by dny folding scales made of 

two bronze dishes suspended on bronze chains attached to a 

crossbar* The weights were barrcLshapedp of different sizes* 
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marked with from one io five circles or triangles and one cross, 

or a cross with circles in between the cross-arms. Scales and 

weights were wddely used in the tenth and eleventh centuries. 

They are usually found in rich men’s graves.* 

During the tenth-twelfth centuries the Balts participated 

actively in local and international trade with the Russians, 

the Swedes and western Europe. Trade routes are indicated by 

numerous huge hoards of Lithuanian silver bars and Baltic 

silver ornaments, of Arab, Byzantine, Danish, Swedish, Gcr- 

man and Anglo-Saxon coins, and of Kievan Russian silver 

ornaments; also by finds of Viking swords and swords of 

‘U If berth’ type imported from the Rhineland in western Ger¬ 

many, and Russian helmets, in the graves of Prussian feudal 

lords.10 Truso (Elbing), Samfand, the Nemunas estuary 

(present Klaipeda), the Curonian coasts, the Daugava estuary 

(present Riga), and die Estonian coasts, were all connected by 

sea routes with the Swedish commercial centres in Visby 

(Gotland) and in Birka (central Sweden). The Daugava- 

Dvina was a rivd link between Scandinavia and western 

Europe, the Baltic lands, Russia and Byzantium. Along its 

banks, hoards containing Arab (Kufiau) silver dirhems, 

Byzantine gold, silver and copper coins, Anglo-Saxon silver 

denarii, Swedish and Danish coins, Baltic silver bars and silver 

necklaces, and Russian ornaments abound.11 It certainly was 

one of the busiest international routes. From the upper Dvina 

the continental waterways went north to Novgorod and 

Ladoga, and south to Kiev and the Black Sea area. The pro¬ 

ducts of Kievan Russia reached the lands of the southern 

Prussians across Volynia, and the Pripet and Bug rivers. 

Another important trade route was the River Nemunas and its 

tributaries. From the Kaunas and Vilnius areas the routes 

branched out, leading to Semigallia, to Lettigallia, Pskov and 

Novgorod, and across eastern Lithuania to Polotsk, Smolensk, 

and Novgorod. 
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Not amber but furs were now prominent among exports to 

western Europe, as is vividly described by Adam of Bremen in 

1075; ‘They [Prussians] have an abundance of strange furs, 

the odour of which has inoculated our world with the deadly 

poison of pride. But these furs they regard, indeed, as dung, to 

our shame, I believe, for right or wrong we hanker after a 

marten skin robe as much as for supreme happiness. Therefore, 

they offer their very precious marten furs for the woollen 

garments called faldoncs.’11 

Almost all excavated earthworks from the tenth to the 

thirteenth century show considerable enlargement and addi'1 

tional fortifications. The ramparts on the inland side, or cm 

circling the castle from all sides, became very lofty. The castle 

of Impilcis near Kretinga in ancient Curonia was surrounded 

by a tampan up to ro m. high and nearly 40 m. across. Such 

huge ramparts would heighten the steep bank of the promon-- 

lory and from the river or lakeside give the impression of a 

powerful iort rising to 30 m. or more. Above the ramparts 

stood wooden fortifications—high fences, towers and log cabins 

with steep walls on the outer side. In these cabins lived the 

castk’s garrison and craftsmen, who kept animals and grain 

there. Wooden or stone towers were built at die comers. In 

the centre or to one side of the level area paved with stones 

or rectangular logs were the castle buildings, built mainly 

of wood though stones and clay were also used, and reel-' 

angular in plan. Castles were burnt down and rebuilt, aud 

the excavations have shown consecutive destruction layers, in 

some cases numbering ten or more in the course of several cert' 

tuiics. In historic times they were superseded by brick build' 

ings, making the reconstruction of earlier wooden castles all but 
impossible. 

The earthwork was protected from two or three sides by 

rivers and streams, lakes or marshes. A deep ditch filled with 

water separated it from inland. Access to the castle was by a 
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portcullis, and at the entrance was a wooden gate flanked by 

small towers, or a tunnel. In the castle of Impilus the entrance 

tunnel, built of oak logs, was 8 m, long, 2 m. high and 3 m. 

wide. Deep wells or water reservoirs were discovered in sonic 

earthworks. The excavations in Apuole revealed rectangular 

wooden frames for a well, 2 m. deep and 4.5 x 4 m. wide. In 

some of the earthworks, wells are still filled w ith water and the 

present villagers living near by use them. From historic records 

we know that even during protracted sieges of die castles, the 

Baltic tribes managed to survive.1* 

In every tribal territory were several principal castles each 

with an adjoining town, and in addition there were smaller 

castles, also arranged on heavily fortified earthworks each sur- 

rounded by a settlement of smaller dimensions. Of die castk- 

hills and towns so far excavated the most impressive are: in 

Curonia, the above-mentioned Apuole {‘Apulia*) and Tnv 

piltis, the latter with a town extending over at least live hectares 

(about 12^ acres);1 * in Scmigallia, Daugmalc oil the bank of 

the River Daugava with an adjoining settlement of more than 

one hectare (about 2-i acres),111 Tervete in western Scmigallia,14 
and Meiotne on the bank of the River Lielupe, south-east of 

Riga, surrounded by a town 1 km. across and ending with 

another, smaller earthwork;17 in Lettigallia (Latgala), die 

castle-hill of jersika on a bank of die upper Daugava, occupy¬ 

ing 7,500 sq. m., and the adjacent small town covering an area 

of 750 by 200 m. In the same tribal area four other important Fig. 56 
earthworks have been excavated: Dignlja, Asote, Kauguru 

Pekas Kalns and Raunas Tanisa Kalns.14 Others are in eastern 

Lithuania: die castle-hill of NcmencinS near Vilnius, covering 

an area of 2,000 sq. m. within the fortifications and showing 

foundations of rectangular houses built of stone and clay; and 

in central Lithuania, Veliuona, set on a steep bank of die 

River Nemunas which together with the rampart was n m. 

high, its levelled area covering 1,500 sq. m.1* And there arc 
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hundreds of other impressive casdediills which cither have been 
unsystematically excavated or are still completely untouched by 
the spade. 

The largest or the most powerful castle with a town became 
the military and administrative centre of the tribal district. The 
ninth/century sources, as mentioned above, found five such 
'states' in Curonia; at the beginning of the thirteenth century 
there were eight 'states', or districts, with their centres in each 
of which were several villages (‘castellatura’). A similar pattern 
of separate districts pertained to all the oilier Baltic tribes. The 
more powerful feudal 'kings’ extended their rule over two, 
three, four, or more districts. 

These 'kings’, or chieftains, possessed the largest of all the 
castles. In the earliest written records, the most influential 
lords who ruled over a large area of the tribe arc called ‘rex', 
‘dux', or ‘princeps’. Under their control were the rulers of less 
powerful districts, A strict hierarchical system prevailed within 
the limits of a tribe as well as within the limits of a smaller 
tribal district. The chronicles enumerate the names of the chief¬ 
tains and even those of their subordinates. The power and tire 
land'ownctship were inherited. So, for instance, Viestarts, the 
lord of Tervete in western Scmigallia, was a ‘dux’ and ‘maior 
naius* and under his rule were all the lands of western Semi' 
gallia. The ruler of the district of Bevcrina in Leuigallia at the 
beginning of the thirteenth century was Talivaldis, who is 
described as a rich man having much silver; his three sous were 
rich also, and possessed many lands. The hierarchical strut' 
turc of chieftainship is illustrated by die chronicle of Volynia,1* 
which tells how zi Lithuanian dukes came to sign the treaty of 
I2I5J between Lithuania and the Rus’ of Haliclv Vladimir. Of 
tliesc, five—the most powerful ones—were ‘grand dukes’, the 
other 16 dukes of minor importance. From this we may deduce 
that Lith uania at that time was ruled by a confederation of the 
most powerful chieftains. Ir is quite possible that such a system 
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of government was' also in existence in earlier prehistoric 
centuries. 

As is usual in feudal states, there were many wars between 
the rulers. The power switched from one ‘king1 to another and 
stable government was practically impossible. Wulfstan wit¬ 
nessed 'very much war' among the Prussians at the end of the 
ninth century, and we learn of much warring among the Semi' 
gallian. Loti gall tan and Lithuanian dukes from the chronicles 
of the thirteenth century. It was possible to maintain this type 
of feudalism and government as long as the Balts were sur- 
rounded by neighbours whose societies and leadership were 
based on a similar pattern. After it had lasted for a millennium 
or so, the situation changed when a vigorous enemy—the 
Teutonic Order supported by all Europe—appeared on the 
western border in 1226-30. The Prussians succumbed during 
the course of the thirteenth century, but the Lithuanians, united 
under one leadership, not only survived and stopped the 
Teutonic expansion, but extended their state borders to the 
east. Mindaugas, one of the five most powerful chieftains of 
Lithuania mentioned in connection with the treaty of 1219, 
managed through internal wars and family relations to extend 
his power over a greater part of Lithuania between 1236 and 
1248. Soon thereafter he was crowned as a king, and thus was 
founded the Lithuanian state. 

the teutonic The Order of the Teutonic Knights was a monastic and 
OSUJE& military organization, founded in Palestine during the Cru¬ 

sades. Driven from Asia Minor, they withdrew to Europe and 
settled in the lower Vistula area (1226-30). The Order imme¬ 
diately began to support the military enterprises of the German 
colony in Latvia, founded in Riga in die middle of the twelfth 
century. The chief purpose was to create a German state in the 
East Baltic area. Christian slogans were used in this war against 
the last ‘pagans* in Europe, or 'the Saracens of the North’, as 
they were called, so that the Order easily enlisted numbers of 
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adventurous kings, princes, and knights with their armies from 

all Europe to fight for die Order s cause. 

In die thirteenth century, the Knights attacked the Prussians 

by land from the west and the Curonians, Scmigallians, Seta' 

nians, Lettigallians and Estonians from the Bay of Riga. The 

Curonians were conquered in 1267; the Prussians resisted the 

bloody Teutonic onslaught for almost 60 years, from 1231 to 

1288. Being di vided into many small principalities and unable 

to organize a united army of all die Prussian people, they could 

not hold back the increasing numbers of their enemy. Teutonic 

castles, superior to Prussian ones, covered the whole territory 

of die Prussian tribes by the end of the thirteenth century. 

The 'crusade’ (in quotation marks, since it entailed slailgh' 

tering of people and a complete devastation of villages and 

fields) started in the lower Vistula area, and by 1217-38 

Pamede (Pomesania) and Pagude (Pogesania) were already 

under die Order’s rule. Next, the Teutons pushed on along 

the Frisches Half and in 1240 defeated the united Barti, 

Notang!ans and Varmians, A Prussian uprising in 1242 held 

back a further Teuton advance for some time, but by 1260 

almost all die western and northern Prussian provinces had 

been conquered. In 1260, another uprising started which wras 

crushed with the utmost severity in 1274. Nadruvians were 

slaughtered almost to the lost man and their lands became a 

desert. The last to fall as a result of continuous wars with the 

Poles (Masunans) and Teutons in the lost quarter of the tbit' 

tee nth century was Suduva, the land of the Sudovjans (Jat^ 

vingians). After the loss of nearly cwo^thirds of die Prussian 

territory in die south due to Russian and Polish expansion 

before the thirteenth century, and after a tremendous loss of life 

in the wars with the Teutons, only some 170,000 ancient 

Prussians were left; in the Peninsula of Samland, die previously 

most thickly populated area, their number was reduced to a 

mere 22,000. 
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RESISTANCE 

OF THE 

LITHUANIAN 

STATE 

The colonization and Germanization of the Prussian lands 

began immediately. By 1400, the Teutonic Order could boast 

54 towns, S90 villages, and 19,000 farms of new colonists. 

During the wars the Prussian upper class and the leaders had 

perished; those remaining yielded to the control of the Order, 

were baptized, and in striving for social status gradually 

accepted German customs and language. The tower and the 

lower-middle classes were underprivileged and peasants were 

forced into serfdom. The language and customs of the Pros-* 

sians were preserved by this lower, underprivileged class, and 

Prussian continued to be spoken for another 400 years. The 

western provinces were more rapidly Germanized than the 

peninsula of Samian d where the old population lived in com' 

pact groups. Catechisms published in Prussian in the sixteenth 

century show that not everyone understood German. It is 

known that at the beginning of the seventeenth century set' 

mons were preached with the help of translators, but the 

Prussian language was living through its last stages at the 

end of this century. It was only spoken by the old people in 

villages.11 

The thirteenth century was one of the most critical in the 

history' of die Bales. Had it not been for the unification of the 

Lithuanian state in that century under able leadership, the 

Teutonic expansion would have proceeded to the cast and 

easily swallowed up all of the remaining Baltic tribes. As soon 

as die Teutons began building their castles on the River 

Nemunas, they met well-organized resistance from the Lithu¬ 

anians. The northern branch of the Teutonic Order was 

defeated by the Lithuanian king Mindaugas in 12*6 at 

Siaulm. Throughout the fourteenth and early fifteenth cen¬ 

turies, devastating wars between the Germans and Lithuanians 

continued to be waged along the Nemunas. Thanks to the 

clever and energetic leadership of Gedimimts (1316-41}, 

Algirdas (1345-77). and Algirdas’ heroic brother Kfstutis 
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(fijSi) who spent all his life fighting against Teutons, 
Lithuania grew into a powerful state instead of succumbing to 
die German threat. 

From the thirteenth century on, the central power in Eastern 
.Europe was the growing Lithuanian state. Lithuania began its 
very rapid expansion to the east and south through the Russian 
and Ukrainian Sands, to Tartar/ and the Black Sea. In the 
period between 1200 and 1263 Lithuanians fell upon Russians 
seventy/five times. On horseback they conquered Slavic lands. 
Gcdiminas occupied nearly all of By do/ Russia and the north/ 
western Ukraine (Volynia). Algirdas, a son of Gcdiminas, 
defeated the Tartars in 1362 near the Blue Waters in Podolia 
and took from them almost the entire basin of the Dnieper and 
Dniester. Later, Vytautas the Great (1392-1430), the most 
powerful of the rulers of Lithuania, annexed die Donets and 
Oka basins, surrounding Moscow from the west and south. Fit 57 

making tills area pan of the Lithuanian empire. 
This expansion was directed toward lands which for the 

most part had been possessed by Lithuanians and other East 
Baltic tribes in the prehistoric period. During its peak period 
(1362-15(59), the empire covered 350,000 square miles. The 
huge state played an important role in protecting western 
Europe, as well as its own lands, from being invaded by die 

Tartars. f _ 
However, the Russian territories were not Tithuankcd'. 

As from the early sixteenth century, Lidruania began to lose 
her eastern provinces on the upper Volga, Oka and Donets, to 
the Russians. The growing dircat from Moscow forced Lithu/ 
ania to conclude a political treaty widi Poland in 15^9 -md 
cede her Ukrainian lands to Poland. Livonia (present Latvia 
and southern Estonia) became a condominium of Lithuania 
and Poland. During die following centuries, Lithuania and 
what was to become Latvia failed to regain cither their power 
or their lost territories, When they emerged as independent 
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states in 1918, after being under the rule of Tsarist Russia and 
Germany for I2J years (1795 to 1918), Lithuania and Latvia 
covered the smallest ethnographic territory to which the 
Baltkvspcaking people had ever been reduced. 
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And inasmuch as they [(he Prussians] did not 

know of [die Christian] Cod, it so happened that 

they worshipped the entire creature/world instead of 

Cod, namely: the sun, moon and stats, the thunder, 

birds, even the fourdegged animals including toads. 

They also had holy groves, sacred fields and waters. 

(Cliromavi Prussix, by Peter Dusburg, I J2<5) 

IT IS WITH GREAT ASTONISHMENT that the fitSl ItYlS^ 

si on .tries in the Baltic lands, the annalists of (he Teutonic 
Order and many later chroniclers describe all the ‘ineredibilia’ 
of the pagan religion: cremation rites; the belief in rdnearna/ 
tion; die veneration of holy groves, trees, fields, waters and fire; 
the existence of many gods and spirits; bloody sacrificial offer/ 
mgs and sooth sayings. The Teutonic Order carried the 
Christian cross (o Prussia and to Latvia, but diey succeeded 
more easily in subduing these people politically than spiritu/ 
ally. The Prussian villagers remained pagan until their extern 
mination in the seventeenth century, even (hough officially they 
accepted baptism in die thirteenth century and all pagan rites 
and customs were strict)y forbidden. This was also the case in 
western Latvia. Lithuania joined the Christian Church only 
in tj87 when the Lithuanian grand duke Jogaila, son of 
Algirdas, married the Polish princess Jadwiga and became 
king of Poland. Even then, while die Christian faidi infiltrated 
the palaces of die nobility and cities, die villagers retained the 
old religion for many more centuries. 

The customs, beliefs, mythological songs and folk art synv 
holism of the Lithuanians and Latvians are amazingly replete 
with antiquity. The Christian stratum is recent and can be 
easily detached. For comparative religion, the value of the 
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'domos sac- 

ROS’, 'SACP.AS 

villas' and 

‘sakcti vrm* 

Lithuanian and Latvian folklore and folk art is the same as 
that of die Baltic languages for the reconstruction of the 'mother 
tongue' of the Indo-Europeans. The pre-Christian stratum is so 
ancient that it undoubtedly reaches back to prehistoric times— 
at least to the Iron Age or in the ease of some elements even 
several millennia farther. What the Christian heralds, being 
foreigners and not understanding native languages, saw and 
described is usually superficial. The basic source in rccon- 
strutting the ancient Baltic religion is folklore, which splen¬ 
didly supplements the passages of die recorded history and the 
archaeological monuments. 

Baltic architecture was entirely of wood, as it was in all 
northern Europe. ‘Domes sacros’ and ‘saoras villas', known 
from the documents of the fourteenth century,1 have not sur¬ 
vived; and on the sites of the pagan sanctuaries Christian 
churches arose during the succeeding centuries. It was not 
until the excavations of 1955-7 that, in the lands of the eastern 
Balts, remains of a number of wooden temples and large 
sanctuaries were uncovered. Excavations by Tret jakov south 
of Smolensk clearly showed that some of die fortified hilUop 
villages were not regular habitation sites, bur sanctuaries.z The 
uncovered hilUop sanctuaries date from die first century' B.C* 
to about the sixth or seventh centuries A,D,* and some of them 
revealed several successive layers with residues of round wooden 
temples. These certainly arc the predecessors of the "sacred 
villas1 known to early history. Some of the "sacred towns* in 
central and eastern Lithuania, it is said, were important reli* 
gious centres to which people from several provinces repaired 
for religious practices. 

One of the best excavated sanctuaries is die small hilldbrt of 
Tu$hctnljaf 50 km. south of Smolensk and located on the 
small Rivet Tushcmlja* tributary of the Sozh. Its lowest layer* 
dating from the fifth to fourth centuries B.C.* yielded many 
postholes* bur it was not possible 10 reconstruct these earliest 
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buildings and we cannot tell whether the site was already a 

sanctuary in the Early Iron Age, In the layer from the second- 

third centuries A.D., traces of a round building 6 m. in 

diameter appeared. It had timber posts, about 20 cm. thick. 

Within the area were more postholes, and in the middle a huge 

pit, 50 cm. wide and 70 cm. deep, presumed to be the remains 

of a wooden idol or altar. Superimposed on this layer was a 

cultural stratum dating from approximately the sixth or seventh 

centuries, with remains: of another round temple, this one 

within a large structure covering the whole top of the hill-fort, 

which was surrounded by a sandy rampart 3 m. high. Small 

wooden rectangular, room dike structures adjoining one another 

and containing stone hearths encircled the inner side of the 

rampart. The entire oval structure, measuring 20 X JO m-. is 

presumed to have been covered by a single roof supported on 

two rows of large posts, the space between the inner and the 

outer rows being 4.5 m. The posts probably terminated in ver¬ 

tical mortises to bold the horizontal beams. Some additional 

pics and burnt timber beams between the two rows of posts 

hint at internal walls, It has not been possible to reconstruct the 

root itself; the excavator thinks that it was covered over with 

earth. In the middle of the northern wall was a gate-like 

entrance. The round temple, 5.5 m. in diameter and standing 

in the north-eastern end of the sanctuary, had at its centre a 

large pit, all that remained of what had once been a huge 
timber post. 

At Gorodok, i2 km, from Tushemtja, an almost identical 

sanctuary was brought to light. Its earliest cultural remains 

date back to the first century B.C., and its latest arc contem¬ 

porary with the upper layer of Tushcmlja. Here too die re¬ 

mains of a round temple were found superimposed on an older 

one. The temple, 5 m. in diameter, was built of vertical split 

beams convex on die outside. Widiin the temple was found the 

skull of a large bear, apparently associated with the wooden 
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post that stood in the middle. Several other sanctuaries arc now 
known from the area of Smolensk, Mogilev, and Minsk. 

What was the purpose of die wooden post inside the temple’ 
It may have been cither an image of a god or just a post capped 
by animal skulls or heads. Until the twentieth century die skull 
of a horse or bull (or the horns alone) was believed in Uthu^ 
anta to afford protection against the ‘evil eye', illness in human 
beings or animals, hailstorms or other natural perils, and was 
raised on a high pole wherever the danger threatened. Until 
very recently, horses* heads, horns, he^goats, rams, cocks and 
other birds were used as gable decoration on roof-tops. 

The presence of priests who performed rites and recited 
prayers cannot be doubted. In the early historic records they arc 
continually mentioned, as ‘sancti vin’, ‘augurf, ‘mgromantici’, 
‘sacerdotes*. In 1075, Adam of Bremen, writing about the 
Curonians, said: 'All dicir houses are full of pagan soothe 
sayers, diviners, and necromancers, who are even arrayed in a 
monastic habit. Oracular responses arc sought there from all 
parts of die world, especially by Spaniards and Greeks.*3 The 
priests were wise old men chosen by die people and held in 
greatest respect. Sixteenth 'Century sources say they were re* 
garded as divine personages, similar to the Christian bishops.1 
Peter von Dusburg wrote in 1326 that in the Prussian pnv 
vince of Nadruva, in die place called Romuva, diere was a 
powerful priest named Krive, whom the people regarded as 
pope, and whose dominion extended not only over Nadruva, 
but also over Lithuania, Curonia and Semigalth. The only 
such ‘pope1 known to recorded history, Krivi was highly 
respected by the kings, nobility and common people, and his 
rule covered almost all the Baltic lands during the wars with 
die Teutonic Order,® It is doubtful whether such powerful 
priests existed in the earlier periods; the emergence of priestly 
power in the fourteenth century may have resulted from the old 
religion being endangered at this particular period by die 
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invasion of Christian enemies. Theocracy is not attested 
among the Baltic peoples; political power was in the hands of 
the kings. The pagan religion, however, was universal and 
profoundly influenced all spheres oflife. 

the dead The custom of cremation persisted long after the introduce 
tion of Christianity and was abolished only as the result of a 
fierce struggle against the practice by die Christian mission/ 
arics. Lithuanian kings and dukes were cremated with great 
pomp until the end of the fourteenth century, Algirdas was 
cremated with 18 horses in i377 in the forest north of Vilnius, 
‘He was cremated svith the best horses, clothes, resplendent in 
gold and girdled with a giltcd silver belt and was covered with 
a gown woven of beads and gems.'* Algirdas* brother Kgv 
tutis was buried in a similar manner in 1383, ‘and splendidly 
could be seen a deep pit in man’s length full of ashes. . . and 
nothing there escaped death: horses, clothes, weapons, etc., 
all were cremated; hunting birds and dogs were cremated with 
him,*7 The historian Dlugosz, writing at the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, mentions that Lithuanians had hearths in 
holy groves, each family and house its own, where they ere/ 
mated their relatives and closest friends, along with horses, 
saddles and costly clothes.8 A French envoy, GhiUebert de 
Lanoy, who travelled in Curonia in 141J, noted that there 
was a sect among the Curonians who still cremated their dead 
in full dress and with the costliest ornaments on a pyre of 
pure oak trees in a ncar/by forest.* The sacred groves where the 
cremation rites were performed were usually on a hill or cleva/ 
tion called *Alka’, Excavations have revealed large pits and 
hearths filled with charcoal and ashes, among which were 
found fragments of animal and human bones, swords and 
burnt ornaments, tools and weapons.1 * 

Without the written records to supplement what we know 
from cremation graves in barrows or flat graves we could not 
establish all that was involved in the funeral pomp. The Anglo/ 
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Saxon traveller Wulfkan, during his stay in the lands of the 
Prussians (Aistians) about 8S0-9O, happened to mate ex^ 
tremely valuable observations about the preservation of die 
dead before cremation, and about the funeral races. I shall cite 
his text in full: 

And there is a custom among the Asstiam that 

when a person dies he lies unburni suriounded by 

his relatives and friends for a month* sometimes 

two* and the tings and other nobles—the longer the 

more wealthy they arc, sometimes far half a year they 

lie unburni in their houses. And all this time while 

the corpse is in the house, drinking goes on and 

sports are performed until the day on which it is 

cremated. Then the same day they cany it to the 

p>iep they divide his property left after drinking bouts 

and games into live or six parts, or sometimes into 

more which depends on the wealth of the deceased. 

Then they lay the largest pan about a mile from the 

town, then another, then a third, so until all his prev 

perry is laid within the mile; and the least portion 

must be nearest to the town in which the dead man 

lies. Then about five or six miles from the property 

shall be assembled all the men who have the swiftest 

horses in the country. These men all run towards the 

property. He who has the swiftest horse coma first 

to the largest portion, and so one after the other, until 

the whole property is taken, and he takes the least 

portion who takes that which is nearest to the town, 

and then everyone rides away with the property* 

and they may have ii aU+ On lKis account, swift 

horses arc extremely expensive. When the whole 

property is thus dispersed, they carry him out and 

cremate him with his weapons and clothes* Almost 

the whole property of the dead man is spent white 

he is kept so long in the house, and through that 

they lay its part on the way to which the strangers 
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run for and lake away. And it is a custom among 

the Aittians ihai people of every language shall be 

cremated: and if anyone finds a bone unconsumed, 

compensation must be made [they shall make a 

gfeat atonement]. And there is among ihe Aistians a 

tribe rhat can produce cold, and therefore the dead 

whom they freeze can lie so long and do not putrefy. 

If anyone sets two vessels full of ale of water, they 

contrive that both he frozen, be it summer or be it 

winter,11 

To preserve the dead and keep them unburied for a long 

period was a custom deriving from earliest antiquity* probably 

universal in all Indo-European groups* We know that the 

skeletons from the Kurgan Pit-Grave and Catacomb-Grave 

culture before 2000 and in die beginning of the second milkrv 

nium B*C* north of die Black Sea arc often found dismem^ 

bered, which may be the result of keeping die bodies in the 

open for a long time. Signs of fly lame having fed on the 

Bronze Age skeletons of upper-class people in Central Europe 

point in a similar direction.13 Various ways of preserving and 

embalming the dead were known to the Baltic tribes during 

the whole span of historic times* 

For die protracted funeral meals* the Baltic itrmenys (the 

w'otd being connected with 'feeding', hrti, to feed), oxen were 

slaughtered. Lamentation songsp die mtdos surviving still in the 

villages of Lithuania and Latvia and mentioned in written 

records since the thirtcendi century* must certainly have been a 

part of the funeral wakes at prehistoric burials. Even when at 

war* die Balts needed many days to lament the deceased and 

cremate them. Thus* in 1210* during the war with the Order 

of ihe Sword* the Curonian* at Riga, had to stop the battle for 

three days for cremadon arid lamentation: ef m&rtuas m&s 

trrmanttsftterunt phnetum super mj*13 The dead were lamented* 

praised and bidden farewell so as to ensure that they would 
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safely arrive in the kingdom of the dead and stay among 

parents, brothers, sisters, and other relatives. The lamentation 

songs were regularly forbidden by the Christian missionaries, 

and the lamemers were fined; but even so the raudas have sutv 

vived up till modem times, thus preserving beautiful pieces of 

lyrical and extremely touching folk poetry. 

The death of a farmer had to be immediately announced to 

his horses and cattle, and when a bee-keeper died, the bees had 

to be told; otherwise, the animals and bees would die our. The 

horse was not allowed to cany us master to the cemetery; if it 

did, it would die or fall sick. These beliefs, still held in Lithu¬ 

anian villages at the beginning of the twentieth century', are the 

last traces of the great love that existed between man and 

animal. In prehistoric times, it was believed that the animals 

went to the other world lo live there with their master. During 

the first centuries A.D., in Prussia and Lithuania, horses were 

buried in the standing position and in full attire, ready to be 

mounted, Dushurg, in speaking of the Prussian religion in 

1326, clearly stated that the Notangians, one of die central 

Prussian tribes, used to be cremated on horseback (in equo 
(remains or ligdtus super equitrn sums eit crematiis).1* That horses 

were buried alive is shown by the fact that some of them 

had their legs bound with ropes, their eyes bandaged, and a 

nose-bag filled with oat stems attached to the head. From 

Dusburg we also learn that before the cremation the horse 

would be driven around as long as it could stand on its feet. 

Deceased warriors and farmers, it was said, rode their horses 

through the sky to the realm of the souls, and on horses they 

usually returned to earth to visit their families and to attend 

the feast of the dead in October and on many other anniver¬ 

saries. Written records of the seventeenth century mention that 

during the feast of the dead, the intestines and skin of a horse 

were brought to the grave in order to help die dead come on 

horseback to the host’s house,11 
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During the protracted wars between the Teutons and Lithiv 

aniatiE, the annalists who described the gruesome fights and 

sieges in Lithuania often expressed shocked surprise at seeing 

how readily the Lithuanians took their own lives. The most 

horrifying incident occurred in 1336 in the castle of Ptlenai on 

the River Nemunas, When the Lithuanians perceived they 

could no longer hold out against the Teuton onslaught, they 

kindled a huge fire, threw all their possessions and treasures into 

it, killed their wives and children, and then offered up their 

necks to their chief, the duke Margiris, for decapitation. 

During this same siege, an old woman decapitated with an 

axe too men who voluntarily accepted death at her hands; 

then, when the enemy broke in, she split in two her own head 

with the same axe. The annalist, Wigand von Marbutg, wrho 

described this scene in his rhymed chronicle of 1393-4* 

characterized the spectacle as superhuman and ended with the 

words: 'However, it is not amazing, since they did that accord* 

ing to their religion and they regarded the death much easier.*1* 

After an unsuccessful attack by the Lithuanians in Estonia in 

1205, 50 wives of the fallen warrioTS hanged themselves. ‘It is 

no wonder,* writes Henry of Latvia in his Cbroman Livsmr, 
‘since they believed that very soon they' would live together 

with their husbands/17 

In the light of these records, the many ‘collective* graves that 

occur in the Baltic area from the Chaleolithic period to the 

early centuries of history can be attributed to the obligatory 

death and burial of die surviving wife, husband, child or 

children upon the death of a member of the family. When the 

feudal chief or the king died, not only the members of his 

family but also his servants and favourite slaves had to follow 

suit. The practice of burying ‘with people* was forbidden by 

those who brought the Christian faith, bur echoes of it arc still 

ro be found in some customs and folk songs of the Latvians 

and Lithuanians. Thus, at the funeral of a betrothed girl or 
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boy, the burial ceremony is more like a wedding; wedding 
songs are sung, dances are danced, and both the living and the 
deceased partner ate dressed in wedding costume. It was 
believed that dead relatives and friends also joined in celcbra- 
ting the wedding, Even in this century the Lithuanian girl has 
been known to bring a wreath of rue, the symbol of chastity, to 
the grave of her beloved. The wedding of the dead is not 
simply connected with belief in the continuity of the earthly life 
after death, but also with the belief that people who die un- 
married and all those who die an unnatural death are a danger 
to the living since they have not lived through the whole span 
of life. In the Baltic languages, the word for the devil or the 
evil spirit, the velum, derives from the dangerous dead who 
return and threaten the living. 

The Baltic t'dW—ctheicalizauons of the deceased—go to live 
their family and village community lives, to ‘a sandy hill, a 
hill of oilis*, where they have their houses or chambers, tables 
and walls, and where they arc covered with linen cloths. The 
'hill of itiltf has gates through which the vtlir enter, and 
benches on which they sit, and these features recur in descrip- 
tions of the after-life in Latvian and Lithuanian folk poetry. 
The verses would seem to have preserved the image of the 
ancient burial mounds, the wooden chambers or stone cists. 
Many passages in tire Latvian folk songs speak of a cemetery 
on a small sandy hill, often so full of graves that there is no 
more room for new arrivals,1 * They may reflect die communal 
Bronze Age barrows with hundreds of graves, or the Iron Age 
barrows with a number of graves of one family. 

If the realm of the Itilts on 'a high sandy hill* in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the village reflects the more realistic side of this 
people’s beliefs about life after death, there also exists an imagin¬ 
ary hill, or a steep stone hill, w'hich the dead have to climb, and 
therefore they need to have good fingernails or the aid of 
animal claws. On litis steep hill Ditvas (God) resides and 
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summons she viUs. Here wc begin to see die connection 
between the god's (Lithuanian jDirvas, Lettish Ditits) abode 
and that of the dead. Further, we learn from the mythological 
songs that the goal is not the hill, which is the image of die sky, 
but is the place beyond the hill, 

The way to this mystical place is long. The viUs may ride 
on horses through the sky, they may rise with the smoke of 
the fire, or fly like birds through the Milky Way, which in 
Lithuanian means *dic Birds' Way’; they may also go by boat 
as does the Sun at niglu through the waters—the sea, the 
Daugava or Nemunas rivers—to the west. There the Sun 
sleeps, there she washes her horses and there appear other gods, 
Diteas, the Thunder god, the Moon, and the deity of the Sea. 
And somewhere in this remote place are the grey stone and the 
sun-tree, or the iron post, and at the post two horses. These 
represent the cosmic tree of die Balts, the axis of die sky, having 
close analogies in Hindu, Roman, Slavic and Germanic 
mythologies. In folklore it is usually the oak-tree or birch-tree 
with silver leaves, copper branches, and iron roots; sometimes 
it is an enormous linden or an apple-tree. It stands on die stone, 
at the end of'die way of the Sun'. The Sun hangs her belt on 
the branches, sleeps in the crown of this tree and, when she 
rises in the morning, the tree becomes red.1* 

'Beyond the hill is my mother, there where die sun is,' runs 
die Latvian song. The dead travel to the realm of the gods, to 
die realm of light, to the end of the visible world. It is still 
said: ‘He is in the realm of <fjjusos.' The Lithuanian word 
Jjurer preserves the meaning of a mysterious realm and cannot 
be translated cidier into ‘paradise* or into ‘heaven*. 

The departure of die vili docs not mean die end of the physi¬ 
cal ties of the dead with the living. Besides the vili, which is 
comparable to the Greek psyche, there was die sieh, related to 
the Roman iiiiwa or the Greek piieitnid, meaning a living power 
which did noi depart from the earth. It was reincarnated in 
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trees* flowers* animals, birds* It would leave die body as a 
breath, a vapour, and immediately find a lodging in plants, 
animals or birds. Sometimes ie would issue directly from die 
mouth in the shape of a butterfly, a bee* a mouse* a toad, a 
snake, or grow out of the mouth of a young girt in the shape of 
a lily. Most frequently, however* it would be reincarnated in 
trees: men's spirits* in oaks* birches and ash trees; women's, in 
linden and spruce. The Baltic peoples have extremely intimate 
relations with these trees. The oak and the linden are basic trees 
in folklore. At die time of one's birth* a specific tree is assigned 
to one, and it grows imbued with the same life forces as its 
human counterpan. If the tree is cut down, the person dies* 
Trees growing in the old cemeteries of Lithuania arc never 
touched by a primer's hand, for there is an adage saying that 
to cut a cemetery tree is to do evil to the deceased. Neither is it 
permissible to mow the grass: ‘From cemetery grass our blood 
flows,1 runs the old proverb. Next after die plants, spirits were 
most likely to pass into birds—women into a cuckoo or a duck, 
men into a falcon, a pigeon, a raven, or a cock. Some would 
also be reincarnated in wolves* bears* dogs, horses and cats. In 
the Protestant cemeteries of the in id* nineteenth century in 
Prussian Lithuania (the area of Klaipeda)* wooden tomb^ 
stones were found resembling the shapes of toads or other 
reptiles* combined with motifs of flowers and birds, and other 
tomb monuments were capped with horses1 heads. 

Earth is the Great Mother. All life comes from her: humans, 
plants, animals. In Lettish she is called Zcme? matet * mother 
earth', in Lithuanian £cmynat from £mt, ‘earth\ Her ambrtv 
pomorphic image is vague; she is the Earth holding the myv 
tery of eternal life* She is called by such picturesque names as 
'die blossomer1, 'the bud raiser'- Her functions are distributed 
among the separate minor deities of forest, field, stones, water 
and animals, who in Latvian folklore acquired the names 
‘mother of forests'* * mo ther of fields1, 'mother of springs', 
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'mother of domestic animals’, etc. Cardinal Oliver Scholastic 
cps, Bishop of Paderborn, in his description of the Holy Land 
written about 1220, refers to Baltic heathens as follows: ’They 
honour forest nymphs, forest goddesses, mountain spirits, low/ 
lands, waters, field spirits and forest spirits, They expected 

divine assistance from virgin forests, wherein they worshipped 
springs and trees, mounds and hills, steep stones and mouri' 
tains slopes—-all of which presumably endowed mankind with 
strength and power,’10 

Man is bom of the earth; babies emerge from springs, pools, 
swamps, trees or hillocks. As recently as the eighteenth ccrv 
tury, Lithuanians offered gifts to Ztmyna upon the birth of a 
child. Earth was to be kissed in the morning and in the even' 
ing. Offerings to the might of die earth—ale, bread, grains, 
herbs, or a sheaf of rye—were interred, laid in from of stones, 
attached to trees or thrown into the sea, rivers, lakes and 
springs. According to sevcniccnth'ccntury records, there were 
no festivals in villages during which the canh deity, Zemyna, 
was not venerated. -1 

During the festival in the month of October, next after 
Zempu the Lithuanians venerated the deity of the homestead, 
Zmtpotis or Ztmmnkas, who was considered to be a brother of 
Ztmyna. The deity of the homestead also appears in Lithuanian 
as Dims tips tis (from dimstis, 'homestead'), Latvians have Mayas 
Kunp, 'the master of homestead*. A separate deity was the lord 
of the fields, the Lithuanian Laukpatis (from bukas, ’field' and 
pads, 'lord') or Lauksargs, the ’guardian of the fields’ (sarps, 
’the guardian’), and there were deities or spirits of flowers, 
foliage, grass and meadows, rye or flax and hemp fields, The 
corn spirit hid in the rye or other grain fields and was believed 
to be incarnated in the final sheaf to be reaped. The Lithua.iv 
ians used to make this sheaf of rye into the shape of a woman; 
it is still called rugiiy baba, ‘the old one of the rye*. She was 
brought home, celebrated at the harvest festival, and then kept 
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in the house until the next year's harvest. The Prussian com 
spirit assumed the shape of a cock, called Kurke (known as 
Carebt in the Latin text of die treaty between the Teutonic 
Order and the Prussians of n+g).11 A cock was offered during 
the harvest festival, and in the fields some ears of corn were left 
for the com spirit. 

Trees and flowers, groves and forests, scones and hillocks, 
and waters were endowed with miraculous life-giving forces. 
They were thought to bring blessings upon human beings by 
healing diseases, safeguarding diem against misfortunes, and 
assuring health and fertility. All manifestations of the earth’s 
fecundity were lovingly cared for and protected; the written 
records from the eleventh'-fifteenth centuries repeatedly men¬ 
tion a profound respect for groves, trees and springs, and the 
'ignorant ones’ (J,e, the Christians) were forbidden access to 
the sacred forests or groves (‘sacrosanctos sylvas’). Ho one was 
permitted to cut trees in sacred forests, to fish in sacred springs, 
or to plough in sacred fields, which were referred to variously 
as Alfa, Alfas or Elkas, and were guarded by ‘tabu1. The name 
itself shows dial these reservations of vitgin nature were un¬ 
touchable and protected places: the root alfa, eIfa, is related to 
Gothic albs, Old English ealh. Old Saxon abb, the ’pro¬ 
tected’, ’invulnerable’. In rhe holy Alkai votive offerings to the 
gods were made and human cremations took place. The usual 
animal offerings were boars and pigs, he-goats, sheep, calves, 
cocks and hens, as testified by the excavations and the his¬ 
torical records. Here too, by decapitation and cremation, the 
Baltic heathens offered their enemies to the gods. 

Since the holy places were imbued with silence, a number of 
sacred hills and forests in East Prussia and Lithuania carry 
names having the root ram-. ram-, which means ‘quiet’; one 
of these is the sacred hill of Jfambynas on the north bank of 
the lower Ncmunas near Tilze (Tilsit), mentioned in records 
ever since the fourteenth century. A stone with a flat surface 
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formerly crowned this hill and votive offerings were placed on 

it by newly married couples seeking fertility at home and good 

crops in the field. The water found up on Ramhyms was 

eagerly sought after for drinking and washing. Forests and 

(owns called Romiva, Remmiai and the like have historic ttadi' 

lions going back to the ancient sacred places. The fourteenth 

century records mention a sacred town ('villa') Romene in 

central Lithuania.43 

Oak, linden, hircli, maple, pi tie and spruce were prominent 

among miraculous trees. Particularly the old, mighty, twin' 

bolcd trees were believed to possess strong healing powers. 

They were untouchable, none dared cut them down. Historic 

records since the thirteenth century mention 'sacred oaks', con' 

sccratcd to die god Perkifnar, or 'sacred linden trees’, consecrated 

to Laima, the goddess of fate, to which offerings were brought. 

Such trees were surrounded by a ditch or a stone citcle, A stick 

from an ash tree, a twig of juniper, elder, willow, or southern 

wood (artemisin), or any green bough were regarded as effective 

weapons against the evil spirits. 

Forests had their own goddesses and gods, Medeini (the name 

comes from medis, ‘tree’) was the Lithuanian forest goddess, 

attested in the thirteenth century records,"4 Seventeenth' and 

dghtccndvcenmry sources mention a male god of forests, 

Giroitis. In Latvian folklore we encounter a 'forest mother' and 

a ‘forest father’, and there was also a 'mother of shrubs'. A 

peculiar earth deity living under elderberry bushes was Pas/ 

kaitis, who ruled over good little subterranean manikins called 

Barttukai (or Parstulmi) and KaukaL if offerings were made to 

Pufkaitis, the little men brought plenty of corn and did die 

household work. During special feasts for Barstukai, tables 

laden with bread, meat, cheese and butter were left in bams, 

where the little men used to come at midnight and eat. In 

return for this generous treatment the farmers were rewarded 
with bountiful crops.*4 
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In songs trees arid Rowers are not realistically described, but 
their essential parts arc emphasized, the bud and the crown, 
their vitality and fecundity. *A green linden has grown, with 
nine branch lees and a gorgeous topler.' A tree is usually three, 
seven, or nine ‘storeys’ high. It is a living symbol, guarded in 
folk art by twin figures or beads of male animals—hones, bulls, 
stags, he-goacs, swans—or it is encircled by suns, moons and 
stars; or else a bird perches on it. Plants in die folk-songs have 
golden or silver buds, and die bird atop the tree is a cuckoo, 
the prophet of human fate. 

A peculiar cosmogonical tree of the Baltic peoples was the 
wooden, roofed pole topped with symbols of sky deities—suns, 
moons, stars—and guarded by stallions and snakes. Right up 
to the present century, roofed pales as well as crosses widi a sun 
symbol around die cross-arms could be encountered in Lithu¬ 
ania in front of homesteads, in fields, beside sacred springs, or 
in the forests. They were erected on the occasion of someone’s 
marriage or illness, during epidemics, or for the purpose of 
ensuring good crops. Though none of these perishable monu¬ 
ments are more than two hundred years old, their presence in 
pre-Christian times is attested by historic documents describ¬ 
ing them as relies of the old religion. Chrisdan bishops 
instructed the clergy to destroy the poles and crosses before 
which the peasants made offerings and observed other pagan 
rites. The Lithuanian roofed poles and crosses managed to 
escape destruction because the people fixed some of die Chris¬ 
tian symbols to diem, and gradually they came under protec¬ 
tion of the Catholic Church. They are, nevertheless, monu¬ 
ments stemming from the pre-Christian faith, as well as 
illustrious examples of Lithuanian folk art, their symbolic and 
decorative elements manifesting direct ties with the art of the 
Iron Age.1* 

Old legends duster about huge stones containing holes or 
‘footprints’. To drill a round hole into a stone was to fecundate 
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the earth force which resides in the stone. Rain water failing 
into these holes acquired magic properties. Until quite recemly, 
Baltic peasant women coming home from work would stop by 
such stones to cure their aches and pains by washing themselves 
with the water. Stones found in the Baltic lands were often 
incised with symbols of suns and snakes, much as they were 
elsewhere in northern and western Europe from the Bronze Age 
onward. A huge stone in the shape of a woman’s torso, known 
from Lithuania in the nineteenth century, was believed to 
possess magical qualities that would bestow fecundity on 
allegedly barren women, From a description given in 18 J6 we 
learn that in Lithuania there were stone monuments—usually 
about 6 feet high, smoothly cut, and surrounded by a ditch— 
which were dedicated to goddesses who spent their time at the 
stones spinning the fates of men, In 1605, a Jesuit reported a 
stone cult in western Lithuania: ‘Huge stones, with flat sur- 
faces, were called goddesses, Such stones were covered with 
straw and venerated as protectors of crops and animals.’511 

Great numbers of rivers and lakes are called St 'tutu, Svtntoji, 
Swntupi, Svtnteirris, in Lithuania, and Svtti upe, Svetupt, 
Suetais tztrs in Latvia, the names coming from the words 
fvtiti'as, mnt'a (Lithuanian) and wet's, svit^e (Lettish), that 
which is 'sacred', ‘holy’. Also, there are many rivers called 
Alkupi, Alkupis, all of which were sacred and venerated in 
antiquity , and some of which are still held in esteem. No one 
dared soil their life-giving water, which had purifying, healing 
and fertilizing properties. I Tone gave them holy water, flowers, 
and trees would blossom bountifully. The fields were sprayed 
with holy water to ensure good crops, the animals were 
sprinkled with it to keep them healthy. Washing with clear 
spring water would heal eye and skin diseases. At the begin¬ 
ning of summer, during the sun festival (the present St John’s 
night), people would go swimming in the holy waters so that 
they would be healthy and beautiful and so diat young people 
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would soon marry. Holy were those springs and streams which 
flow' toward the east, toward the sun.*4 

Water spirits were beautiful women with long breasts, very 
long blond hair and a fishtail. They were mute. When people 
happened to see them, they would stare back silently, spread 
dieir wet hair and bide their tails. Historic records mention, and 
folklore has preserved, the names of separate deities of rivers 
(Lithuanian Upinis), oflakcs (Lithuanian Ezt finis), and of the 
sea-storm (Lithuanian Bmgpvtyf, the ‘god of wraves\ who sails 
over the wild sea in a boat which has a golden anchor). The 
Latvians hid jurat iwJff, ‘mother of the sea1. In sixteenth-century 
descriptions of Prussian gods we find Aatrimpat, god of the sea 
and large lakes; Patrimpas, god of rivers and springs; and Bar- 

doyats, god of ships.s* There was also a separate deity of the 
rain: the Lithuanian Lytui'piti}, known from sixteenth ✓century 
sources.30 The deities of the waters demanded offerings. To the 
river god if pints, for example, white sucking-pigs were offered 
lest the water be not clear and transparent. 

fairies, called hmes, peculiar naked women with long hair 
and long breasts, dw elt in forests, near expanses of water and 
stones. They were ccmstandy mingling with humans and, 
yearning for motherhood, frequently used to kidnap infants or 
small children and dress them in most attractive clothing. They 
could be extremely good-natured as well as extremely short- 
tempered. They were the irrational women. They could work 
fast and spin and launder rapidly, but once angered, they would 
destroy their handiwork in an instant. 

A kind of superior goddess, common to all Balts, was Laima, 
the goddess of fate. She dispensed human happiness and un¬ 
happiness as well as determining the length of a person s life. 
She controlled not only human life but also that of plants and 
other living things. Her name is inseparable from Usmi, 
'happiness'. Fate usually appears in the shape of this one deity, 
but recalled in stories are three or even seven goddesses of fate, 
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analogous to the Greek moirat and German Nomen. In Lithu/ 
anian songs she is sometimes called by a double name Laima/ 

Dalit, 'happiness' and Tate’. The Latvians also had Dckla, 

who was very sympathetic to human life, took care of small 
children, and grieved over the birth of a baby who was 
destined to have an unhappy life. Laima, although standing 
close to the earthly life, is related in her functions to Ditvas, the 
sky god, and to the Sun.11 

The earth's great impulse for giving birth was matched by 
the dynamism of the sky and the male element in nature, 
endowed with the Sifc/stimuUting and evil/com bating powers. 
The animate and dynamic forces of the heavenly bodies—the 
sun, moon and stars—and phenomena such as thunder, 
lightning, lire and the rain bow; male animals like the stag, bull, 
stallion, hogoaf, ram, cock, swan and other birds; and such 
reptiles as snakes and toads were all believed to exercise a great 
influence on the development of plants and of animal and 
human life. The divine significance of the life-' and light' 
bringing powers inspired the personification of the sun, moon, 
morning and evening stars, thunder and bright sky, giving rise 
to the images of sky deities, Male animals and birds and reptiles, 
because of their sexual nature or their ability to prophesy a 
change in the weather and the regular awakening of nature, 
became inseparable associates of the sky deities. 

The Baltic pantheon of sky gods is very' closely related to that 
of all edict Indo/Europcan groups. To it belong Dievas (proto/ 
Baltic Deu/as), die god of the shining sky, related to Old Indie 
Dyaiir, Greek Ztits, Roman Dens; die Thunder god, Lithu/ 
anian Perkiittas, Latvian Perhns, Prussian Perhnis, in name 
and function closely associated with the Slavic Ptnm, Hitrite 
Peruna, Old Indie Parjauya, Ccldc Htrcynia, as well as to Scan/ 
dinavian Tlwr, German Datmar and Roman Jupiter (the oak, 
die tree of Ptrltums, in Latin is qutreus which comes from pit/ 

cits'); Saule, the Sun, very closely related to Vcdic Surya and 
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Saviter, the early Greek Hetias, and the other Indo-European 
sun-gods, though the Baltic Sauk is of a feminine gender; 
Lithuanian Mimtt, Latvian Menus, the Moon god; Latvian 
Anseklis, Lithuanian Awhitti, the morning star and goddess of 
the Dawn, related to the Vedic UsIms, and its counterpart, the 
Lithuanian Vakarini, the evening star, both being personifica¬ 
tions of the planet Venus, Among the sky gods there was also 
the divine smith, called simply Kalvis, ‘smith’, or in diminu¬ 
tive form, Kalvttis and Kalveitis. Most prominent among the 
divine animals was the hone, the escort of Dievas and Sdfflr. In 
mythological songs, the horse (Lithuanian £<rgas, Latvian 
zirgs) is so intimately related to Sank, the Sun, that sometimes 
it seems to stand as a symbol for the sun. Next in importance 
was the hc-goat (Lithuanian ozys) escort of die Thunder god, 
a symbol of virile power and a weather-prophesying animal, 

Common Indo-European roots of these gods and their 
associates arc incontestable, especially in that the Baltic gods 
preserved very ancient traits in not loosening their ties with 
natural phenomena, the sky, the sun, die moon, the stats, the 
thunder. Except for Dievas and Pcrkfaw, the anthropomorphic 
images of the gods were not very strongly developed. 

The name of the god Dievas is directly connected with "the 
sky'. The Lithuanian dievas and Lettish dieus still have pre¬ 
served the meaning ‘the sky’ as in Sanskrit, The etymology of 
the god’s name is made dear through the Sanskrit verb dyut, 

‘to shine’, 'to beam’, and the adjective deiuas, ‘of the sky’. 
Diems is represented as an extremely handsome man, dressed in 
a silver gown, a cap, his clothes adorned with pendants, and 
with a belt and a sword attached. This image undoubtedly 
goes back to tbe Late Iron Age, being very much akin to die 
appearance of a Baltic king. He is inseparable from his horses, 
one, two, three, five, nine or more, in silver harness, with gol¬ 
den saddle and golden sunups. His large fenced homestead 
recalls a castle, having three silver gates and comprising manor, 
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farm houses and vapour bath, with a garden and forest trees 
around. It is located beyond the sky; beyond the stone, stiver, 
gold or amber hill. From this hill Dievas rides on horseback, 
or in a chariot or sleigh of gold or copper, holding golden reins 
ending in golden tassels. He approaches the earth very slowly, 
extremely carefully, lest he shake off the dew drops and snow- 
ball tree blossoms, lest he stop the growth of shoots, lest he 
hinder the work of sower and ploughman. He raises up the 
rye, he steps on weed-grass. In Latvian mythological songs he 
appears sowing rye or barley from a silver container and, 
among other things, hunts and brews ale. Dievas is the guardian 
and stimulator of crops. In these functions he is closely related 
to the Sun, Moon and Venus. He is endowed, too, with the 
power to control human destiny and the whole order of the 
world. On his account, the sun and moon and the day are 
bright. With Laima, the goddess of human fate, he determines 
the life span and the fortune of man. Although Dievas possessed 
higher powers than other gods, he was not considered to be the 
supreme god and to rule others. In the pantheon of the sky, 
Dievas was friendly and democratic. His homestead and his 
sons, Latvian Dieva diii, Lithuanian Dievo sunelki, were par¬ 
ticularly closely associated with Saule, die Sun, and her 
daughters, who also had a castle with silver gates beyond the 
hill in the valley or at the end of the water. * * 

Saules anthropomorphic image is vague, but more import¬ 
ant is her journey over the stone or silver hill in a chariot with 
copper wheels drawn by fiery steeds, who are never tired, never 
sweat and never rest on the way. Toward evening she washes her 
horses in the sea, after which she sits on top of the hill holding 
the golden reins, or goes down to the apple orchard, in nine 
chariots drawn by a hundred steeds. She also sails in a golden 
boat, or is herself a boat which sinks into the sea. The ball of 
the setting Sun is picturesquely portrayed as a sinking crown, 
or a ring, or a red apple falling from the tree into the water. The 
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falling apple in aits the Sun cry and the red berries on the hill 

are her tears. The sun's sphere is also a jug or a ladle, since the 

light of the sun is conceived as a fluid substance. In the even/ 

ing, Sauk's daughters wash the jug in the sea and disappear 

into the water. The daughters may have signified the light die 

sun sheds at dusk and at dawn, and may have been connected 

with the morning and evening stars. During the midsummer 

festival on June 24, the rising sun was thought to be adorned 

with a wreath of braided red/fern blossoms and she ‘danced on 

the silver hill wearing silver shoes'. In songs, Saule is ‘rolling’, 

1 swaying', ‘hopping’. The Latvian solar songs have the refrain 

Ugc (/fgar means ‘to sway) or rata (from rotat ‘to roll’, ‘to hop’). 

In an the sun is depicted as a ring, a wheel, a circle, a circle 

with rays, a rosette or a daisy (in Lithuanian called saulutt, 

‘little sun', or radios, ‘wheel’), the flower of the Sun. The 

dynamic vigour of die sun, the regularity of its daily journey, its 

influence on verdant life and on human happiness was a great 

source of inspiration for countless pieces of ancient Baltic 

poetry and Baltic works of an. Spring and midsummer fes¬ 

tivals (present Easter and St John’s Day) were festivals of joy, 

of the resurrection of nature, during which sun symbolism 

played the central role. The farmer’s life was regularly patterned 

by prayers to Saule at sunrise and at sunset, for all fieldwork was 

entirely dependent on the sun’s beneficence, Prayers to Saute 

had to be said with one’s head uncovered.Ji 

Mima or Mentis, the Moon god, was a very close associate of 

Stiatfs. Like the periodical appearance of the sun, the moon’s 

disappearance and renewal in die form of a young moon 

brought wcll/bcing, light and health. It is still believed that 

flowers must be planted either at new or full moon. Prayers 

were especially useful to the young moon. The Moon god (of 

masculine gender) wore a gown of starry night and was drawn 

by grey horses. Frequently he was at the silver gates of Saule’s 

castle, courting her daughters (in Latvian mythology); he even 
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married Sdit/e herself, but being unstable, fell in love with 
Ausrint (Lithuanian, 'morning scar'); this angered Sunk* and 
the Thunder god Perkiinas broke him in two (Lithuanian 
mythology). He finally married the weaver of the star-canopy, 
and while counting the stats found that all were there except 
Avstkiis (Latvian, 'morning star’).*5 The Prussian niytho- 
logy knows another god of light, who in the records of the 
sixteenth century appears as SuwyXtix or Suaixtis, which in 
present Lithuanian will be %v<ssg£&yst from £vaig£df, 'the 
star’.*4 

Kalvaitit, the heavenly smith, hammers at the end of the 
waters or in the sky a ring or a crown for the Dawn and a silver 
belt and golden stirrups for Olivas’ sons. Every morning he 
hammers a new sun (‘a ring’, ‘a crown’). When he hammers 
in the clouds, stiver pieces fall down upon the waters. In Baltic 
mythology, Kdvaitis or Kalvelts is a figure similar to Heptwislos 
in the Creek, Volundr, Wetant in the Scandinavian, and 
lfitmmm in the Finnish mythologies,54 His hammer was 
gigantic; Jerome of Prague, a missionary in Lithuania, noted 
in 143. i that Lithuanians honoured not only the sun, but also 
die iron hammer of rare size, by whose aid the sun was said to 
have been freed from imprisonment.37 

Ptrxunai, die Thunder god, ruler of the air, is a vigorous man 
with a copper beard holding an axe in one hand. He traverses 
the sky with great noise in a fiery two-wheeled chariot, drawn 
by a he-goat. When thunder is heard, a proverb says, 'God is 
coining—the wheels are striking fire.' His casdc is on the high 
liill (in the sky), Perkiinas is very just, but restless and impatient; 
he is the great enemy of evil spirits, devils, and unjust oc evil 
men. He seeks out the devil and smites him widi lightning. He 
throws his axe at evil people or tosses lightning bolts at their 
homes. He does not tolerate liars, thieves, or selfish and vain 
persons. The tree or stone that has been struck by lightning 
gives protection from evil spirits and cures maladies, especially 
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the toothache, fever and fright The stone axes dropped by 
Perfumes possess a peculiar power of fecundity. They are still 
called 'the bullets of Perk Unas', (Stone or bronze axes, ‘battle* 
axes', were frequently ornamented in prehistory by zig*zags, 
the symbol of lightning, and by circles, the sun symbols. 
Miniature axes of bronze were worn as amulets up to the last 
epoch of tire prehistoric era.) Perhtuas also purities the Earth 
by exorcising evil winter spirits. The lirst thunder in the spring 
moves the earth to action; the grass begins to grow rapidly, 
grains take root, trees turn green. ** 

In addition to horse and hc*goat, the bull, die stag and the 
swan were symbols of virile, liftvbritiging power, but the harm-' 
less green snake, the Lithuanian Z^ltys, played a prominent 
part in the sexual sphere. It was a blessing to have a Zaltys in 
one's home, under die bed or in some comer, or even in a place 
of honour at the table. He was thought to bring happiness and 
prosperity, to ensure fertility of the soil and an increase in the 
family. Encountering a snake meant cither marriage or birth. 
This mystically endowed creature is known to Lithuanian 
folklore as ‘the sentinel of die gods'. Zaltys is loved by the Sun, 
and to kill it is a crime, ‘The sight of a dead Zaltys causes the 
Sun to cry,* says the proverb. The very name for ‘snake’ in 
Lithuanian, gyvati, shows association with gyvybt, gyvato, 
'life', ‘viability'. Another mysterious, wealth ^bringing crea* 
ture, known horn the early records as well as folklore, is 
Aitvaras. He sometimes has the head of a Zaltys and a long tail 
which emits light as lie dies through the air. Sometimes he is a 
golden cock.4* 

The Balts were great venerators of fire. Lituani sacrum celtbat 
ignau turnout ptrpettum appetlifat.*0 Eire was sacred and eternal. 
Tribes had official sanctuaries on high hills and on river banks 
where fire was kept, guarded by priests,41 and in each house 
was the sacred heardi in which fire was never extinguished. 
Only once a year, on die eve of the midsummer festival, was it 
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symbolically extinguished, and then kindled again. Fite was a 
goddess, who required offerings, She was fed and carefully 
guarded and covered over at night by the mother of the family. 
The Latvians call this flame 'mother of the fire’, uguns tnatt\ in 
Lithuanian it is Gabija (from the verb gaubti, ‘to cover'); in 
Prussian Pmikt, ‘the Little fire’. Fire was the purifying element 
and the symbol of happiness. Legends relate drat fire was 
transferred to earth by Perkiituss in a storm, or that it was 
brought by a bird, usually a swallow, who burned itself while 
bringing it,41 

This is not the place to present in more detail all the *itv 
credibilia* seen by Christian missionaries in the Baltic lands, 
or to portray the folk religion which still lives in folklore in 
surprisingly pure elements going back to earliest antiquity; but 
from this short survey I hope the reader will have gained a 
general impression of their character. The Baltic religion has 
faidi fully preserved the basic dements of ancient history, which 
relate it closely to the early recorded religions of the Indo' 
European peoples, particularly to that of the Indo/lranians, as 
seen in die cult of the dead, the burial ri tuals, the cures of the 
sky and air deity, as well as the sun, snake, horse, water and 
fire cults; at the same time, it has remained true to the peasant's 
perception of the real world and to his rich natural environ/ 
ment, sustaining his profound veneration for the living land- 
forests, trees and flowers—and his intimate relationship with 
animals and birds. In speaking of the legacy of Baltic pre¬ 
history, we mean above all the ancient religion, which is in/ 
ornate in the cosmic and lyrical conception of the world of 

present-day Lithuanians and Latvians, and is an unceasing 
inspiration to their poets, painters and musicians. 
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Figures* after Mark (3), Fr]j. 5, pots from die villages of Succase 
fa i), Kurii^ Ncringa fa i)w and Wiek^Luiscntiul (*}. Reproduced from 
Kdhn fao)+ F(f- tfP reproduced from Kilim fag)+ F/g. yp barrow from 
Kaup. excavated in 1S93 by Hey deck. Reproduced 60m Kilim (29). 
F(f, 9* hoe from Lapmkzdcms near Riga, reproduced from Moon (14). 
F# 12, after Sturms (31), Fi^r. 15, 14* from A, Btzzcnberger, Arw/yfew 
voFgtsdikhttidxr Bmzcnr Ortprearmij, 1904. Fjp. ff, i£p from J* Buzinas, 
AnkstfVQft F Ifj&et am iiaus kzpdt KvnnFFuwt, l/yfdwfo D. Mt£raMst 1,1941. 
Ft£. 17, La Baume, Anhtvfir Aatbropchgif, 2j. Fig* tSf Face^iims: d. from 
KL Borkoxv, in Praliistorische Staatssarnmlung. Berlin; £, Oliwa near 
Danzig (Gdansk)* Prehistoric Museum, Danzig; r* SomLnd* formerly 
in Prussia Museum, Kdnigsbcfg;.d and £, drawings made after La Baume/ 
Segcr, "Ccsi chstummkufruV, RialkxicM* IV* 19i6\ f, after Engel (21), 
Fi]f. ig, necklace from Merowin near Poznan, Drawing after EngtULa 
Baume (p), Fig. zi, from the cemetery ofKehrwafdc* eastern Pomerania, 
drawing after La Baume, ''BildLidie Dameliongen*, Ip*kt 3, 1928. Fig. 2;* 
after La Baume, Aitpm&en, Yf 2. Fig. zj* drawing after Heym (26)- 
Fi(. Jj, Lochynsko, Pomerania. Reproduced from Ossowski* Prusy 
Ktikmki£t 18S8, Fig. 26r j, Pomerania; hf Piotikosiec near Milicz. 
Drawing after ], Kostrzcwski, Zwiqzki Slash^ 196T. Fig. ijF Gnanwaldc* 
distr. of Eylau, former E- Prussia (promt Zielcnica near Gotowd 
Ilaweckic). Drawing after Gierte (io). F^f. sSw ums from: a, Crimwaldc; 

Barwaldt near Fischhauscn; r, /, PmimsdvMark, Mohrtingetv 
Morag, n; Masuria, After Engel (21). Fig. 29* urns from: cr, f, Ciaam; 
b* Tiktcnen (Tikietui). near Fisch hausen (Primorsk), SamLnd. Draw/ 
mgs after Beszenbciger, AfUttystn, 1904. Fi& jo, Bahnovo pot reproduced 
from O. N. Bader, Kuhurtn ir 1958, Fig jit Bronze Age pots 
of Studenok* type. Drawings after D, Ja. Telegin, ^Oskohkaja ckspedi* 
cijap* KSlAt vyp, gp 1959; HBondaiikhi' pots from the rite on R. Oskol, 
tributary of R. Donets, after Ilinskaja (34) and "Jukhnovo' pots from the 

hiMorts in the R, Desna basin, after Levcuok (35), Figs, jz-55, after 
Nikol skaja (37) (Fig* Jj, objects from the hilbforts of Svinukhovo on 
R. Ug^a and Nadezbda ar the confluence of R, Oka with R. Orlik)- 
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Swrcts of Illustrations 

Fig. 57, ex£aviuoni by Heydetk arid nlne«tn[h<eniury drawing after 
Ptussia, XXII. Fig. jg, by courtesy of J+ Aatoniewicz* Warsaw. Fig, jy* 
reproduced from Moora (14}. Fig, 40, reproduction based on: a, finds 
from ihe cemeteries of Pavirkiu and Sargenai, central Lithuania; £, grave 
finds in the cemetery of Satgcnai, suburb of Kaunas; r (upper), finds 
from the cemetery of Kurmaiciai near Kreringa- Istorirm Muziejus^ 
Kaunas; f (lower)! woollen cap decorated with convex round bronze 
plates and doubletspin! pendants from the cemetery of Scmai near 
Klaipeda! western Lithuania. Prussia Museum, Kontgsberg. Figs. 41, 
42,44,4$P redrawn from Kutikauskicne and Rimanuenc (u)+ Fig. 43, tf* 
drawing after Game (10); Fig- 43, f. drawing after the photograph in 
IsEorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. Fig. 46, Cemetery of Moythicncn, cast 

Masuria (ancient Sudovia), after E. Holtztk and F. E. Peittt, Das 
Gtoberfeld vm Moyihfcntn, Kontgsberg, 1904. Figs. 47,48, after A berg (49). 
Figs, 4$, 51, 32, 34, Vestures Muzeji, Riga, after Ebert* Fuhrzr torch to 
Stimmlwtgj Dvrrmuscumt Riga* 1914. Ffgt j$, tstorinis Muziejus, Kaunas, 
author’s drawings after Nagevicius (63). Fig. 55, after Moota (14), Fig. 36^ 
after Ealodis (54). Fig. 58, after Tmjakov (81), The maps (Figs, 1-4, S, 
io, n, 24, 36,50* 57) w ere drawn by H. A* Shelley, 

Plates, Original photographs for the plates were supplied by the 
Kausalismiiseo (National Museum) Ln Helsinki: 2,3; btotiuis Muziejus 
in Kaunas (Historical Museum, which, in independent Lithuania, was 
called ‘The Cultural Museum of Vytaucas the Great*): 4-7* 17* *SM 
n-2§t 41B 43, 47-50, 55* 57* 38, 60^62, 66M 6j, Lietuvos TSR 
Mokily Akadcmijos Istorijos^Etnografijos Muziejus (Hisfory*Eihno- 
graphy Museum of the Academy of Sciences of the Lithuanian SSR, 
Vilnius); 15*, 2&, 46, 32-34, 56) dy; Larvijas TSR Vaists Yetures 
Muzgjs, Riga (State Historical Museum of the Latvian S5R* Riga) by 
courtesy of V. (^inters* Stockholm: 3!,% £5; Muzcum Archcalogitzne 
in Poznan; i&l nt 15; Muzcum Archeologiczne in Warsaw: 26-31,44. 

Plate 1, reproduced tom T. Dobrzcniccki. Dtzufi Gmzttknskkt 
Cracowr, 19JK IJ, JJ. from La Baumc and Scgcr, ‘Gesichtsumcnkultiir*, 

IV; i6~ tom La Baume, 'Der Moorlcichcnfund4, AltpTtussa, 
V, 2 (t940) 132-40, from Kuhkauskicne and Rimanttene (13); 42, 43¥ 
from Boulichov (42); 68, 6$, from La Baume* "Zui Tcchnik dcr Ver' 
zicrung ostprcussischen Waffcn*p Altprtusstn, J941, 
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Notes on the Plates 

1 Ancient Prussians (right) equipped with shields, spears. and swords 
meet the first missionary* Bishop Adalbert in 997> Bas-relief on bronze 
door of the cathedral of Gniczno, tw elfth century, 

2 Corded and pinched portety from southwestern Finland, f, iOOO b.g. 
Grave it Pozvoon maalaiskuma, Kansaliismiiwo, Helsinki, 

3 Crave goods of the Corded or Battle-Axe culture: stone boat-axe (three 
views)* stone celt (three views) and corded pot. Cemetery of Lcmpaala, 
Aimaiankangas, southwestern Finland, KansaUismusco, Helsinki. 

4+ 5 Bronze pin and axe. Classical Baltic Bronze Age, f, thirteenth century 
U.c. Bog find from Rcskcta/Virvy&i. district of Telsiai, Lithuania. 
Pin 18 cm, long* axe 14^ cm. long, Istorima Muriejus* Kaunas, 

6 Bronze flanged axe* r, thirteenth century S.c, Strcmcnai. central Lithu¬ 

ania. 1 z a cm, long. Istnrinis Muriejus* Kaunas. 

7 Bronze axe with a semicircular edge, r. twelfth -eleventh centuries b.c, 

Laumeruip district of &iauliai- 117 cm. long, Tstoriiiis Muziejusd Kaunas. 

8 Late Bronze Age spearhead from Alytus* southern Lithuania. 13 9 cm* 
long. Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas, 

9 Late Bronze Age socketed axe, 2ygat£*iai near Tauragc* Lithuania, 

it "3 cm, long. Istorinis Muziejus* Kaunas. 

10 Um adorned with 1 necklace in relief. Fifth century s,C, Ci§zen near 
Slupca, M* Poland, Muzeum Aicheologiczne in Poznan, 

ti Fact-urn with throe pairs of amber bead eatings. Fifth century fl.c* 
Vistula mouth area. Archaeological Museum, Danzig (Gdansk). 

12 Face on an um Irom Rzadkowo near Chodateip N, Poland, Fifth 

century B,c, Muz cum Archeologicznc in Poznan* 
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13 Um with engraved horse and stela with, a sun symbol at tht top. Fifth 

century bx. Starogard* lower Vistula area. Archaeological Museum* 

Danzig (Gdansk)* 

14, 1 $ Um from Grabowo near Starogaid, west of the lower Vistula. 1S. Syrrv 

bolic scene on the urn (detail). Fifth century n,Cr Museum Archeokv 

giezne in Poznan- 

16 Sheepskin coat (two sides), found in Drobnitz bog near Ostrdda 

(Ostcrode), Masuria* c, fifth century B.C* Formerly in Prussia Museum., 

Kbnigsberg. 

17 Hilldbn dating from the first centuries A.E>. Pauksciai near Jicznas, 

southern Lithuania. 

ES Min's grave goods: iron socketed ajie, scythe, two spearheads, miniature 

pot* bracelet, and a Roman coin in a small birch-bark box (within tire 

bracelet), £. a.d. 300. Kudaiciai ncai Krciinga* western Lithuania. 

Inset* Roman coins from the same cemetery* Istorinu Muzkjus, Kaunas. 

19 Bronze bead necklace from Akmena near Kelmc, central Lithuania. 

Second 01 third century a*D* Tstorinis Mudejus Kaunas; 6- Necklace 

made of bronze spirals and solar pendant* from eastern Lithuania- Third 

or fourth century a.d. Iltorijovetnografijos Muziejus, Vilnius. 

20 Frctworkcd beh separator composed of two rows of stylized human figures 

and two birds above* Bronze, coated with silver plate. Fourth century 

a.d. Stragna near Priekule. Ismrijos^uiografijos Muziejus* Vilnius. 

21 Fretworked fibula. Bronze, originally coated with silver. 5 cm. wide. 
Fourth century a-D. htorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. 

zz Woman's grave goods from r. a.d. 100: gold-plated silver fibula, bronze 

"step' fibulae, 2 bronze pin„ bronze chains with fretworked chains 

holders, and a neck-ring with conical ends. Nomisiai near Kclme, 

western Lithuania. Istorinis Muziejus* Kaunas, 

23 Silver fibula with pendants, bronze bracelets, silver ncck-ring with spoon¬ 

shaped end and a chain of bronze* Woman's grave goods Rom a double 

grave of the fourth century a.d. Upyrc. district of Panevefcys, northern 

Lithuania, Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. 
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24 Woman's grave goods from the double grave (pkte 25) of Vcmup 

fourth century A.D.; neck/rings, bracelets, g last" bead necklace, chest 

ornaments with chiim And pendants attached* and a Roman bronze 

vase, Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas, 

25 A double grave (husband and wife?). The mart h equipped with an iron 

a«e and a bronze pin; the woman, with an enormous quantity of ormy 

menu and a Roman bronze vase (plate 24). Fourth century a.d. Vcrsvai, 

a suburb of Kaunas, Isiorinis Muziejus* Kaunas. 

16 Elk in silver-plated bronze* Found among she grave goods of a chieftain's 

bunaJ (barrow 2) of (he fourth ccnniry A.D. at Srwajcani near Suwalki 

(Suvalkai). Muzcutn Arcbeologiczne, Warsaw , 

27, 28 Silver-plated bronze fibulae from the chieftain s grave at Szwajearia (see 

note to Plate ad). 

20 Cold^pJated plaques from the chieftain's grave at Szwajcaria (sec note to 

Plate 26}. 

jo Silver plated plaque ftont the chieftain's grave at Szwajcana (see note to 

Plate 24)* 

Jt Details of horse's head-gear fro m the chieftain's grave at Szwajcma (see 

note to Plate ztf), 5 cm* broad. 

J2 Bronze fibula with incruscation of green (top) and red enamel (ends). 

Second century a.d. SargcmJ* suburb of Kaunas. Estotints Muzicjus, 

Kaunas, 

13 Bronze fibula decorated with red enamel inky (cross partem on circular 

ends). Second century a*0- Ifloriim Muzicjus, Kaunas, 

54 Pendants decorated with red and green enamel inky. End of third-fourth 

centuries a.d, McHonys near Svencionys* eastern Lithuania, 

35, 36 Bronze pendants incrustcd with red and green enamel over the upper 

pan. 106 cm, long. End of fourth-beginning of fifth century a.b, 

Duseton, eastern Lithuania, [storinis Muzicjus, Katinas. 
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37. 33 Fibulae with red enamel inky, 171 Zadiviiniai. 105 cm. wide. Fifth 

century A.D.; 38, Vclikuskts. 91 cm, wide. Fourth to fifth century a.d. 

Wear Diuetos* E. Lithuania. Uteri nis, Muziejus* Kaunas 

1% 40 Fibulae with enamel inlay (30, square intrusted with green; the rest with 

red). Fifth century a.d. 39, Voropniskiai at Nemcncine near Vilnius * 

40p Rakenai near Dukstas, eastern Lithuania- fstorivm Muziejus, Kaunas, 

41 Bronze bracelet decorated with red enamel inlay (black stripes in net 

pattern) and iron ribs. Second or beginning of third century a.d. 

Panlaictai near Priekule. district of Klaipeda* western Lithuania, Isiorinis 

Muziejus, Kaunas, y-S cm. wide. 

4a Bronze bracelets with red, green and orange enamel inlay. Fourth century 

A*D> Moshchinyp central Russia, Cos, Istoticheskij Muzej, Moscow. 

43 Enamelled ornaments* pendants and attachments to drinking horns (dark 

shades represent either red, hght^grecn or blue). Fourth century a.d. 

Moshchiny hilkfort ai Popolta river, tributary of R. Ugra, central Russia. 

Cos, Istoricheskij Mnzrj* Moscow. 

44 Silver fibula with a bronze spring and an enamelled plaque from chiefs 

tain's grave (barrow 25) in Szwajcaria, near Suwalki (Suvalkai). Early 

fifth century a. Dp Muzeutn Afchcologiczne* Warsaw, 

45 Chest ornament: bronze chains attached to semldtmar pendants and pins 

with ctosvsbaped heads decorated with conical silver plates and striated 

rings. Woman's grave from the fifth century A.D., which also yielded a 

silver necklace* silvei bracelets, glass beads and bronze fingerprint 

Vetivah suburb of Kaunas, htorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. 

46 Chest ornament: bronze chains* So cil long, attached to a bronze pin 

and a silver bowvfibuk. Seventh century a.d. Pasusvis near RadviMlas, 

northern Lithuania. Istorijot^cmografijos Muziejus, Vilnius. 

47 Silver bowvfibula ornamented with silver rings and gold plates with a 

net pa turn. Sixth century A.tx & cm. long. Uipelklai near Salantai, 

western Lithuania. IstcHnis Muziejus, Kaunas. 

43 Stiver bracelet. Sixth century a.d. Ovelaiciai near 2agareF northern 

Lithuania, isroiinis Mnzscjus, Kaunas. 
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49 Silver necklace, u a500, Lyduverui nor Tyiuvcnai, central Lathis 

ami. Istonnis Muziejiis* Kaunas. 

50 Silver necking, Sixth eeniury a.d, Akmcnc near Tymvetui* central 

Lichuarm. Istonnis Muzjcjm* Katinas, 

51 Snake-headed silver fibula. Seventh century a.d. Grohini near Liepaja, 

western Latvia, Vestures Murejs, Riga, 

52-54 Shaft-hole axe, Podmontdkiai, actual size {52); spearhead, Dukstas, 

north-eastern Lithuania, ii'Z cm. long (jj); iron umbo of wooden 

shield p [gnalina, 23 cm- diam. Sisesh^sevemh centuries a d, Irtorijos- 

ctnografijos Mizziejus,Vilnius, 

55 Grave goods from min's burial: bronze fibulae, neck-ring, bracelets* 

ring, iron spearheads, axe, scythes* bridle-bits, ring for bridle, and spurs. 

Sixth century a.d+ Rckctc, grave 53, near Salami, western Lithuania, 

Istiximi Muziejus,, Kaunas. 

56 Silver dialed bronze pendant and a bronze pin with chains and a silver- 

coated chain holder. Ninth century a.d. Pin 22 5 cm. long, Laivtai, district 

of Salantai, western Lithuania, InorijC^etDOgofijos Muziejus* Vilnius- 

5? Woman** grave goods; pins with rilver-piated head, and chain-holders* 

neck-rings, fibulae, spiral arm-ring and finger-rings, glass bead, and iron 

knife. Tenth century A.d* Paiuknys near Tytuvenai, central Lithuania. 

Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. 

58 Cross-shaped bronze pins with chains. Woman's chest ornament. Pins 

154 cm. long. Vczlaukis near Tytuvenai, central Lithuania. Istorinis 

Muziejus, Kaunas. 

59 Bronze necklace with flat overlapping ends and pendants attached* 

Eleventh century AJ>. Peiiiukstai near Svenoanys, eastern Lithuania. 

Istorijovcinografijos Muziejus, Vilnius. 

60 Silver neck-ring with conical ends- Tenth century a.d. Dvarccnai near 

Daugait eastern Lithuania, Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas, 

Gi Bronze horseshoe fibula. Eleventh century a.d. Saciunai near Pakruojus, 

central Lithuania, [storinis Muziejus* Kaunas. 
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61 Horseshoe fibula. Bioilec* tenth century a.d. Slcpsniai near Joniskis* 

nonhem Lithuania, 102 cm. dianu Istorinis Mtrrirjus, Kaunas. 

6} Massive bronze bracelet, triangular in ctqss'CUU Tenth century a^d. 

Svetena near Prickulc. western Lithuania. Istorijo^cthnografijos Murit* 

jus, Vilnius. 

64 Man's bracelet. Eleventh century A.D. Madliena near £fg|i, Laigalc 

(Latvia), Vestures Muzejs, Riga. 

65 Kerchief (reconstruction) of mdigc^bluc wool. Ornament made of 

bronze rings. Eln/enth^enrury woman's grave from Ainava near Karl), 

Vidzcmc* Vestures Muzejs, Riga. 

66 Parts of leather belts, and a belt decorated with bronze plates (reconstruct 

don). Ninth-tenth centuries A«Dr <j, i, Maicikiai, northern Lithuania; 

r* Laiviai near Silantai, western Lithuania. Width, ii, 2-6 cm.; K V4 

chl; e, 2’5 cm. fetor inis Muziejus, Kaunas, 

67 Instruments for girdle twisting in a birch^bark box found in a woman's 

cremation grave of the tenth or eleventh century' in the cemetery ofJazdai 

near Krtringa, western Lithuania, r. 1 ; *. Istorinis Muzicjus, Kaunas. 

6SP 09 S words of Viking type. Iron hihs with silver inlay (white tone). 72, Lriv 

kunai near Klaipeda; 7J, Visklauui (Wiikiiuten) near Fischhausen, 

Formerly Prussia Museum, Konigsberg. 

70 Horse bridle; lead and silver plates and bronze jingle bells, c. twelfth 

century. Cemetery of Verivai, suburb of Kaunas, Istorinis Muziejus. 

Kaunas. 

71, 72 Details of horses' graves from the cemetery of Vs3 vai, suburb of Kaunas. 

Istorinis Muziejus, Kaunas. 

73p 74 Silver* plated iron bridle (photograph and reconitruaion). Twelfth 

century a ,d. Rimaisn near Rainy gala, cemral Lithuania. Istorinis Muzic* 
jus, Kaunas. 

75p 76 Silver-plated iron stirrup (photograph and reconstruction). Twelfth 

century a.d. Riinaisai near Ramygala, central Lithuania. Istorinis Muzic* 

jut, Kaunas. 
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77i 78 HilUwt of [mpihis near Skuodas, western Lithuania; 77, viewed from 

the river; 78, air photograph taken during the excavations* 

79 Roofed poles topped with iron sun and moon symbols in the nineteenth' 

century cemetery of eastern Lith uania. 
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Abalus* isle, Il8# 119 
Abashcvo culture, 62. 93 
Adalbert, Bishop. z$k 26 

Adam of Bremen* 25, 16S, 183 
Adriatic Sea, 118, 119, 127 
Aescii, Aisti, Atstians* at, 22, 25, 119, 

144, 185 
AgjthyrsE* 98# 102 

agriculture: Bronze Age* 60; cereals* 40, 
104, 115* T7<5, *66, flax, 117; "Golden 
Age*, II3; hoes# 59, 60, 64* J14; 

Kurgan. 40# 45; scythe* 115-6, 166; 
sickles, 64, 104i Tl^7, 114, 115; slash' 

and^burn, 115* 116] twCM&ld system, 
166 

ALsmazes, see Frisches HafF 

Aizczari near Sakstagals# cemetery . 16O 

ale. 25 

Algirdas, Lithuanian grand duke, 176, 

177. T®4 
Aik a, sacred grove, hills, S4* 191 

Alkupe, Alkupis. I5H5 

amber* 55# Bronze Age. 55-9; ChaB 

colithic, 49; Early Iron Age* 69-74» 

Gothic times. 144-5; ofTering^ 52; 

Roman times, 109# 118-21# 129; 

Sources ofj 56, 57; statuette of Assure 

fUiirpal. 63; trade routes. Bronze Age, 

58-59; trade routes. Early Iron Age, 71* 

72. 74 
Anatolia# 38,4L 59 

Androphagi (Mordvins), Si* 98, 99. lOt, 

102 

A ns gar, archbishop of the Bremen^Harn^ 

burg diocese. 143,151 

Antontcwicz, J.* u, 19, 138 

Apulia (Apuole), 143, 153, 154* 169 

Aejmlcia, 121 

Armenian language, 40, 41. 43 

Asote, earthwork. 169 

Austcravia# np 

Auscklis# Latvian morning star, 199, 2*2 

Ausrine, Lithuanian morning star, 199, 

202 

Autrimpas, Prussian god of the sea, 197 

Avars, 148 

Aveuan language, 40, 41.42 

axe: Baltic. Nonyekcn# 62, 64. 65; 

battle*, 44* 49. *57. ^4! 49; 
flanged, 59, 64; in cult, 63* 202; sotv 

keted, iij, 157 

Bab novo. culture, 62, 92, 93 

Balt, name, 21 

Barta, Bartbt. Bani. Prussian tribe and 

province, 23. 173 
Basilia, IIS, 119 

baitle^utCi set axe 

EadMxe culture* 44 

Bell Beaker culture, 44 

Bclbgrave {kmprthaffe) culture, Sj# 85 

belts, leather# 162-4 

Bozha# R., 32 

Bczzenberger. A., 17 

Bflognidovka# culture, 62. 99 

Bilopotok, culture# 62 
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Black Sea, 63, 97, 177 

Bloc Waters* 177 

Boaww culture, East Baltic* 46, 49 

bog burial, 73 

Bohemia 58* 74, i4Jt 149 

Bondarikha, culture* 95, 96 

Booh™, hilldbm, 149 

Bcectsp near Gaum, cemetery, 15 6 

bridle* 145. 147, I6j 

Brushed Pottery culture, S3* 95, 150 

Budmi, 98, lot 

Bug, Weston, Rm 27* 167 

Buga, K-, 2S--9 

Buj O, site, 9j 

burial rites: animal bones in graves* 53, 68; 

barrows, 32-3, 65, 72-3, 112, 142- 

Bronze Age* 52-j, 65-7; cremation, 65, 

141-2, 1S4; coffins, ei. 65-6, xia, 157; 

Curonian, 157; Early Iron Age, 72-35 

funeral meals, 186; funeral races, 185; 

funeral wedding, 189; ‘Gulden Age** 

112; horse sacrifice, graves, 66, 164,1S7- 

Middlelron Age. 142; obligatory death, 

doLible-’gram, suttee. 42, 137, iSS; 

preservation by freezing, 186; royal 

graves. 66, 138-9, 184 

Byelorussia. 13, 27* 28* 43, 48* 95* i«* 

102,1 jo, ijz* 177 

caps, woollen, 126-7, 145* I6j 

Camunnim* rip, 121 

castle (acropolis), 41, feudal* 157* 165, 
168 ff, 

Caucasus* Caucasian elements, 68-9, 70 

Celts, Celtic, 19, 54, 68. 108* 117, ttfd 

Chetnjakovo culture, 109-11 

ChcrnoLcska culture. 99, 108 

Christianity, introduction of, 179 

Cimmerians, 20, 54, el, 69, 97 

climate, 13 

coffins, tree trunk, 61, 6$-6m 112,157 

coins: AngltvSaxon, 156,167; Arab, 156, 

167; Byzantine^ j 56, 167; Danish, 1 $6, 
167; German* 136. 167; Roman* ir6* 

123-4* 128; Komaji^ByzantJnc* 144; 

Swedish, rdj 

Camb^imrked and Pitted^'orCi people, 44 

cupper: sources of* W. Carpathian* 54* E. 

Alpine* 54, S. Ural, 33, 93; industry, 

central Europe. 54 

Corded Pottery, proioBaluc, culture, 50 

Corded Ware culture, 44 

com spirit, i92, 193 

costumes, garments, 161-3 

Courish Lagoon, 50, 143-4 

cremation, 65, 68* 142, 184 

Crusades, 172-3 

Curoma (Kurland), 24, raa* 153—4* 

!57“8, 1*0, J6&-9, I84 

Curomans (ChorJ, Cori), tribe, ar, 24, 

Hp ua* 124, X26t 141-3, 146-8, 

!67p 171. 17%i lSj-4 
currency, 166 

Czechoslovakia, 68, so 

dribs, the song, 15 

Danzig* see Gdansk 

Daugava (Diina, Dvina), JL, ij, ioo„ 

112, 116-17, 150. 152, ij8* 167* T69, 

170 

Daugmok, earth work, 169 

Danes (Vikings), 148. 153, rjs 

Danube, R., 61, 121 

Darius, Persian king, 97 
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DekU, Latvian deity of file, 19S 

Denmark, 74, 155 

Dana, R., 33. 05-** ™, 13G* i4*-9r *J* 

Die™, iky god, 189, 190. 19S-9* 200 

Digiuja, hilldbrt, 1 69 
Djakovo, hilLfbrts, 150 

Dlugosz, ! S4 

Dnieper* R., basin, *2, 95,99. roc* 101-2, 
i07» U2* n6P 149* 177 

Dniester* RM 36, 99 
Dan. Rr* 95, 140 
Dorolowo (Darethen), site, 12 j 

Drdbnitz, bog* 79, So 
Drusken (Druskhi), site, 73 

Dusburg. P.p 22, I79P 183 

Earth, deity, veneration, 191-2 
earthworks, 168 

Easi Prussia* 15.17-19.4MI~i« 

?0P 7L 731 7% 80* &i 
EpVwtgt, r 5 7 
Einhard p 22 
Elbe-Siale region, 74 
dekwon (amber), 55 

Elbing (Truso), town, trading centre* i+l, 

*53 
enamel, enamelled ornaments, 2 35—7 
engravings, 77 
Estonia, Estonians, 2lp 4$, 57, X49, 15®p 

l*S7p 173, 177, 18S 
Europdd skulls, 46 
Eylau (Bigratmovsk)* town* 89 

Face^urn culture, S3* E5 
face^ums* 75 ff„ 
Fat janovo* culture, 34. 45-6* 49* 62, 91-3 

Fennoscandia, 55 

feudal system, 139, 171 

Finland, 43, 132 

FinntvUgriati* lands, tribes, 20, 21, 27-9* 

3<S, 54* 97. 100* m, 122* 14S, 150* 

15+ 
fire, in religion, 203 

Fischhausen (Primorsk), 10wn, 52, 64* 67 

fUiiing* tOj* 106 

Flint mines, 49 

folklore, 15; folk art, tSt 

Frisches Haff, 25, 50, 51* 143-4.173 

Frische Nehru ng, 56 

funeral rites, rre burial rites 
FunnebBeakcr, culture, 40, 44* 49 

furs, trade in, X63 

GabrlcLskui neat GirkalnU, site, nfl 

Galinda, Galindiaiu* Prussian province 

and tribe, 22^3* 27, 83, ES. 122, 136* 

144 
Galindiira (CkljaJ3), eastern Baltic tribe, 

28* 151 
Gcdimmas, Lithuanian grand duke, 17?* 

178 
Gelehne Esmische Gcselbchaft, Tarru* r6 

Gdansk (Danzig)* 77 

Germany* 48* 62, 64, 69, 85. 167* 17* 

Germanic: expansion, S7; Jastori" culture* 

86; Northern Area culture* 19. 20* n?! 

ornaments, 64-5, ?itny> people, tribes* 

25* 36, 122 

Ghillebert de Lanoy* 1E4 
girdles (^ufai), 163 
gfmum^ksm (amber), tip 
glass industry, tal, 165 
Globular Amphora culture, 44 

Gniczno, cathedral, 26 
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Bold. 55 * 57p l2S* U7-»t m 
Gorodck, sanctuary, 102 
Goths, 19, 87-8, iit, i i&, 122, 141, 145, 

148 

Gothic: cemeteries, 109-11; fibulae, 145; 

kingdom, T44, 14&; language, 40-2 
Gotland, lp-3, 153-6, 167 
Grabowo urn, 78-9 
graves, fff burial rites 
Greek language, 40-3 
Crewingkf C., iS 

Grobin (Gtobiga), Swedish colony in 
Curonia* 152-4, 158 

groves and forest*, holy. 193 
Gfuuwildfi (Zjcleniea), barrow, 87* 89 

Haestip to? Acstj 

HaflFk ustenkul t urp 49 
Halidv Vladimir, Rus' of, 171 
HalLniEt culture, 19. 69, 75, 95 
hammer, in religion, 202 
Harald hildetand, Swedish king, 153 
harness, horse, 164 
harrows, 114 

head cloth, 126-7, 161 
Hclladic culture, 56 
helmet, 164, 167 
Henry of Latvia, iSS 
Herodotus, 23,97-9, 101-2 

153 

hil Worts, biE4op villages, 161 102-3, H1P 

143. 150 

htlhp sacred, 193 
Hittitc deity, >7 

hoes: iron, 114- nuke*headed of stone, 59, 
60,64 

holy overs and Lakes, 196 

horse, 41, 49. 78, 92* 105* H7. ^64,1S7 
house: Chaleo] ithic, 51; Early Iron Age, 

Eg, 31, 104; IndivEuropean words. foep 
42: Late Iron Age, 157; house-urns, 74 

Hugleifs nearSilte, Gotland, 155-6 
human sacrifice, 52, 193. 
Hungary, 68-9 
Hutu, 109-111,122, 148 

Hylarfr), place, 98H) 
Hypatius, chronicle, 151 

Ibrlhimdbn^Jakub. 24 
Icelandic sagas, 153 
Illyrian. Illyrians,, 43, 54 
Jmpiltis, earthwork, 143, 168-9 
Indo-European: common words, 40—2; 

expansion to Europe, 3S-9; groups, 19* 
2i, 43i languages, 37 

iron smelting, ioa, 117 
Ivai vidfirnine, Swedish king, 151 
I who, pottery type, 60 

Jastorf culture, 86-7 
Jerome of Prague, 201 
Jcrsika, earthwork and town, i6gw ijo 
Jordanes, 22 
Jotvingai* Jarwiagj, *te Sudovians 
Jukhnovo culture* 95^6 
Juhamis, knight ip Nero's reign, rag, 122 
Juodkrante, site, 57 
jwMtofj ja girdles 
Jutland. 

pie (ius.juxii yuh), meal of meat, 41 

Kaluga, (own, 100, 152 
Klivis, Kalvctis, Kalvaiiis, Lithuanian 

heavenly smith, 199, 202 
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Junkfcr, the zither, 35 

Ka psed.itown* I24 

Kaukah subterranean manikins* 194 

Kauguni Pekas Kilns, earthwork, 169 

Kaunas* town, 57, 129, 13 J* 167 

Kaup (Visldautai)* barrow* 52-3 

Kazan, town, 93 

kerchief* 163-3 

Kestutis* Lithuanian duke, TI6B 1S4 

key, ofiron, TjS 

Kiev* area, town, 107* I16P H9* i&7 
Kirghizian steppes* 122 

Klaipeda (Memel), town, 59. 122, 152, 

T5<Sa 167 

Komarov culture, 62, 99 

Kretinga, town* 73* 127-8, 15*5-7, i6if 

168 

Krikltonys. cemetery* 139 

Kiivc* priest* 16 3 

Kiivithi* eastern Slavic tnbep 109-tiP 

150-2 
Kurgan (Corded* Battle-axe) culture, 38- 

44: acropolises. 41; burial rites, 42; 

houses, 42; metallurgy, 411 proto* 

Baltic branch* 48; vehicles, 41; villages* 

42 
Kurland, tee Gumma 

KuriTiaiaai, cemeteries* 72-3,127-8 

Kursiu Neriji (Kuristhc Nehrung)* 5*5# 57 

Labotikiai. cemetery, 130 

Laima, goddess of fate, 194* I97"S 

Latsiai, cemetery, 157 

lamcncarion wings (nudos), 186-7 

Langobardtc fibulae* 144 

language relationships* 40-3 

La Tene culture* 86* 90* 95* 108-125,131 

Laigak, see Lcmgallia 

Larin 40-2 

Latvia* 13, i8p 4^ 54* 57, &$* 95* 100. 

123-4. m-3p I4L HP* T|i-ap 156* 

158-9* 165* 172* 177, i?9* 1 Si 

Laumcs* fairies, 197 

Lauremius, chronicle* 151 

Lausitz culture* see Lusatian 

leather work] fig, 165 

Lcttigallia, Letrigallians (Latgalliins. 

Lens). 24, 81.112* 142,147* 150* 162, 

167, rtfp-73 
Lettish language* 2i* 40-2 

Lithuania* 13* IS* 48* 54, 57* 71-3* 

114, 116* I2J, 126, 128, IJO-J, 135- 

156, 159* itfi, itfP* 171-^ i®S 

Lithuanian empire* I74”5f *77 

Lithuanian language, 37* 40-2 

Lithuanian state, 19* 155* 172* 177 

Lithuanians* people, tribe* 21, 24* 83* 112, 

lt7i M* Hi-l* I7i-^ i®4 
Littausdoff hoard* 64 

loan words, Baltic in Finno-Ugrian, 11~^6, 

91 
Lusatian culture* 27, &z9 64* 69* 71, So 

Mljas kungs, Lettish deity of homestead* 

192 
Malar Valley* r$3 

maje+i milk* 25 

Margiris, Lithuanian duke* r&8 

Mari, Mefja, Volga Finnic tribe, 34. 83 

Maskatuzip ccmctefy* 116 

Masuria* province* 13* 77, 79, 116 

Masurian lakes* 136 

mead. 25 

Mclanchkeni* 9S* 101-2 
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Mcnuo, Menas, moon god, 190, 199* 201 

mrtillurgy, 41, 54-5, 94, M7p 165 

Mdbome, earthwork, 169 
Milky Way, 190 

Milograd group, 83. 95,107 

Mindaugas. Lithuanian king, 172, 176 

Minsk, town, toz, ra j 

Moitf eli us+ G.+ 13 

Moravia, 58, m, 145,149 

Mordvins. Mordva, YolgavFtnmc tribe, 

34, S3, 9? 

Moscow, 97, 100, 1 jo, *52, 177 

Moshchiny hoard, 1 j6 

Mycenae, Mycenaean Greece, 55, 36, 59, 

6$ 

Nadrnva, Nadruvians, Prussian province 

and people, 23, *71* 183 

Nara, R„ 32, 102 

Narew (Nanne), Rr, 27, 32 

Ncmentine, earthwork, 169 

Nrmunas (Niemen, Mcmel), R+p 1 jp 27^-fl, 

3^, S3, 102, 122, tJ9P 143* 150* 158, 

*<*7* Id9i 174 188, 191 
Herman, Birger, 152 

Netoma, cast Baltic province, top 

Henri, 22, 83, 97~10I 

NikoltvLcnivetj, village, 103-4* *06 

HikoPskaja, T. N*, iqj 

Norieum* tat, 124 

Norsemen, 152, 154 

Northern Area culture, 19 

Norwegian sagas, 153 

Notanga, Notangia, Notangians, Prut* 

sian province and people, 22-3, B8# 
ntf,174 

Novgorod, town, 149, 152, 167 

Nydain, Jutland, 139 

oak, sacred, 194 

Oder, IL, 48, 55, 6i, 7Ht 121 

Odysstr, $s 

offerings; human, 52,193 J goat, sheep, j|, 

193; oxen, horse. 68, 193: pigP 193* WI 
cock, hen, 193 

Oka* R.p J2,9L93,^7* *02, 13^* r4&~9. 

m 
Oksywb culture, 87 

Oland, 156 

Oliver Scholasticui, Bishop of Paderbom, 

ifi 
Olov, Swedish king, 153 

Obzryn (Allexistein), town, 27, 123 

Order of the S word* t86 

ornaments, art, 125-37, 159^63; bracelets* 

7i. US* *37. ito-tt chains, 129* t$Qw 
145; diadems. 128, 145; fibulae, izS-y, 

UL i34-5i *45 ~7* 15^1 *591 r«ck" 
rings. 70* 12S-9, 131-1, r45* 159; 

pendant, 69, 70, 129, 130, in; pins, 

64, 70* 7*t TOO, 129, 1 jo—1,. 156, 159; 

teeth, 1O4; temple, 73, 126-7 

Ostrdda (Osterode), town, 124 

Ostrogoths, 144 

Ostrowka, town, 27 

Pagodc, Pogesania. Prussian province and 

people, 22-j, 171 

Painted Pottery culture, 40 

Pamede, Pomesarua, Prussian province 

and people, 22-3, 373 

Parmonia, rai, 124 

Pcrkurus. Pcrkonis, Perkoos, Baltic god 

of the air, 194, 198, T99* 202 
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PcTsantc (Parscta)* R,, 36 

Persians, ioi 

Petersen, E+* 85 

physical type* 46-7 

Pilcrui, cattle, r38 
pincers, 164 

Pitied Ware culture, 92 

Plain Pottery culture ot group, 83* 95, 97* 

108 

PUvniekkaJm^ cemetery, 146 

Plcskuctai, cemetery, 13 3 

Pliny* 38* nS-ir 

plouglvshares* T14* 115. t66 

Poland* SI, 54* 60, 36, 174, *77 

Poljane, eastern Slavic tribe* 149* 151 

Polotsk* 117. 1 jo. 152 
Pomerania* eastern* 19* 27, j6* 62, 65, 

71-7* 84-7 

Pomponius Mela, u3 

Potycovered Um (Belbgjavo) culture* 84, 

103 

porter's wheel* 166 

^Povest Vremennykh Leth* 28 

Poznan, town* 76 

Pregd* Prcglius* R*r 12* no 

preservation by freezing* 186 

PreusrisclvGorliti, town, 12 J 

Priekulc, sown* nr, 133 

priests* 183 

Prom* R.* 27* 151 

Prussia Museum, 17. 130 
Prussia* Prussians* western Balls* 22, 24, 

26, 88^-9, 141* 160* m* l79 

Prussian language, aif 26p 40-2, 176 

Prysmanrai* cemetery* 161 

Pskov* town* 149. 15O1 167 

Ptolemy* 28* 38 

Ptiskaitis, Lithuanian earth godr 194 

Pytheas* n 3 

Radimicht* eastern Slavic tribe* 152 

Rambynas* sacred hill, *03 

Rantau, cemettty* 66-7 

Kaunas Tarusi Kilns, earthwork, 169 
Ravenna* 144 

Rezne, barrow, 66, 68 

Rhine land, 124* 167 

Riga* Bay of, 62* 173 

Riga, dry, 66* 169,172 

Rimbert, Bishop* 145, 153 

rivet names* Baltic, 23 ff. 

Roman: coins, ii6* 123-4* liSi f44i 

empire, 109-ii; fibulae* 1241 glass* 124* 

127-4; oil lamp, 124; terra sigillata* 124 

Romainiai, Romenc* sacred town* 194 

Komny, hiMons, 149 

Koutuva, sacred place, 183, 194 

roofed poles, 195 

Rucava* town* 148 

Rumania, 68 

Russia; Greater! 43, 45* 49* l°5* *36; 

northwestern* ill 

Russian Archaeological Congresses, 17, 

IS 

Russian chronicle* 151 

Rzucrwo: cnlmre* 49: village, S^* 5Z 

sacred towns, Lithuania* 1S0 

saddle, ifij 
Saeborg, Curonian town, 143, T54 

Sakstagals* cemetery* 160 

SamLusd, Semba, Prussian province and 

people, 23, 25* 52-3* SS-6* 62* 64* 66-7* 

69, 71* 73> 77. Ho* 83« &S-pO. 112* 116* 

119* 121—Jp 129* I5S> 167, 173* 176 



The Bain 

sanctuaries, tfid>-2 

Sanskrir, 37, 40-2 

Sauk, deity of the sun* 198, 200, 201 , 20 i 

Sauslaukas, Swedish colony, 153 

scales, 158, 166, 167 

Scandinavia. Scandinavian, 20, 77, 119, 

146, 134, 

Schlakalken, ccmcTcry, 71 
Schleicher. A*, 37 

Schleswig-Holstein, 74 

scythe, 115-16, 166 

Scyihia, 88. 99^102 

Scythian, Scythians, 18-20, 54, 6Ht So, 

82^3, 93-4, 07-ro2* t*4 
seal hunting, 49 

SduHi Setians, Sclonjans, east Balric mbs. 

a* S3* m 

Semigallia, Semigallians, east Bailie pnv 

vince and tribe, 21 f 24, 83, 112, 142, 

139, itiz, i<*7* 169m 171^3 
Serebrennikov, B. A., 34 

Sami* Hiiticc figurine in Lithuania, 59 

shield, 78,112,147-8* 164 

Siberian steppes, 38 

sickle, 104, to?* 114—15* 166 

Silesia, 58, (Si, 69, 8j-6« 121 

silver, 125* iji-2* 134, 137-8. 145, 147, 
15S, 161-3, 165-7, 171 

Slavic, expansion, language, lands, 20, 40, 

J4.»7-97* 107, H1. HU T4*-5** 1S4 
Smolensk, town, 32* 102, 117, T5O1 151, 

167, 180-2 

Snorre Sturtcson, 135 

songs; Baltic, 1 yr solar, 201 

ipear, spearhead, to,78. ill, 147,157,164 
springs, holy, 19 j 

spilt?, 164 

2S4 

Starogard urn, 78 

Starzykowe Male, fortified village, 8t-a 

State Historic Museum, Riga, 17-18 

steel, 117 

stirrups, 147, 165 

swdobteeding, domestic animals, 40, 41, 

60* 117. 166 

stone cult, 196 

stones, footprints on, 195 

Strabo* 88, 118 

Stragna, cemetery, I 3 i 

Strobjcnen, bracelet, 144 

Srudenok cult tire. 96 

Succasc (Suchacz)* village, 31-2 

Sudovun, Suduva, Prussian people and 

province, 19, 22-3, 83. 112* 126* 139p 

UT, I47r *59 
Suevian ocean, 119 

Susz (Rosenberg), town, 82 

Svein Estrithson, Danish king* 158 

Svinukhovo, hilhfortj 104^6 

Swayxtix, Suaixtis, Prussian god of stars, 

202 

Sweden* Swedish, 74, 143, 148, 152-3* 

154, 138, 16? 

sword, 138-9, 147, 164, i*7 

Tacitus, 21, 25, 5$, 38, w 3-14,122. 144 

Talivaldis, duke of Letiigaltia, 171 

Tcrvcte, province of Semigallia, 169, Ijl 

Teutonic Order, Knights, 141.155,172-3* 

177, 179, 183, 193 
theocracy, 184 

Theodorie, Gothic king, T44 

Thomsen* V,m 33 

Thorolf^ Viking, 157 

Tilae. ji, 7jw 122, 193 



Ticnacus, i a £ 

Timber^rivc culture* 62. 94. 97 
Tirii bog, 148 
Tiryns* 59 

Tokb^xmis, |S* 41-1 
Tobha, R.f 32 
Tanashe^ 99 

toponymy* Baltic* 28 C 
Toperov* V. N.* 29 
townships* 168 C 

trade* Baltic: amber, see xmber; furs* 168; 
Phoenician, 65; with central Europe* 
5&-S* 62* 64, 69; with Goths, 144: with 
Finno#Ugrians, 109-11* 148; with free 
Germany* 122* 124-5; with Mycenaean 
Greece, 56-7* 59; with Roman empire, 
ll 8, ill, 123-4; with Russians* 167; 
with Sweden, 167; with western Europe* 

Trinsylvank* 61 
tree, in religion* 191* 194, 195 
Tretyakov, P. N., 180 
Trubachev* O. N,* 29 
Trnlick, cemetery, 70 
Trusts, trading town* r+3, ijj,158- 
Trzdnire culture* 61 
Tsna (Cm)f RM 32 
Turaida. cemetery, 162 
TurkoTarur peoples* 14S 
Tushemlja* sanctuary, i3o^2 
Tyszkiewicz* E„ 17 

TJdmurtian* FinmvUgric language, 34-5 
Ugra* R., 32, 102* 136 
Ukraine* 4S* 86a 177 
0notice culture, 56* jSfc 6o, 92 
0 n£ ticoT ufnulus'UrnficId culture, 19* 62 

Index 

Upa* R*, 102 

Up p Land, rsfi 

Upinis, Lithuanian river spirit, 197 

Upyte, cemetery, IJ7 

Uratic race, 46 
Urals, Mis, 93, tjfi 

UsEtas, Vcdic morning star. 199 

VaJcarinc, Liihuanian evening star, 199 

Virtue, Varmints, Prussian province and 

people, 22-3, 173 

Vaimer, M., ap 

vegetation, t+ 

vehicle, 41, 78 
vile:, in folklore, 189, [90 

Velikaja, fL, nj. 148-50 

Vclikic Luki, town, 117 

Veliuotii. town, earthwork, 57, 169 

Veneti, 119. rai 

Versvai, cemetery, ui. 137 

Vicstam, duke of SemigiHia, 171 

Vikings, 24,141,143 ■1 J4t iS*-8.160 

VUkumuiia, cemetery, 165 

village: Chalcolithic, 51; Early Iron Age, 

80, Si, 102-3, 107; Golden Age, uj; 

Middle Iron Age, 142; Slavic, 149 

Vilnius, city, 135, 107,169, 184 

Visby, trading centre, 167 

Vistula, R., 17,3*. 48. Jt. 55. S7,6i. 69, 

75, 78, So. 82, 87, 112, ill, ill, I J1. 

144,158,172-3 

Vitebsk, town, 101, 117. 151 

Vjarichi, eastern Slavic tribe, 149, ijr 

Volga. R., 13,38,91-2. 177 

Volga'Fiitnic, tribes, languages, 27, 33-6. 

137 
Volosova culture, 92 
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Volynia, 4M, 6ir 107*149* xj* 
Voronezh, town, 149 
Votyaks, Volga-Finmc tribe, 101 
Vysotko culture, 62, igS 
Vytautts, grand duke of Lithuania, 177 

wagon, 78 
Warra* JL( 38, 121 
water, holy, spirits, 19&, 197 
weapons, armament; bridle, 69, 145,147- 

148* 16yr bow and arrow* 49, 154, 164; 
halberd. 57; helmet, 164, itf?; knife, 
warrior^, i6i-im 164: shield, 78, 117, 
147-8, 164- spear, spearhead, 62, 64, 

78, uap t47-®* 1 $7* spur, 07, 
147^8; stirrup, 147, I6$i sword, tj3-p, 
147, 167 

weights, 166 
Wheeler, Rr E. M., 122 

Wiekau, cemetery, 112 

Wigand von Marburg, 18S 
Wiskiauren (Viskiaurai), trading centre, 

143* »SS 
Workeim, barrow, 66 
writing. 26 
Wulfsun, 25,142-3, 172, 185 

Xenophon of Lampracus, 119 

1 $s 

Za]rySp green snake, in Lithuanian folk¬ 
lore, 203 

Z.rrubincy. Zarubincc culture, 107-IT 
Zhizdta. Rr. 32, 102, 150 
j/rjVj zlrgs, riding Ivors*, 164, r 99 
Zlota, culture, 49, $3 
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